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This study deals with the process of family farm

growth in Western Manitoba. Many oeople believe that the

long run objective of Canadian agriculture should be the

development of rural communities based upon the maintenance

of the economically viable family farms. The means of
achíeving this objective are ínfluenced by the technologi-

cal changes in agriculture. The technological changes and

increased use of machinery have. changed the internal dimen-

sion of family farming. The present studlz attempts to
ident,ify these changes and provid.e a guideline to achieve

the objective of maintaining the economically viable family

farm.

Several studies have been done in the area of farm

growth.using various methods. These can be grouped into
three, narely; traditional tlreory of ttre fi::n, behavior¡ral ttreory of

the firm, and systems approach. Present study takes the systsns

approach to study the process of growth of the famillz farm

system. The system view is an overall view whích implies that
an isolated study of the parts of system will not be adequate

to understand the complete system. A system ís a set of
components that works together for achj-evj¡g the overall objec-

tive of the system. The components of the system are linked

in an interchanging manner, therefore, a studlz of the isolated
parts would not provide a complete view of the system.
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The growth of t,he net-worth is taken as the perform-

ance measure of the system. The major components of the

fanily farm system, which affects the growth, are produc-

tion and consumption. These two components compete for
the available resources. Within the production comÞonent,

crop and livestock operat.íons compete for the resources.

Production generates income which is available for consump-

tion and re-investment for future production. The a1loca-

tion of resources among consumption and investment is one

of the major factors which decíde the growth rate and there-
fore, the viabitity and competitiveness of family farms.

The other factor which is affected by this allocation deci-
sion is the standard of living of the farm famíly. These

interrelations between standard of living, investments,

growth and therefore, future production and future standard.

of líving make it, difficult to understand the slystem b1z

studying the parts of the system.

An economet::ic model was formed on the basis of
systems approach to study the system. The model consists

of three estimaterl equations for productiqn, consumption and

investment. An equation of performance measure, oÍ of growth,

is formed combiníng the models of productíon, consumption and

investment. This combined equation links the production and

consumption components and investment pattern of the s_rlstem.

The Solowr s model is used to determine the technological

change in Western Ivlanitoba agriculture.



The data for the studlr $rere taken from 23 members

of the Western Manitoba Farm Business Association. The

analysis of data shows that, the farmers have increased

production by expanding the size of. operations and increas-

ing the use of machinery and material inputs. The growth

of net-worth in 1961-69 period in terms of current dollar

value was 184 percent. The major factors affected. by this

high rate of growth are increased use of factor inputs

including land and extensive use of credit.

The econometric results and a significant test with
gg percent probability indicate that the industry was at

constant return to scale during 1961-69 period. The farmers

have carefully expand.ed the size and. increased the use of

machinery and material inputs during 1961-67 period. These

inputs have been used productívely in this period. However,

the results indicate that the heavy investments on land and

machinery in 1968 have not been productive. The material

inputs have been used productively almost throughout the

period, however, the labour \¡7as not used productivellr. The

analysis of ItMP/Price of input ratios indicates that the

farmers vrere not able to coordinate resources to obtain the

maximum possible net income from the operations.

The analysis of performance measure shows a 118.2

percent growth of net-worth during 1962-69 period, in terms

of 1961 constant dollar value. This is an average rate of

14.78 percent per year. The major factors that influenced

l-v
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this high rate of growth are expanded. operations, increased

use of factor inputs and extensive use of credit. The

analysis of technological change shows an increase ín

technological index from 1 in 1961 to 1.877 3 and 1.5228 in

1969 in net and gross measures respectively

The analysis is extended to 1974 by means of
forecasting. The forecasting results have shown that the

model has a good forecasting power. The 1974 values of the:

economic variables show an increase in production and factor

inputs used. However, these values include the price hikes

experienced in 1973-74 period. The rate of growth of net-

worth is a result of high production and lovr consumption.

The overall analysis of 23 lVestern Manitoba farms

has shown that the solution to the problem of poverty among

farmers is the expansion of the size of operations. The

progranrmes for improving manageríal ability of farmers would

be helpful in achieving the objective of a viable competi-

tive farming indusÈry.
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CHAPTER I

I}TTRODUCTTON

"The family farm has long been presented as a goal

by polit.icians and others seeking to win friends among rural
folk. Yet it is becoming a more qualified goa1. For

instance, James Bentley, then first vice-president of the

Canadian Federation of Agriculture said in 1959, rThe long

term object.ive of agriculture in Canada should be the

deveropment of rural communities based. upon the maintenance

of the family farm'. fn 1969 Charles Munro of C.F.A. changed

the emphasis to economically viable family farm."1

The Federal Task Force on Agriculture considers the

family farm as a neans to achieve higher goals such as income,

p.ersonal fulfilments and various social and cultural values.

rt further has suagested that an examination of family farms

can reveal to what extent it was and is a suitable means

for achieving the higher objectives.2

Income is closely related to tÏ¡e sun¡ival of the krusiness,

in farming as well. as in other industries. This means that
the survival of farms especialllz those capable of financing

a way of life depends upon increased. efficiency. If the

1'Report of the Federal Task Force on Agriculture.
Canadian Agriculture in the Seventies. (Queen's Printer
for Canada, Ottawa, 1970), p. 33-34.

)-Ibid., p. 34.
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industry in general is in the phase of increasing return

to scale, expansion of size of farms will result.in lower

unit cost of production. This means more efficient use

of resources than before

In this aspect, consideration should be given to

the factors causing the growth of farm firm. Like in any

other industry the growth of farm firms heavily depends

upon the amount of capital investment. A major source of
investment fund is the income generated. within the farm.

However, in family farm business operation, all the income

generated within the farm is not avàiIable to plow back

into reinvestment in the farm. A substantial portíon of

income has to be allocated. for consumption purposes of farm

family. OnIy the savings is- reinvested in the farm. New

investments, that would increase the efficiency of factors

of production, are required for rapid. growth. On the other

hand most of these new investment expenditure has to be

generated within the farm. Therefore, family farm should be

viewed as both the cause and effect of growth. When making

plans and decisions to maximize objectives such as increasing

income oi the quality of life of farmers, these factors

should be taken into consideration and a series of plans,

instead of an optimum plan, should. be outlined.3 ,h" decisions

made by farmers are influenced by uncertainties of future

2'Eisgruber, L. M. and G. E. Lee. "A Systems Aporoach
to Studyinq the Growth of the Farm Firm". In S_r¡stems Anal_r¡sis
in Agricultural Management. J.B. Dent and J.R. And.erson (eds.)
(John Wiley 6 Sons, Australia Pt¡¿. Ltd., Sydner¿), 1971, p. 330.
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and lack of knowledge in specific areas. Often correct

decisions are not made. A knowledge of factors affecting

tJ:e growth and a quantitative examination of the process of

capital accumulation on farms wou1d. be helpful in making

correct decisions. The factors affecting growth and capital

accumulation in farms can be analyzed by examining the past

grovrth pattern and the forces influencing the growth. For

this purpose the growth pattern of a specific group of farms
I

Iin a gíven time period can be studied.

The Problem

The Task Force states that only about a third of

430,000 farms in Canada in 1966 were large enough, bY todayrs

standards, for long run viability. The remainíng two-thirds

fa]I into two groups; a middle stratum of mod.erately well

off, and a bottom stratum of about 1001000, who live in

poverty. It further states, that it is likely that techno-

logical changes will continue to push the farming units which

are not suited to rapid change into low income leve1s.4

The technological innovations, increased capital

ínvestment and somewhat improved managerial ability of farners

have changed the internal dimension of modern farminq. These

changes in internal dimension demand an increase in the size

of farms for the new techniques and equipment can profitably

be used only in large scale operations. fn additíon to these

internal requirements, the Task Force states, that inflation

4rbid., p. 409.
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and cost-price squeeze imply that farmers must continualry
expand and improve efficiency in order to maintain or
improve income. unfortunately, most family farms earn very

little income and are unable to save or to justify borrowing

sufficient funds to finance the required expansion. They

fall behind in the competitive race even though some improve-
5

ments in prod.uction are made. The general economic condi-

tions of those farmers, who were not a.b1e to make the

necessary changes forced them to leave farming, andr so

migrated to the urban centers looking for more favourable

living conditions.

The Task Force further states that those who manage

to maintain competitive ability, continually expanded. and

rapid.ly improved their farm businesses. This made theír
farm business more complicated and therefore, it, became

extremely d.ifficult for a farmer to combine all the neces-

sary ski1ls from production technology, through managerial

ability, to marketing. Sometimes they make their own

problems by borrorv'ing too much, investing excessívety on

expensive machi-nery and so forth.6

Stbid., p.
6rbid.,

21 .

22.p.



The situation that farmers t/ere facing was rising
input costs and constant or declining product prices. This

situation has changed during the past few years. The world

food crisis resulted in higher incomes for farmers. However,

at present, farmers are again facing rising input, prices and

unstable product prices, especially in tivestock operations.

The cost of machinery and equipment inputs, chemical and fuel
has gone up. Especially in tlre livestock índ.ustrlz, many farmers

are forced to abandon their livestock operations due to low

product prices and high input costs. In Manitoba, the

situation is so severe, the government. had to intervene to
protect livestock operation by paying subsidies to producers.

Consequently, the critical problem is low income. fn order

to increase net income, under these circumstances total
producËion must be increased and the average cost per unit
of prod.uct must be red.uced., or at least, held constant.

Many farmers and economists argue that the per unit
cosÈ of production can be reduced. by increasirrg the leveI

of production. This will result in growth of farm firm.

Therefore, understanding the farm growth process might be

helpful in making plans for cost reductions. AIso it will

enable to make more reliable policy recommendations. The

nature of farm growth process 
,can better be understood by

analyzing detailed information on Èhe process. The nature

of farm growth will be understood only when the internal
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determinants of growth are quantified.

Another reason for the need for more research in
this area is the government involvement in improving the

living conditions of farmers. Many steps have been taken

in Manitoba to improve the quality of life in rural area

These include progranmes under the Agriculturar and Rural

Development Act 1961 (ARDA), the Fund for Rural Economic

Development 1966 (FRED), the Small Farm Development 
;

Programme 1g72 (SFDP) and Farm Diversification programme.

Some of these prograrnmes are not directed only towards

the agricultural sector. They alter the resource base

available to agriculture and production techniques, and

consequently change agricultural output. The main objective
of all these prograrnmes is improving the living st,andards of
rural population including farm families. Net income is one

of the most influential factors in the standard of living.
The net income of farmers can be increased by increasing
prod.uction. Any att,empt to increase production by increasing

the size of operation results in farm growth. Therefore,

the family farm firm growth is one of the Lools that can be

used to improve the quality of life among farmers. This can

be done by directing government progralnmes tor,¡ards the

improvement of factors influencing farm growth. This requires

a better understanding of the determinants of farm growth

which can only be gained by stuaying the past growth process

and. factors that influenced it.



Another factor, that should. be considered at, this
point is progranmes for improving: managerial ability of
farmers. The main objectives of these programmes is to
irnprove the knowled,ge of farm managers to increase the

efficiency of factor ínputs. This objective can better be

achieved by correcting farmers' weaknesses in decision
making. A study of farm growth may reveal these deficien-
cies. This information can be used in formulating a train-
ing progranme for farm managers.

Objectives of the Study

The basic objective of this study is to examine the

nature of the growth process of the family farm business

in vüestern Manitoba. Farmers in this specific area were

selected for analysis because of the availabiliËy of detailed
data, from the farm records maintained by members of the
Western Manitoba Farm Business Association since 1961. fhis data

comprise of quantiùative information on prod.uction, resource

use, household expenditures and capital investments.

Consistent. data were available for 23 farms for each year

from 1961 to 1969. These data are used in the analysis

because of the need for detailed information, over a substan-

tial period of tÍme on ind.ividual farms, for examining the

complex process of farm grcrwth.

The study is directed towards the identification of
internal determinants of farm growth in order to aid decision
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making by farmers and policy makers in theír efforts to
increase net income. The reason for d.irect,ing the study

towards internal d.eterminants is that they are more easily
controlled by farmers than the external factors. A crucial
element in growth that is considered, in this study is the

interrelationship between farm and household. The competi-

tion between these two sections for resources is taken

into consíderation.

The specific objectives of the study are;

(1) To formulate an econometric modelr orr the basis

of system approach, to study production, consumption and

investment components and t.o evaluate the factors affecting

these components j-n family farm system.

(2) To analyze the. effects of resource utilization,

consumption, investment., cred.it utilization and management

on farm growth

(3) To provide a framework for planning and

implementing policies to increase net farm income and to

overcome some social and economic problems faced by many

farmers.

'In this chapter the problem, the necessity for

research study in the field and the objectives of the studlr

are discussed. The following chapter critically looks into

the studies already done in the field., and discusses the

improvements in the present study



CHAPTER II

A REVTEV{ OF I-,ITERATURE IN THE AREA OF FARM FIRM GROI.TTH

Farm firm growth is an area which has received much

attention of agricultural economists. several approaches

namely, traditional, behavioural and system approaches, have

been used in these studies.

Traditional a¡rproadr refens to the ma:<imizing hehaviour. 
,

Illain attenticn r:rder t]lis app:rcach is given to the maximization or rLi¡jrniz-

aticrr of objectj-ves suct¡ as profits and costs. 
t *" other activities are

considered as means of achieving these objectives and they
are not given as mudr attention as that to t-he main obj ective.

Behavioural theorist argue that tJ:e traditional theory of
the fi::n fails to reflecÊ. the natr:re of tlre inportarrt interfi:¡r relation-
strips and possible differerì.c€s Ì^/hich rnay exist amcng fims. ,,Be,L¡avioural

theory'l connotes a theory of manner of response. In ecrcnomics,

vre nìay say that a behavioural ttreoqf of the fi:rn r.¡cr-rld shor,s hcrvu changes

in tlre internal characteristics of the firm resulting frcm ttre relative
importance of the various goals would cause a firm to respond

differently to the same cond.ition aÈ di-fferent times.B

The systems approach looks at ttre ry;--:tem as an entiti.
A sülåY of one or tv¡o sestions or ccnçnnents of the system does not

provi-de a soluticn to tåe prcblem. TLre crcnponents of the system

are interrelated. Therefore, the essence of the systems

1'Eisgruber, L. M. and G. E. Leen op. cit., p. 331
o"rbid., p. 332.

9
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approach is to study the system as a whole. rn family farm

system this includes the stud.¡r of the subsvstem of familv
as a whole. These two subsystems corresþond to the produc-

tion and consumption respectir¡ely.

Gillis

A study of famiry farm firm growth in carman area

of Manitoba has been d.one by Gillis.9 The major objectives
of his study were to find the factors affecting production,
consumption and investment within the agricultural firm
househord. in the carman area and to analyze the effects of
resource producti.viÈy, tax rate, technology, consumption and.

credit on farm growth.

The d.ebt equity ratio has been taken as the criteria
for the growth. He has hypothesizeð, that the farm operatorrs
basic aoal is to own the entire capital comprising the farm

business. The rate of capital accumulation in family farm

business depends upon the income generated. in the farm and

that vfiich is wittrdrarrrr for family consumption. Another factor
that influences the. growth is tax rate.

rt is explained that the unit cost of production
d.epends, among other things r on capital i i . e. , scale of
operation. TLie smaller the capital stock the higher the
unit cost of production and vice-versa. As farmer gets

more experience ar:td accumulates more capital the production

1957-67
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increases fast,er and so does the net-worth.
rn this study consumpÈion is assumed to be a function

of disposable income. Arso the size of family and previous
years' consumption influence the re.vel of consumption

expend.iture. The farmer has to alrocate his income among

fanily consumption and re-investment in the farm. Therefore,
the consumption expenditure is a major factor that influences
the rate of capital accumulation.

Farm-household relationships are explained on the
basis of a theoretical analysis provided by Heady in 1gs2.10

The analysis involves the use of indifference curves and

production possibiliÈy curves to arrive at the optimum

allocation of income between consumption and investments.

The allocation of income between consumption and 
i

re-investment depends on the farm famiry's desire for the
utility of the discounÈed future returns from investments
of current savings against the satisfaction of current
income spent on consumption. This is equivalent to the
indifference curve relationship in consumer theory. At the
low levers'of income, a high value is placed on present
consumption compared to later consumption; i.e., average

propensíty to consume is high. As the income rises, current
consumption is given less value as compared to future
consumtpion or capital accumulation.

11

10__'-Heady, Earl
and Resource Use (New

O. Economics of Agriculture production
York



To generate future income for eonsumption and

investment the farmer must invest a part of his current
income. There are two possibre things that can be done

wiÈh the income. The farmer can consume the whore income

or invest it or he can do any combination of these two.

This situation is equivalent. to production possibility
frontier.

The final arrocation of income between consumption

and investment is d.etermined at the point where the farmerrs
desire and possibility are equal. There are different points
like this for d.ifferenÈ income levels. The curve going

through such points represents the optimum gro$rth path of
the farm over time

An econometric model was formulated to study the
growth pattern. The model consists of four equations.
1) The production function; to estimate the parameters

of, production function cobb-Douglas formulation was chosen.

The solow's model11 v¡as extended to include three indepen-

dent, variables in the equation formed to nreasure the impact

of technological changes. 2) the consumption funct,ion;.
a consumption functionl ir the form of cobb-Douglas formula-
tion, $zas formed with disposabre income, family size and

previous years consumption as independent variables.

12

11solow, R.
Production Function.
Vol. 39 (1957) , pp.

M. "Technical Change and the Aggregate
" Review of Economics and Statistics.
31242î.



3) The investment function; an investment function in
the linear form was formulated with savings and credit as

independenË variables. 4) The farm business growth equa-

tion; this equation incorporated the factors which affect
the farmerrs potential to increase their equíty. Tt
included the income tax rate, the rate of return on total
investment, interest rate and debt to equity ratio.

The moder was used to study the farm growth process

in Carman area of Manitoba. The following conclusions r¡rere

arrived at.

1 - Farm income wilr rise if the scale of operation
and use of material inputs are increased. However, good

farm management is essential to growbh.

2. Given the farmer- is a good manager, it will be

profitable to expand land and build.ing base. However, he

should'base his decisions on the amount of savings generated

from the farm unit.

3. Financial leverage or the use of credit can be

helpful in the growth process, but the farmer shourd always

examíne his re-paldnent capacitlz before going into debt.

4. Diversification is a good means of reducing risk
and the fructuation in annual income. However, Èhe indivi-
dual farmer must decide on the best use for the rand..

5. The importance of material inputs strongly
suggests that all farmers must utilize this input to increase

their gross profit.

13



6- since good management is of major importance,
the government must continue to provide courses which will
increase the farmer's managerial ability.

rn general his model consists of three functions
for production, consumption and ínvestment and. one eguation
of growth. The interrelationships between these four
factors are not clearly explained. This can be done by
taking the link among these sectors into account. onry a

systematic study of growb.h can exprain these links and

their effects on growth. The main objective of the present
study is to study these links and their effecÈs on growth.
The moder of the present study explains the method of
achieving this. rn this respect, one weakness in Girlis's
study is not taking the effects of growth on consumption,
investment and indirectly on production. Growth is not for
the sake of growth only. The growth in family farm shourd,

be accompanied with an improvement in quality of life of
farmers. Un1ess this is the case, the growth does not mean

much when considering the welfare of the famillz. The effects
of growth can be known only if the growth is included in the
model as an independ.ent vaniable.

A major defficiency in his study fall in the area of
family consumption. The consumption of farm products are
not counted in estimating tlre consuçtion function. They are
not included in the farm income ej-ther. This is a major def i_
ciency in a study of famiry farm growth because most of the

14
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foods that are consumed by farm famiry come from farm

itserf. rn fact, íf the varue of these items is not
included, a study on family farm will not be complte.

Another area r would. like to discuss in his stud.y

is the growth equation. His growth equation is unnecessarí-

ly general. rt explains the effects of the consumption

rate, tax rate, interest rate and the rate of return on

capítal on growth. These are generarry accepted factors
affecting growth. However, a study on a particular area

should explain the specific factors affecting the growth

in the area, along with these generar considerations.
Knowledge gained on regarding these specific factors would

be more helpful, for policy formulation, than for use as a
general guideline.

Patrick. and Eisgruber

Another study j_n this area vras done by George F.

Patrick and Ludwig M. Eísgruber.12 The objcctive of their
study was to develop a moder of farm firm behaviour ín a

d.ynamic environment with eiements of uncertainty and with
particular emphasis on the effects of changes in the
managerial ability of tire farm operator and in the capital
structure.

12n.tri.k, G. F.
of l4anagerial Ability and
the Farm Firmr. Journal
p. 491-s06.

and L. t"1. Eisgruber. 'The Tmpact
Capital Structure on Growth of

of Farm Economics, Vo1. 50, 1969,



The study is based on the behavioural theory of
the firm. rt is argued that, the trad.itional theory of
the firm fails to reflect the nature of the important
intrafirm relationships and, possible d.ifferences which

may exist among fÍrms. Human behavíour is goal oriented.
Different members of the farm family may have different
goals or objectives. Even if they have the same objectives
the relative importance at,tached to them by members of the
family may differ. selecting a plan which attains all
these goals at the minimum lever of satisfaction, constrains
the possibility of maximization of a single goal at the
expense of all others.

rmperfect knowledge with regard to fut,ure forces
the farmer to rely on his expectations in planning. The

expectations change as he acguires more knowledge and it
may be a function of managerial abirity. r,imitation of
time and computational ability cause the farmer to consider
only available altc+i'natives. These may be determined by

personal, instituti-onal factors and f actors related t.o

business. As a r:heor"y of the manner of response, behaviour-
aI theory of the firm focuses primarily on the decision
maker and his environment. At various points new informa-
tion may cause a farmer to re-define his problem, seek more

information, set u¡; other arternatives t oE accept a previous-
Iy evaluated alt.err¡ative.

16



A simulation mod.el was constructed on the basis of
behavioural theory and emperical firrdings of past research.

l{anagerial ability and the capital structure were considered

as controlled variables. The relationships among goals,

expectations and other endogenous dynamic variables were

specified in the model. Four major groups of farm family
goals lvere ident,ified: 1. living standards (current

consumption), 2. farm ownership (re-investment),

3. leisure-children (desire for leisure and children) and

4. credit using risk-taking behaviour (willingness to
sacrifice security and accept risk in the farm operation

in order to achieve other goals). The relative importance

that a farm family gives to these varíous goals d.epends

upon the age of the farm operator, net-worth, size of farm

and size of family.
'411 of ttre inccne from farming is not availabre f or

consumption. Part of it should go into re-investment.

Consumption is assumed. to be an increasing function of

income, and arso depends upon the family size, and the age of the

operator. Expectations link the present and future in the

economic world. The model considered short run price and

yield expectations to be functions of the past three years

experience.

In farm planning, the alternatives considered by

the decision maker are determined, in part, by the relative
importance of goals held by the farm family and by the firm's

17
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resources. the plan promising the highest level of over-
all satisfaction is selected. and. implemented in the farm

business.

Federal income tax has a major impact on farmers

ability to increase net worth. This factor was explicitly
taken into account. Price cycles and trends in crop and

livestock producÈion were considered. The model was

simulated for a hypothetical farm. The.controlred varía-
bles hrere managerial ability and. capiÈal structure.

The results of analysis showed managerial abilíty
is the major factor that.determined the growth. Higher

interest rates forced. the farmer of average managerial

ability out of business. The effects of long run and short
run loan limits also differ according to the managerial

abilíty.

The mathematical mod.el is not given. The study

includes almost all the factors affecting growth. Managerial

abiliËy is given much attention, however, it. is not the only

factor affecting growth in most cases. The major weakness

in this study as in Gillisrs study, is the lack of coordína-

t,ion between various sectors. Particularly the effects of
growth on other components such as consumption and investment

are not given att,ention. The lack of coordination between

èectors is due to the conceptual guidance used in the study.

This can be improved by taking interrelationships among

various sectors, and effects of growth on these sectors can
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be explained in a sËudy d.one by using system approach as

the conceptual framework.

Eisgruber and Lee

L- M- Eisgruber and G. E. Lee have d.one another
study of farm firm growth. The main objective of their
study was Ëo develop a plan for farm growth using systems

u'ppto."h.13 The traditional theory of the firm and behaviou-
ral theory of the firm, which have been used in the analysis
of farm growth process, are in lack of complete theoretícal
approach to the p::oblem. The size, complexity and iIl
structure of the models developed by using the traditional
and behavioural theories of the firm have created a substan-
t,ial demand for moderling and. deriving solutions to under-
stand the growth process.

'A farm firm shourd be viewed as an organizational
system which changes over time. These changes may occur
due to externar changes in technical or market relation-
ships or due to intr-rrnêl changes brought
moves. From this it follows, that
should not be formed v¡ith a view of
a plan should be formed wíth the aspect of a growíng farm,
expricitly recognizing the endogeneous as well as exogeneous

I: ?!"{vilg the Growrh of rhe Farm Firm. " syslems anaiysisi¡ Ag{iculÇUr_al ir{a{ragement. J. B. Dent and(eds.) (¡ohn [{iTêy-e-Sõns Australia pty.
pp. 330-347.

l3Eisgruber, L.M. and G. E. Lee. ,,A Systems Approach

a plan

by entrepreneurial

for farm firm
optimal production, but

J. R. Anderson
Ltd. Sydney) 1971,



variabres that aff,ect the farm firm in different ways and.

different points of time.

Theoretically the growth depends upon three sets of
factors: 1) Actions which can be taken by the firm.
2') The state or nature of the variables beyond the control
of the firm. 3) The character of the entrepreneur. The

evaruation criteria necessary to make any analysis of the
system depends upon the difference in outcome associated
with using the resources in production rather than exchang-

ing. rn a theoretical sense, the dimensions of the firmrs
objectives are of little conseguence. More important are

the characterístics of these objectives, such .as transit-
ivit¡¡, additivity, etc. Gi-ven these sets for every action
of the firm, of given leveL and point of time in a given

setting, a particutar level of result is forthcoming. The

rerationships between them are not known. They exist, and

the attempt is to know them in Èhe most, efficient manner.

Given that these sets, objective and outcome $/ere

completely specified. as well as the relationship between

them known, complete prediction wourd be possible. Assuming

the sets'are controllable the decision unit would select the
revels, for those cont,rollable sets, which provide the best
outcome. rn fact such complete specificat.ion is usually
not possible. Even if possible a comprete search of
all alternatives is unlikery to be efficient. A rearistic
alternative is the reduction of the size of the sets and

20
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the simprification of the mapping or transformation to a

degree which makes the specification of such a syst.em

. 
conceptually possible as well as operationarly or analytic-
aIly feasible

rnvestment or the accumulation of capital was taken
as the criterj-on for growth. consumption behaviour is not
explained in the model, but a certaín amount of capital-net
inoqne - was allowed to be withdrawn for consumption. rhe
decision problem in this growth model was to choose values
of decision variables that v¡írr maximize the net worth over
a certain period. subject to production functíon, available
assets, investment fund,s, and borrowíng capacity. The

system was formulated as a simulation model. The system

simulator and associated solutions were applied to a case

farm. rt was found that labour is obviously the resource
which limits the growth. The growth is accomplíshed by means

of investing in additional facilities and larger equipment.

The growth rate is at the level of 4.6 percent over the ten
year planning period.

The systems approach was used to take the s¡rstems

performanbe, environment, resources, components and manage-

ment into account. The símulation was used because of the
high cost of obtaining a solution from the other methods.

The major deficiency of this model is that it does

not explain the consumption behaviour of farm family.
consumption is taken as given to the mod.el. This is mainly
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duetothenatureofthestudy.ThesËudyattemptsto

formrrlate a plan for future growth of a particular farm.

Determination of future consumption needs of a single
family is not a difficult task. Therefore, considering
ttre past consumption e:çend.iture, a maximum limit has been

set on future consumpti-on. However, since consumption

expenditure is a major leakage of funds from farms, ttris
factor should be included as an endogenous variable in any

model used, to study family farm growttr.

Another factor that is not taken into account in a1l

these stud.ies is of f farm income. Farmers are involved in off-
farm'activities for two reasons. Firstry, they do off -.farm

work to spend their idle t.ime productively. particularry,

those farmers who do not have livestock operations, fall
ínto this category. The other reason is Èo reduce the risk.
rn this.aspect, farmers invest some of their money on off-
farm ventures as well as do of f -f arm j obs. This d.oes not
reduce the risk involved in farming but it reduces the risk
involved in earning an income.

Conceptual Considerations

Three different.approaches have been used in the

studies reviewed. cil1is has used the approach of tradition-
al theory of the firm. Some scholars argue that the

traditionar theory of the firm d.oes not provide the theore-
Èical basis for studying the firm growth and they have"



conducted their studies on the basis of behavioural theory

of the firm. They challenge the assumptions of profit
maximization and perfect knowledge in trad.itional theory.

Another challenge relates to the fact that traditional
theory of the firm was developed. for the purpose of explain-
ing the behaviour of the market more so than the behaviour

of the firm.

Proposed substitutes for the challenged concepts

and orientation are: 1) Explicit emphasis on intrafirm
relationships, an<1 the firm's organizational structure,
2) multíple goal function, 3) satisfying rather than

maximizing, and 4) the search for information.l4 Patrick

and Eisgruber have taken the approach of behavioural theory

of the firm in their study.

l\gain, some other economists argue neither the

traditional theory of the fj-rm nor behavioural theory of

the firm provides a. sound theoretical basis for studying

the growth of the 1:irm. Their argumenÈ is that the two

approaches are not essentially different from each other.i5

Considerinqr these critícisms on traditional and

behavioural theories, Eisgruber and Lee have taken the view

of systems approach to study the farm firm growth. This is
one of very few studies doner on the basis of systems

approach, on farm growth. It has opened. the door for further

23
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studíes, in the area of farm growth, by using the system

approach. They have used the systens approach to formulate

future growth plan for a particular farm. The present study

wiIL r:se the systsns approach for studying t.he past grwoth

pattern and internal factors affecting the growth of family

farms in Western Manitoba.

The conceptual and methodological differences in
various studies in the field of farm growth vrere discussed

in this chapter. The next chapter will explain the concep-

tual framework and theoretical background consid.ered in

the present study.

24



CHAPTER III

Conceptual Framework and. Theoretical Considerations

Systems Approach

The basic objective of this study is to look at

farming as a system and. study the internal determinants

of the growth of family farm sub-system. The system view

is an overall view which implies that an isolated study

of parts of the system will not be ad.equate Èo understand

the complete system. This is because the separate parts

are linked in an interchanging *u.rrrr"r. 16 Farming systems

are characterized by the fact that man is attempting to

control biological system in an uncertain environment to

achieve his economic objectives. the complexity of farming

and the uncertainty associated with the decision making

process are features which indicate that a systems approach

to studying the farm growth could be particularly useful.
The q¿stens approach serves three main purposes. The

objectives of systems research may be to predict the beha-

viour of a systemr or more commonly, to improve control over

existing systems or to design new systemslT According to

Vüright, the two major fields of activity in system research

16oent, J.B. and J. R. Anderson, rsystems Management
and Agriculturer in Systems Analysis in Agricultural Manage-
menÈ. J. B. Dent and J. R. Anderson (eds.) (John Wiley 6
Sons, Australia Pty. Ltd., Sydney, 1971), p. 3.

17W=ight, A. 'Farming Systems, I{odels and Simulationr
in J. B. Dent, êt â1., op. cit. p. 17.
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are analysis and synthesis. systems analysis represents
an attempt to understand the complete complex system.

systems synthesis is usualry concerned. with using the
knowledge gained from analysis to modify Ëhe original
system or to design entirely new systems.

The Slzstem

A system can be defined as a comprex of interacting
elements. The term systems has been defined as ',a set of
components that works together for achieving the overarJ-

objective of the system. "18 The behaviour of one component is
neither independent of ttre r¡alues and characteristics of other
components nor without any effect on other components of
the system. They arl are interrelated in such a manner so

that, an isolated study of one component does not provide
a complete view of that component or does not help to under-
stand the system. The relationship between components are
spatial as well as inter-temporal. That is the results of
any change in one component is d.ependent upon the varues
and characterist-ics of other inter-related components and

also upon the happenings in the past.

The whcle is morê than the sum of the parts. This
means that inter-related characteristics are not explainable

18y"h, M. H. ',A Systems Approach to Agricultural
Development in Latin Ameriãa". (Uäpublished díscussion paper
Department of Agricultural Economics, University of uanitoËa,October 1974) , p. 9.
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from the characterisÈics of isolated. parts. rf, hov/ever,

we know the total of parts contained. in a system and the
reration between them, the behaviour of the system may be

derived from the behaviour of the part,s. lve can also says

while we can conceive of a sum as being composed graduarly,
a system as total 0f parts with its inter-relat.ion has to
be conceived of as beíng composed instantly.19

Family farming is a sub-system of the whole farming
system. This includes the farm families whose maín income

source is farming. rn the family farming system the family
and farm should be considered as a whole. These two parts
are heavily interdependent. The decisions made on farming
activities are not ind.ependent of family activities. The

resources available to the farmer should be directed towards

both family farm and farm family. Each and. every activity
on farm and family are inter-related to each other. The

living standards of the farm family depends upon the income

generated within the farm. The income generated in the farm

depends on the amount of input used and amount of capital
invested. The amount of capital invested depends upon the
amount of savings which in turn depends on farm income and

family consumption expenditure levels.
These inter-relationships among various factors

affecting family farming activitj-es make it dífficult to
study farm growth by analyzíng isolated parts of the system.

19_' -Ludwig von Bertalanffv,
(George Brazi1ler Inc., New yori<,

General Systems Theory.
1968), p. 5.



Therefore, system approach is called for.
Churchman has outlined five basic

that must be kept in mind when stud.ying a

1. The total systems objectives
specifically, the performance

2-

3.

4.

5.

whole system.

The systems environment, the fixed. constraint,s.

The resources of the system.

The components of the system, their activities,
goals and measures of performance

The management of the system.

The Objectives Performance Measure of the System

The objectives of the family farmrng system is a

logical place to begin, because so many mistakes may be made

in other steps of systems approach when the objectives of
the whole syst.em. are notclearly understood. fn the studies
of business enterprises, normally the profit maximization is
considered as the objectíve of operation. rn the commercial

farming sub-system of the farming system tiris may be the sole

objective. But ín family farm business the farm operator is
not only an enterpreneural d.ecision maker irut a household

decision maker as weI1.

Id.entifying the objectives of e systern is a very

diffícult task. "The declared objective or- an operation may

not be the sole objective, The test for the objecÈive of a

consíderations

system. 2o

and, more
measure of the
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20ch,rr"hman, C. w. The Systems Approach (oett
Inc. , New York , 1968) . The following sectionsheavily draws from Churchman.

Publish-
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system is the determination of whether the system will
knowingly sacrifice other goals in order to attain the

21objective. rn the famil-y farm operation, the farm opeia-

tor sometimes has to sacrifice the maximization objective
to attain the goals of household.. "No 1onger can it be

said, that the ind.ivid.ual farmer uses his resources irration-
ally when he d.oes not maximize profits in a single period.22

Therefore, from the system scientist's point of view the
profit maximization is only one part of the objective of
the whole family farming system. on the other hand, some-

tímes the household has to sacrífice its objectives in order

to attain the goals of farm operation. so, the maximization

of welfare of the household is, a1so, a part of the objective
of the family farming system, from the system scientist's
point of view. rn order to clarify the matter it is needed.

to move'from the vague statement of objectives to some

precise and specific measures of performance of the overall
system. This is a long run phenomena?3 witr, thís in mind,

from the system scientist's point of view, the performance

of the system can be measured in terms of accumulated net-
worth of the family farm. To a certain extent this measure

of performance takes the two objectives of the family farm

into consideration.

21chor"h*.rr,, c.
22Heady, e. o.,
zJchurchman, c.

$1., op. cit., p. 31.

op. cit., p. 316.

t{. op. cit., p. 31.
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The profit maxímizatj-on objective is attained through

actions taken in the production process. rn modern farming

the capit,al investment plays a major role in production. . The

accumulation of net-worth or capital, therefore, becomes an

ind.irect attempt to increase production and profits. on the
other hand, if the other objective, maximization of welfare
of the household is considered from the long run point of
view, capital accumulation becomes a means of retirement
plans. From the short, run point of view the farmer may be

sacrificing the household consumption in order to íncrease

the accumulated net-worth. This accumulated capital increases

the future production capacíty, therefore, the household may

be better off in the future due to the rise in income, a part of
which can be spent on consumption. Another objective of the
capital accumulation is to save a portion of current income

for the-purpose of spend.ing on consumption needs after
ret,irement. The amount of capital or wealth available at
the retirement is a major determinant of the living standard.s

of retired farmer and househqld. The retired farmer may

spend his accumulated wealth, or income from wearth, or he

may do any combintion of these. No matter what actions are

taken, the living standards mostly depend upon the reÈire-
ment fund. rt is not unjustifiable, therefore, to take the

accumulated net-worth as the performance measure of the

system.

The measure of performance of a system is a score

that tells how well the system is functioning. The higher
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the score, the better the performance. Eisgruber and Lee

in one of their studies, have given more emphasis to the
characteristics of object.ives such as transitivity and

additiviþr, than to the dimensions of the objectiv"=.2a ThaÈ

is, for the purpose of comparison of the systems perform-
ance under various levels of control variables, the
objectives of the system should be able to be measured

in terms of some verbal or nr¡nerical scale. The accumurated

net-worth as a measure of performance of the system satis-
fies this condítion. The performance of the system between

any two time periods can be compared as well as the perform-
ances of two systems in a given t,ime period by using the
accumulated net-worth as the measure of performance.

Environment of the S

-Given that the accumulated net-worth is a good.

measure of performance, the next step of the system approach

is to identify its environmenL. The environment of a syst,em

is what lies outside of the system. Not everything out,side

the system falrs into the environment. DeÈermining the
environment is not an easy matter. The envíronment has to
be determined from the system's management point of view.
Everything that af fects the performance of the q¿stem and wh-ich

is beyond the control of the management of the system is

stem

24_..E;r_sgruber, L. M. and G. E. Lee, op. cit., p. 334.
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environment.25

rn agricultural systems one of the major components

of the environmenÈ is climatic conditions. The climatic
environment influences plant and animal production relation-
ships and provide essential system input, such as water,
light and. heat. This is obviousry beyond the control of the
management to a cert.ain extent no matter what constitute t.he

system. For sommercial farming as well as famiry farming

sytems the climatic environment is beyond the control. so*e'
factors, which look like environment are controrlable to a

certain extent. The major source of water is climat,ic envi-ron-

ment, but man can control the flow of water by using irriga-
tion system and. utilize them according to his needs. Then it
is no more a component of environement. rt is a component

of Ëhe resources of the system. However, this depends on the

availabirity of water, again, which is beyond the cont,rol of
management.

The institutional- decisions that affect the system, s

performance ilây, to a certain extent, be regarded as the

environme.nt of the system. The decisj-olrs macie by fj¡:ancial

instltutior¡s on intenest rate fa1l into tTris category" For a rrcrent.\^/e

have to be careful about th-is classification. As Hutton26 states, it is
rpt w'ise to consider interest rate as given to the fanrer. The lenders

J. F. E.

25 ^.unurcrunan,
26Hot.torr, R.

(Vol. 4 8, No.

c.

Eì

5,

W., op. cit.., p. 36.

'Discussion: Models of Farm Growth',
December 1966), p. 1510-1512.
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may differenciate their policies according to asset composi-

tion and equity posit,ion of the borror^rer. In the long run

point of view, the management of the system can make changes

in the composition of assets and equity position to obtain

favourable terms in borrowing. Here, the interest rate,
and therefore, the availability of credit becomes a compo-

nent of resources. However, the d.epend.ence on borrowed

fund in making long run favourable conditions and the

influencial capacity of the lender in rnaking fin-al decision,

keep the decisions mad.e by lending institutions in the

environment of the system.

The government. po15-cies regarding factors affecting
farmers, such as taxation, compensation in case of crop

failure or destruction, marketing boards, may also be

influenced indirectly by management. In a democratic

society; the farmers can influence the policies by expres-

síng their opinions during an election time. The strength

of this depends upon the importance of their votes compared

to total voters. In the present study this can be neglected,

because the number of voters involved in the study is
insignificant compared to total population. The decisions

made by government and government agencies are, therefore,

considered as components of the environment of the syst,em.

Socio-economic environment is another component of

the systems environment. The socio-economic environment

provides system inputs in the fo::rn of goods and services,



provides income by absorbing output of the system and

determines the economic outcome of the systems operation.
socio-economic conditions also influence the farmer and

help determine his goals or objectives and these are
incorporated into management poricies for operating the
system.27

This is worth evaluating. rn family farming system

the farmer is facing a competitive situation in the factor
market and producÈ market. The family farm is onry a small
unit, of production in the whole industry. The demand for
factor inputs by one production unit ís very small compared.

to the total demand for inputs. The decisions on production
expansion of such a unit, therefore, d.oes not affect very
much the condit,ions in the factor market. The condiÈion

in factor market is given to that unit. This is the situa-
tion in product market as well. Therefore, the conditions
in factor and product markets become the components of
socio-economic environment of the family farminq s¡zstem.

34

Resources of the System

The next aspect of the systems approach given in the
churchmanrs list of consideration, is the resources of the
system. Resources, as opposed to the enviro;:ment, are the
things the system can change and use' to its own advantage.

27__-'Wright., A.
in J. B. Dent et a1.,

"Farming Systems, Models and Simulation",
op. cit. ¡ pp. 17-18
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tlpically the resources r¡it¡ich a¡re found. inside the system, are measr:red

in terms of nonq¡, of mar¡ hor-r::s and of trre eqr,ripnent.2S

From the faniry farming systemrs point of view the
internal determinants of the growth can be considered as the
systems resources. The major ccrrponents of the resources is the

available capital funds. Fund.s may be available from two
sources. The most importanÈ source, from the point of view
of firm growth is internal savings of the family farm. The

farm operator can decide on how much to save and how much to
spend for consumption purposes. There is no argument regard-
ing the consideration of internal savings as a resource of
the system. However, the other source of capital, external
funds or loans from outside is worthwhile clarifying. As

already considered, the decisions mad.e b1z institutions falI
into the environment of the system. Given the environmental
situation discussed. earlier, the final decision regard-
ing whether Ëhe external funds should be used or not is made

by the farm crperator. Also, once the funds borrowed, the
decision on how to use them is made by tlre farmer. rn that
sense' external runds: also can be considered as a resource
of the system.

Given the availability of funds, the farm operator
can make decisions on how to allocate them betv¡een various
methods of investments. Funds can be spent to purchase
more land, equipmêrrt, livestock, material inputs or to hire

28crr,rt=rrrnun, c. w., op. ç,at., p. 37.
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servíces. This takes us to the other components of resources.

The availabLe land, eguipment, labour, livestock and. material

inputs at a point of time are resources of the system. The

farmer can control these fáctors and make decisions regard-

ing how to use them to attain the objectives. Resources

of the system are consid.ered as the major determinations of

the growth, because the degree of the control over the

system mainly depends on available resources.

Components of the System

Having discussed. the environment and resources of

the system, now it is time to turn to the components of the

system.corflponentsrefertothed'ivisionsorsub-systems

of the system. A fair arqument can be raised at this point.

The essence of system approach is to stud.y the system as a

whole because of the deficiencies of other methods which

study only certain aspects of the system. Hence why do we

need to have components of the system at all. As Churchman

has pointed out, there are several reasons for this sub-

d.ivision. By analyzing a sub-system, the worth of an

activíty for the whole system can be estimated.

The system scientist would like to look at each
choice of the whole slzstem in a direct wây, without
having to sub-divide the choice. But this is not
feasible. Consequently, the real reason for the
separation of the system into components is to pro-
vide the analyst with the type of information he needs
in order to tel1 whether the system is operating proper-
ly and what should be done next.29

29churchman, c. w., op.cit., p. 40.



rn the family farming system the crop and livestock
production and. consumption can be regarded as the components.

In production, the productivity of resources and the contribu-
tion to the net-worth can be taken as the measure of perform-
ance- Productivity performance neasure will be a good indicator
of the performance of resources. The contribution to tot,aI
net-worth as a measure of performance will give a guide line,
to make d.ecisions on expanding activities on various compo- 

|

nents. the consumption component is related to the welfare
of household. The performance measure of this component

should be acce¡rted as the system's measure of. performance in
terms of characteristics. The systems performance is
measured in terms of increase in net-worth. The greater the
increase in net-worth, the greater the performance. rf we

choose the amount on consumption expenditure as the measure

of performance in ttre aonsurpLion ccnponerrt, then the greater the

amount spent, tlre greater the ¡:erfo:rnance. This conflicts with
the systems performance. some other measure of performance,

therefore, should be used for the consumptj.on component.

since maximizing household welfare is one of the
objectives of family farming, the performance measure should

have the property of expansion attached. to the maxímum. The

proportionar increase in consumption can be used as a mea-

sure. rf the proportional increase in consumption is ress

than the proportional increase in income, both objectj-ves
of the farm operator are satisfied.. The welfare of household

37



as r¡e1l as the net-worth of family farm increase as the
total net income from the operatíon increases. rhis
conclusíon is subjected to some other condition. The

assumption i-s tlrat as tlre eçend:itr.re on consumption increases,
total utility increases.

The Itlanagement of the SysÈem

These considerations bring us to the last aspect of
, the system approach, i.e., systems management. Head1r30 has

identified two aspects of management, namely coordination
and supervision. coordination, the important one of these

two, is required because of the uncertainty of the future.
supervision, as explained by Heady, is a human activity of
the rlower order'. coordination incrud.es formulation of
expectation of future conditions, formulation of plan for
future activities on f:he basis of expectations, and. putting
the plan into action Management bares the responsibil-
ity of accepting consequences of these actions. Manage-

ment sets the component goals, allocates the resources and

conÈro1s the systems performance. In the family farming

system, the farm operaLor makes decision and enjoys Èhe

outcome of his opera.tion. Therefore, automatically he takes

the risk and responsibility of his d.ecision.

The managernent of a system, not only makes decisions
and prans, but also nust make sure that. the plans are being

38

3otteady , E . o. , op. cit. , pp. 46 5- 4gg .



carried out, in accordance wiÈh iÈs original ideas. However,

this not only means the examination of whether plans are

being carried out correctry, it also implies an evaluation
of the plans and consequent,ly a change of plans. ThÍs

requires an information feed-back, which makes it easy to
change the plans if the outcomes of plans are not d.irecting
the system towards the objectives of the op"r"tiorr.31

Growth

The objectíve of present study is to identify the
determinants of the family farm firm grorvth.

The term rgrowth' is used in ordinary discourse
with two different connotations. rt somãtimes d.enotes
merely increase in amount; for example, the increase
in output, sales, export, etc. At other times,
however, it is used in its primary meaning impllzing
an increase in si ze or a-n_ improvement in quality as a
result of a development.32

Halter has explained the growth as an internal process of
the firm through which the productive opportunities of the
firm are used to expand its síze. For some enterprising
firms there is a continuous incentive to expand and there
is no Iímit to their absolute size. However., it is hypothe-

sized there is a limit to the growth rate, i.e., the produc-

tive opportunitíes of the firm are limiued in any period.33

39

31chor.hman, c. w., op. cit., p. 45.
32Penrose, E. T. The Theory o{ the Growth of the Firm.

(John [aliley and Sons r
33Ha1ter, A. N. 'Models of Farm Gro'.,¡th, J.F.E. Vol. 48,

No. 5, Dec. 1966, p. 1503.
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For the purpose of the present studyn the growth is
consid,ered. as an increase in size of the farm firm in the
context of accumulated net-worth. under this assumption

the basic objective of the".farm operator is to own the

entire amount of capital comprising the farm business.

Therefore, the impried objective of this study is to examine

the capital accumulation process in family farms in western

Manitoba and to study the determinants of the growth process.

The process of growth is of utmost complexity and

there is a large number of formulas on the market which

claim satisfactorily to represent observed growth data and

curve's. 34

Bertalanffy has deveroped one of the werl recognízed

systems growth theories.35 rt is assumed that the growth is
based on a counteraction of anabolic and. catabolic processes.

The organism grovrs when building-up surpasses breaking-down,

and becomes stationary when both processes are bal-anced

34--'Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General System Theory.
(George Braziller fnc., New York 1

3sl,od*ig von Bertalanffy, ,,principles and Theories'
of Growth". Fundamental a
Growth. Vü. W owt,h
Eñeory was mainly developed for bíological syst.ems. However,
there ís a similarity between the. growth of a biological
system and an economic system. rn both systems, the growth
is determined by the difference between gèneration and
degeneration. rn biological system this refers to organism
whereas in economic system it. is wealth. The growth is
measured by the change in size in both cases.



The growth rate (GR) of an economic system ilây,
quite generally, be expressed by a balance equation of
the system.36

where

Ác

äË = GR = Generation - Degeneration.

ds
ãã = growth in size over Ëime.

rn the famiry farm system the growth in size is
represented by the difference between processes of generation
of wealth by means of production, and degeneration of werath
by means of consumption and depreciation.

Generation and degeneraÈion of wealth are functions
of several variables. vüith regards to family farming these
variables will be exprained rater in this chapter and. in the
model"
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Competition

General systems theory in the narrower sense is
trying to derive fi:om a general definition of "system,' as a

comprex of interact.ing components, concept characteristics
of organized wholes such as interaction, sumrmechanization,

centralizat.ion, compet,iÈion, finality, etc., and to apply

them to concrete phenomenu.3T

Among the concepts one that mostly influences the
growth is competition. system competition theory assumes

36ton Bertalanffy,
37ruia.r p., g1.

L.V. r op. cit., p. 1|72.



and explains the competition among components or parts with-
in the system. Also, it assumes thê competition between

sub-systems within the system, e.g., Ëhe competition between

commerciar farming and family farming. Examples for competi-

tion between components within family farm system are, the
competition between family farm and farm family for the

resources for production and consumption respectively. Vüithin

production component itself, there is a compeÈition for
. resources between various sectors such as livestock operation
and crop production. under the system growth and. competition
theory it is assumed that competition eventually reads to
the extermination of the activities or sectors with the smaller
growth capacity. This may explain vrhy some farmers wind up

their lívestock operation after being in the business for a

while.
-A point of philosophical interest should be mentioned.

rf we are speaking of "systems" we mean "wholes" or "unities".
ït seems paradoxical that, with respect to a whole, the

concept, of competition between its parts is introduced. rn

fact, however, the apparently contradictory statements both

belong to.the essentials of the system. Every whole is based

upon the competition of its elements and presupposes the

struggle between parts. 38

42

38von Bertalantfy, L. V., gp. cit., p. 66.
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Growth and. Family Farm

Boulding has classified grorvth phenomena into simpre
growth, populatíon growth and structurar growth.39 The

growth of organizations such as fanily farm fall j¡rto the third
category. He has formulated five principles to explain the
much more complex structurat growth.

The first of these is called the principre of nuclea-
tion, following a term which comes originally from physics.
Any structure has a minimum size which ís its nucleus. orr"e'
a nucleus has been formed, it is not too difficult to
understand how ad.ditions to the structure are made. ïn the
family farm business the capital investment of Ëeginning
farmer can be considered as the "nucleus".

The second general principle of str.uctural develop-
ment is called the principle of non-proportionar change.

As any structure grows, the proportion of its parts and of
its significant variables cannot remain constant. rt is
impossible to reproduce all the characteristics of a struc-
ture in a scale made of different size. This is related to
the common economic concept of return to sc¿.ll_e.

The importance and the relationshil:s of these two

principles, along with the other principles, to the growth

of family farm is described as follows.

39_-- Boulding, K. E. "Toward a Generat Theory of
9e{rergl qyslems. L. von Bertalanffy and Anatol napðport
]/o1..I, 1_956, p-p. 66-75. The follõwing section in Lfrisheavily draws flom Boulding.

Growth",
(eds. )
chapter
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The process of accumuration of capital and there-
fore net-worth, is associated with the change in farm size,
which is a process along the expansion path or tlre scale line.
The process of farm growth is a result of the plans and

actions of the farmer at different stages of growth.
rn the early stages of the farm family ,,bíological

cycle", with an initial amount of net-worth which generat,e
an output, it is e¡qcecbed tlraÈ the fa::ner is able to save and obtain
cred.it- The ,credit can then he invested. on the fæm to produce

a greater output. The additional investment changes the
farm size and scare of operåtion. At this st.age, assuming
increasing ret.urns to scale exists, the unit cost of produc-
tion is less tha-n the unit cost before. The new stage is
assumed to be associated with the mid.dle stages of the
biological cycle. TLre lesser unit cost of prod.uction implies
that this stage is more efficient than the previous one.
In the stages of growth process the farmer can choose differ-
ent levels of operat.ion d.epending upon the availability of
resources.

The farmer makes short run plans to expand the farm.
These short run plans finally takes him to a rong run
growth pat,h. To remain competitive the farmer should
expand his capital investment up to the Ievel which gives
an output in the iong run at the minimum unit cost. This
size is characteristic of many farms at the end of farm
family "biological cycle" or the retirement phase. Even
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though this size represents an econcrnically efficienÈ stage

of prod.uction, it might not be the efficient stage from

the farmerrs point of view. As Èhe farmer gets older he

may have other objectives besides maximizing profits.
Boulding's third. principle, which fol1ov¡s

somewhat from the second is called D'Arcy principle. It
is the principle that at any moment the form of any object,,

organism or organization is a result of its law of growth

up to that moment. For example, economic and. technologi-
cal development follows patterns which in turn determine

the structure of an econom]¡. Growth creates form, but

form limits growth. This mutuality of relationship between

growth and form is perhaps the most essent.ial key to the

understanding of structural gr*tfr.4o Tkre effect of this
principle was explained in the analysis of long run cost

curve. "The structure of next yearts farm operation and cost

pat,tern depends upon present level of capital investment

and cost structure.

The fourth principle is called "carpenter principle".
In building any large structure out of small parts one of

two things must be true if the structure is not to be hope-

lessly misshapen. Either the dimension of the parts must

be extremely accurate, or there must be something like a

ubu., pp. 72.
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carpenter or a bricklayer following a ,,bIue print', who can

adjust the dimension of the structure as it goes along.
The fifth and last principle is called the princi-

ple of equal advantage. rt governs the distribution of
"substance" of a strucÈure among the various parts of the
structure.

These last two principles are relaÈed. Èo the manage-

ment component of the sysËem. Manaqement has to formu-
late a I'blue print" or a p1an, which wirl be usefur in
making decisions.

Given the production possibilitiesr âÍrd factor and

product prices, the farm operator can make decisions on

alrocating resources among various products to attain the
objective of Èhe famiry farm firm. The rational farm busi-
ness operator makes production decisions to maximize profits.
rn the family farm business this rational benaviour is
subjected to the objectives of the farm fa.mily. The objec-
tive of the farm operat.or is to maximize satisfaction or
welfare of family. The farm income is no J_cnger avairable
for re-investment alone. rt has to be share,c with the
consumption needs of the farm family. Therefore, the
consumption behaviour of the family is also a factor affect-
ing the rate of family farm firm growth.

The farmer receives his gross income from farm busi-
ness operation. A portion of this income has to be paid
for the inputs used in generating the gross income. Now



Èhe farmer is left with net income or Èhe profit
tion plus any income he has earned. from non-farm
ïncome tax has to be paid on total net income, so

the farmer is remaining with d.isposable income,

to be allocated between consumption and investment. There

is another financial resource availabre to the farmer, which
a rational farmer does not consider as an income that can

be spent on consumption" This ís the depreciation allowance
which shourd be re-invested in the farm business to replace
the capital used in production. so the farmer has to make

his allocat,ion decision only on disposable income.

Consumption Behaviour

consumpti-on is one of the factors affecting the re-
investment in family farm business. rn this respect farmíng
can be viewed as a means of life as well as a way of life.
rn a subsistence economy a1l the consumpt,ion requirements
are met within the famiry. But in a present day complex

economy the situati.on is different. The farmer selrs most

of his products and spends the income on other consumption

goods. The saving is Èhe difference betrveen income and

consumption. Therefore, the invested amount of income

depends orl r among other things, the consumption pat,tern of
the farm family.
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The concept of consumption funct,ion was introduced
John Maynard K"yrr"".41 He exprained that the amount spent

consumption is a function of real income. Another two

by

on

concepts introduced in this respect are average propensity
to consume (Apc) and marginal propensity to consume (Mpc).

APC explains the relationship between total disposable
income and total consumption expenditure. This rat,io ís
usually less than unity. That means, people do not spend

.a11 their current income on current consumption. porÈion

of income is saved. Mpc explains the change in consumption
as a result of a change in income. Kêynes has explained
that Ëhis ratio is always less than unity and positive.
As income increases both Apc and Mpc ratios fall. ,,...as

rncome increases people tend to spend a decreasing percent-
age of income or conversely tend to save an increasing
percent,age of income. " 42

rn the present study the farm income as well as off
farm income is taken into consideration in the analysis of
consumption component of the system.

rt is hypothesized that the consumption behaviour
is influenêed by consumption habits. once people get used

to a certain consumption pattern they try to maintain it.

48

'41 K"yrr"" , J.
ïnterest and Money.
p. 96.

42 Keynes, J.

M. The General Theory of Employment
(MacMillan and. Co. Ltd., Lonãon-, 1970) ,

M. op. cit. , p.
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Previous year's ionsumption is included as an independent
variable in emperical studies to take the effects of
consumption habits into account. rn the present study,
consumption habits are taken into consideråaion by includ-
ing previous year's consumption expendiËure of farm families.

Another hypothesis on consumption behaviour is that
the family size influences Èhe household,s consumption
patÈern. As the number of members in the famiry grovrs, the 

,

consumption requirements of the family increases. rn the
family farm businessr ês tie number of members of the famillz
increases, the farmer has to allocate morÉJ and more income

for consumption.

wealth is assumed to be another factor affecting
the consumption behaviour. rt is assumed that the people
who have a large accumulated wealth spend more of their
current'income on consumption expenditure coftpared to those
who have less wealth. rn the family farm business, the
beginning farmer usually starts with a srnal.l amount of
capital. Therefore, ât the beginning stage of the farm
business, the f armer has to allocate more in,:ome for re-
investment on the farm. As he accumulates more and more

capital over time, the requirements for re-investment
decreases, and more income can be allocated for consumption

expenditure.



Investment Function

So far we have seen that the farmer generates

income by means of farming and a portion of this income

is consumed and remaining portion is saved and later re-
invested in the farm business. The level of income genera-

tion, which is allocated between consumpÈion and savings

is affected by the capital invested on farm. This invest-
ment may take several'forms. The farmer may invest his
savings and money obtained from other sources in land,
buildings, equipment, livestock or any combination of
these. The deterrninants of investments, regardless of the
form, are discussed in this section.

one of the factors which affect the current level
of investment is the current financiar liabilit.ies. The

greater the current farm business financiar liabilities,
the lesber the oppor+;unity to borror^r money from outside.
This is related to the net-worth of the farm business. The

greater the net-wo::th, the greater the collateral that can be

used against an additional loan. As the farm gro!.¡s over

time the increasing rret-worth increases the opportunity
of borrowing outside funds.

rnternal savings of family farm business is another

source of funds for investment. savings ¡ âs explained

earlier, is the difference between income and consumpt,ion.

rncome is generated from the production on farm, the level
of which is affected by the lever of capitar invested.
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The greater the previous year's income, the greater the
savings and current investment

Farm Household Relationship

The growth of the firm is affected by the income

generated in the firm. rn the family farm business, arl
the income generated is not available for re-invesÈment.

Part of the income shourd be allocated. to the household.

consumption. There is a definite rerationship between

famÍly farm firm growth and consumption behaviour of the

household. A theoretical analysis of this relat.ionship
has been d.one by Heady r 
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und.er this situation maximization of satisfaction
or utility (welfare) of the family becomes the objective of
the family farm business operation. This is a process that
takes place over time. The firm and household. come into
conflict over the allocation of income on current consump-

tíon and future consumption or re-investment. The household
/

is concerned with the utirity that can be derived by spending

the income now and in future. The allocation of income

between present consumption and future consumption (re-
investment) depends on the desire of the farm famÍry for
any of these alternative utilities.

At a low 1evel of income, large portion is spent on

consumption. As the income increases both current consump-
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tion and savings increases, but the rate of increase in
savings tend to be higher than the rate of increase in
current consumption.

The behaviour of farm operator in alrocating income

between consumption and investment affects the growth of the
farm firm. The decisions concerning the allocation of
income between consumption and, investment should. be made

with careful atÈention so as to ensure a_n optimum lrowth
rate.

so far, the objectives and concepi:ual considerations
of the study have been examined. The model which is deve-
loped on the basis of these objectives and conceptual
consid.eration is exprained in the next chapter.
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Methodology

An econometric model is formulated. t,o study the
growth of the system. There are three main goals of
economet.i"".44 1. analysis i.e., testing of economic

theory; 2. policy making; i.e., supplying numerical
estimates of the coefficients of economic relationships,
which may be then used for decision making ¡ 3. forecasting,
i.e., using the nu.merical estimat,es of the coefficients in
order to forecast the future values of the economic magni-
tudes. of course, these goals are not mutually exclusive.

Econometrics may be distinguished into two branches,
theoreÈical econometrics and applied econometrics. Applied
econometrics which is our major concern, includes the apprica-
tion of econometric methods to specific branches of economic

theory. It exaniines the problems encountered and. the findings
of applied research in the fields of demand, supply, produc-
tion, investment, corÌsumption and other sectors of the econo-
mic phenomena and forecasting economic behaviour.

Applied econometric research is concerned with the
measurement of the parameters of economic relationshíps and

THE METHODOLOGY AND ITTODEL

CHAPTER TV

44 i<out.soyiannis, A.
Press Ltd., London, England,

Theory of Econometrics, (Macmillanffi
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with the prediction (by means of these parameters) of the
values of economic variables.

Econometric method takes the stochastic nature of
economic phenomena into consideration. Usually, an

esËimated. function fails to explain the exact relationship
between dependent and independent variabres. This may be

attributed. to factors such as 1) ommission of variables
from the function, 2) random behaviour of the human beings,
3) imperfect specification of the mathematical form of the
model, 4) errors of aggregation and 5) errors of measure-

ment.

In order to take the above sources of error into
account, a random variable denoted by the letter 'rr, is
introduced and is called error term or random d.isturbance

term or stochastic term of the function.
"Regression analysis is based on certain assumptions,

some of which refer to the distribution of the random varia-
ble u, some to the relationship between u and the explanatory
variables and. finally some refer to the relationships between

the explanatory variabres themserves. rntrod.uction of u

term into the functions gives the randomness to the model.

The importance of this\u term in various functions wilr be

discussed in the model.

The mathemat,icar forms of the equations are deter-
mined on the basis of observations of scatter d.iagrams of
the relationships between dependent and independent variables,
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and "a priori" considerat,íons. The cobb-Douglas formula-
tion was chosen to derive production function and consump-

tion function and linear form is used in deriving invest-
ment function. The equations for each of production,
consumption and investment functions vrere est,imated using
murtiple regression analysis or ordinary least sguares

method.

The Model

The foIlov¡ing model is formulatéd to study the growth

of family farm system.

Maximize:

ÂNw=Y-OE+OFI T-C
Subject to ì

Product function;
-J = a.,rP1r,o'rrou ul

Consumption function ì

c = A2v¿br ga-1bz

and Investment function;

I = A3 *b1St_t +

The performance measure

oefinitional

Yd

s

Fb3 o*.-.,ou vz

GR = (^NWt/N!{t_1) * 1oo

b2CRt + b3NI^7t_1 + U3

is,

equations;

-Y-OE-

=Yd-C+

D+

D

OFI T



Mt-1 = Net-worth at the end of the previous time
period.

aMt = change in net'-worth during time period t.
Thís.is equal to the amounè earned during
the period. minus amount spent during the
period or savings.

Therefore,

ÂNlV=S=Yd-C+D
Substituting for yd

^NI4l 
=!-OE D+OFï T C+D

-Y-OE+OFI T-C

The funcÈionar relationships of inÈernaI determinents of
growth are as follows:

^NIv 
= Y(K, L, MI) OE + OFI - T - C (ydt rC¿_1,8,

Nwr- t )

and,
K - K (1 {t1¿_ 

1 , 
CRa,N!'IÈ_ 1) )

where;
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Y

OE

OFÏ

T

c

K

= Total gross production (income)

= Ope:lating expenditure

= Cff-farm income

= Income Tax

= Consu¡nption expenditure

= Capital; composed of machinery and equipment,

Land and buildings, and livestock. The amount



of capital used i,n product,ion is
by the amount invested. on capiÈal

Iand. Therefore, K=K(I), where I
investment"

Labour

Material inputs

Depreciation

Disposable income

Family size

lÍet-worth

Savings

Current farm business liabilities
Growth rate

Lagged consumpt.ion

Lagged net-v¡orth

estimated coefficients.

L

MI

D=
Yd=

F=

NW=
cu

cR.
E

GR=

tt- 
1

' Nltla_.,=

bi=
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determined

goods and

Data Used in the Study

The data urere taken from farm records of 23 farmers

in western Manitoba. The values of variables were measured

at 1961 const.anÈ prices. There are two categories of
indices available, which can be used in present study.45 one

for canada as a whole and the other for !'Iestern canada. The

45statistics Canada,
SEPTEMBER 1971 . (Information
ffiand61).

Prices and Price Indexesc . e,
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indices for vfestern canada are used, whenever availabre,
in arriving at constant dorrar values. The d.erivations
and definitions of vari,ables are explained in the remain-
ing sections

The Objective Function

The objective function that is to be maximized
is the change in net-worth. rt. is assumed. that the farm
operatorrs ambition is to own the entire capital stock that
forms the farm business. The investment consists of two
types of capital. one is capital borrowed from outside
persons and organizations, and the other is eguity capital
of farmer. Therefore, the farmer can select one of three
ways to increase his net-worth. He can pay off debts or
buy more assets with his own money, i.e., money he has
savedror can do any combination of these two, Hence a

farmer whose intention is to increase the net-worth of farm
business, must attempt to increase the posi.tive difference
between the income coming from alr sources and all kind. of
expenditure and payments. The objective function of the
model considers these factors by taking the following varia_
bles into account.

Gross Farm Income

This includes

from crop and livestock
the income generated within the farm
production. Also, in arriving at
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this value, the inventory adjusÈments shourd be taken into
account. This value represents the income generated with-
in the farm in a given time períod, but not onry the cash

receipts of thaÈ period. cash receipts may be greater than,
equal to or less than income generated depending upon the
sares practices and credit and marketing systems. The

varue of gross farm income was defrated. by usíng composite
animal and crop price index for trfestern canada to find the
total farm income in terms of consÈant dollar value.

Qperating Expenditure

The value of inputs used in production is included
in this category, i.e., the total value of hired labour,
material inputs such as seeds, feed, fertilizer, chemicals,
fuel, etc., and depreciation arlowance on buildings, machine-

ry and equipment used in production. These are the inputs
used in generating farm income and therefqre, should be

deducted from gross farm income in arriving at. net farm

income. rn addition to the above ment.ioned inputs another
ínput that shourd be considered is family labour. This is
an important source of labour in family farm operat,ion, but
in this study the value of it is not deducted in arriving
at net farm income. This is because we are studying not
onry tlre net farm incone cf fanrlly farm but also tÏre inconre of farm

family. Tlrerefore' even if we deducb the value of the family labor-¡r frcnr

gross inco¡re we have to add it again to the family income. The



value of operating expenditure raras

composite price index for material
production.

Off-Farm fncome

There are two major sources of off-farm income. one

is the income earned by undertaking off-farm employment and

the oËher is the income earned from off-farm invesÈments.

off-farm employment is und.ertaken mostly by small farm

operato::s and those who do not have rivestock operations.
They engage in off-farm employment to supplement their farm

income and to spend their idre time productively; particular-
ly during the winter season. off-farm investment income

comes mainly from the interest received on the balance in
savings accounts in the banks, and óther financial institu-
tions. Most of the time the farmers receive their income

in lump sum amounts but the expenses do not follow the same

pattern. Therefore, the income received is deposited during

the time period between recei-ving time and paying time, and

an interest is earned on it. The value of off-farm income

is deflated using consumer price ind.ex for lrlinnipeg

deflated by using a
inputs used in farm
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Income Tax

Income tax paid

fa1ls into a particular

Èhe farmer is obliged to

is one of the cash outflows which

category. Unlike other expenses,

pay tax on his income but it does



not directly improve the income or welfare of farm family.
rnsteade âs the income increases, th" outflow of cash on

tax increases. This affect the net-worth and welfare
of famiry farm and fa::ur family. The tax is calculated. on

the deflated income.

Consumption Expenditure

This includes the amount spent for purchasing goods

and services for the purpose of family consumption. Also,

the value of farm products consumed is included in this cate-
gory. This is one of the most important category of expenses

that influence the change in net-worth or savings. Unlike

other expenditure caÈegories, the farmer can control these

expenses to a larger extent. The ability of controlling
tt¡is expenditure gives the farmer freedom to chose the growth

rate, tó a certain extent. This value is deflated by using

consumer price index for Winnipeg.

The objective function does not attempt t.o explain

how ttre objective of the farmer is achieved., i.e., it does

not distinguish between paying off debts or acquiring new

assets as a way of increasíng net-worth. Any of these two

method.s can be used once the funds are available to the

farmer. Therefore, main emphasis is given to the genera-

tion of internal funds for re-investment in the farm.

A criticism that may be aimed at this objective

function is that the farmers do not always intend to increase
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net-worth. The point of those who criticize this objective
may be that the farmers would spend their money on consump-

tion goods and services rather than on re-investment. rn

fact, this is true in some cases. !,lhen farmers get o1der,

very often their children leave the family and, therefore,
the farmer is free of domestíc probrems. Also at this stage

the farmer ol,rns most of the capit,al invest-ed on the farm.

This situation influences his consumptíon decisions. rn

the present model it is attempted. to take the behaviour

of the farmer, other than associated with the objective of
increasing net'worth, into account by inciuding the net-
worth in the consumption function, which deals with the

welfare objective of farm family.

As alread.y has been explained in the theoretical
considerations, rích people spend most of their current
income on current consumption, compared to poor people.

This is called the wealth efiect on consunption. In the

present model, the net-worth component in Lhe consumption

function takes the wealth effect into aecou:rt, and may

explain the behaviour of farmers related to i-actors other.

than increasj-ng net-worth of the farm. Therefore, though

the maximization of the change in net-worth is taken as the

objective of the farmers, for the purpose of this study,

an allowance has been made for other objecti','es as well in
the model.
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Product,ion Function

Four types of production functions are estimated.

They arei

1) Prod.ucÈion functions for each year using cross

sectional data and capital in aggregat,ed form.

2') Production functions for each year using cross

sectional data with capital in dis-aggregated. form and all

the variables in terms of per labour units.

3) Production function for the farms using panel

datar46 i.e., combined cross sectional t.ime series data,

with capital in aggregated form.

4) Product,ion function for farms using panel d.ata

with capital in dis-aggregated form and all variables in

terms of per labour units.

The production function with dis-aggregated capital

and all the variables in terms of per labour units takes the

following form:
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Y
E

where;

RE = Land and build.ings (real

ME = Machinery and equipment

LVK = Livestock

This method is used mainly for

bles, taken in t-erms of unit per labour

= A4 ,#,ot ,P,o' ,"1*,ot ,F,ou u

46 xout,=oyiannis , A. qp. cit. , p . 17 .

estate input)

two reasons. 1) Varia-

used, eliminate the
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labour input as a variable without affecting its influence
on production and gives an addit,ional d.egree of freedom

for the estj-mates . 2) fhe Solcn¡¡rs or geomeÈric model is
used to estimate the technological changes. This requires
the output and input used in terms of uniÈs per 1abour

used. Therefore, production functions estimated with
variables in terms of units per labour would be useful
in forecasting future technological changes.

Itre Solow's mode147 is represented by the following
two factor production function of general form;

Q = F(K, L¡ t)
where;

Q = output

K = Capital

L = Labour

and the. variable rrt' for time appears to allow for technological

changes. "Technologricar change" is a shorthand expression f or
any kind of shif t in the prod.uction function.

solciwrs rncdel is extended to include material inputs

and takes the following general form;

Y = Y(K, L, MI; t)
where, Y represents gross output, K, L and MI represent

capital, labour and material inputs respectively. Again
rrtrr for time allows for technical change.

47 solow, R. ¡rt. æ_. cit. , pp . 312-320.



Data Used in Prod.uction Function

Gross Output

îhe value of gross output is the sum of animal

products which includes cattle, dairyr eggs receipts and

field products which include grain, and feed inventory

change.* The data taken from records vlere not categorically

detailed. Therefore, the values for gross output were

deflated by the composite anímal and crop price index for

lfestern Canad.a.

Material Inputs

The vatue of material inputs includeb the total value

of inputs, such as seed, feed., fertilízet, chemicals, fuel,

etc., used in production. The tot.ai value of these inputs

was d.eflate.d by a composite price ind.ex of material inputs.

This is-the only available index from publications
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*-The analysis of production in the farms was done in
aggregated crop and livestock form. Th-i-s was done because,
the unavailability of separate expences occurred in these
two sectors. Totãl expenses could have been separated into
these two sectors on the basis of the proportion of crop
and livestock receipts. However, this would not be a good
approximation because, there is no guarantee that the costs
fóllow the same patt.ern that incomes do. The combined crop
and livestock production analysis assumes that the marginal
productivities of inputs are the Same in both croc and
livestock operations.



lvlachinery and Equipment

The value of machinery and equipment includes the

cost of trucks, tractor, combines, and other equipment. The

values of machinery and equipment vrere added together and

then deflated by a composite price index of machinery and

equipment for !{estern Canada.

Livestock

The value of livestock which was taken from records

includes catt,le, hogs, sheep and poultry. The total value

of these was deflated by a livest,ock wholesale price index.

Land and Buildinqs

The assessed values of land. and. buildings which were

taken from farm records reflect both qualitative and quanti-

tative differences that exist between d.ifferent parcels of

land. The value of buildings includ.es main barn, poultry

house, machine sheci and garage, and fences, etc. It does

not include the value of operatorr s house. However, the

value of operatorrs house is included in total assets for,

the purpose of caluulating total net-worth. The values of

buildings were deilated by the price index for building

materials.
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Total Capíta1 Inpuc

The value of total capital input is derived by

adding the deflated values of land and buildings, machinery

and. equipment and livestock.



Labour

Data regarding labour input, were available in terms

of the main-equivalent. A man-equivalent is d'efined as an

adult male of average capacity, fully employed for a twelve

month period. The deficiencies of this measure are that it

does not measure the flow of labour input and does not take

the quality of labour into account. This would not show the

variat,Íon of labour used in the farms of different sizes'

Consumption Function

Two types of consumpt,ion functions are estimated.

One is consumption functions for each year using cross

sectíonal data. The other type is, consumption function to

analyze the consumption behaviour of farms d'uring the

period, using panel data. The derivation of data for varia-

bles j-ncluded are explained below.
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Consumption ExPendilq¡e

consumption expenditure includes the value of consump-

tion goods and services purchased plus, the value of farm

products'consumed. The goods and services purchased include

items such as food, clothing, furniture and appliances, fuel,

education, medical serr¡ices, transportation, housing and'

household repairs. The total expenditure on these items

were taken from farm records and deflated by the consumer

price index for Winnipeg-



Disposable Income

Disposable income is derived in the following manner.

Net farm income is arrived at by deducting all the operatio-

nal expenses including depreciation, from gross income. The

off-farm income is added to the net ,.r* income. Disposable

income is arrived at by deducting income tax from this total
income. The value of farm products consumed is included in
thenetfarmincomeandnotdeductedin.arrivingattota1

disposable income, because this value is included in the

total consumption expenditure. The disposable income was

deflated by consumer price index for Winnipeg.

The depreciation allowance of machinery and. build.ings

are d.educted from gross farm income in arriving at disposable

income. The farmers may not consider depreciation as an

expenditure in arriving at their disposable income. However,

in a study of farm growth, which is a long run phenomena, the

depreciat,ion has to be considered as. an expenditure. Unless

this is done, the systems management will make decisions on

the basis of false evaluations and therefore, the system, in

Èhe long run may disappear. If the system ís to grow, then

the depreciated machinery and. buildings have to be replaced,

as well as the ad.dition of new capital goods. Therefore,

the depreciation allowance must be deducfed before arriving

at disposable income, which determines an outflow of cash

(that will never come back to the system), in the form of

consumption expenditure.
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Family Síze

This represents

family. Family size was

adults by giving weights

consumpt,ion requirements .

48fOIIOT¡IS:

the number of

calculated in

Age Group

under 5 years

5 to 14 years

15 and over

for age groups

The weights

individuals in the

The available information d.oes not. provide data

regarding number of dependents in farm families for each

year. The number of dependents in the years of 1961 and

1965 can be found fr:om record.s. However, their ages are

not given, but the following approxímation is used in esti¡nat-

ing theír ages. When there is only one dependent, that person

is taken as farmer¡s ryife. !{hen there are two or more depend-

ents the additional ones are counted as children. Since

terms of equivalent

and their estimated

used. are as

Male

.28

.67 5

1.000
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Vileight

Female

.28

.67 5

.900

48storr", R. Measurement of Consumer Expenditure and
Behaviour in the Unit e



their ages are not given, it is assumed. that the first
chird was born when the farmer is 25 years old and the
rest were born in every other year. This method of approx-

imating ages vras used in estimating income tax for the
purpose of deriving disposable income

Net-hlorth

The varíable, previous yearrs net-worth is included

in the consumption function for two reasons. Firstly, it
takes the effect of wealÈh on consumption. The fact that
net-worth is taken into consideration attempts to reply the
criticism that the farmers have major objectives other than

increasing net-worth. This is explained. in the discussion

of objective function, hence, not repeated. here. The

second reason is that the net-worth variable in the consump-

tion function takes the effects of growth on consumer beha-

viour into account. This explains the rink between growth

and consumer behaviour in the system.

The difference between t.otaI assets and total liabil-
ities (includíng both farm and personal) at the end of the

previous year is taken at the market value. This is taken

at the market value because people mostly think in terms

of market value when they assess wealth.

The random term u in the consumption function gives

the stochartic nature to the modeI. This term takes other
factors such as religion, social status that influence the
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consumer behaviour.

Inves:tment, Function

Ttlo types of functions, one using cross sectional

data and the other using panel d.ata, are estímated for
investment analysis as weIl. The data for variables

included are taken in the following manner.

ïnvestment

The value of investment is taken from the expendi-

ture on investments in farm records. This includ.es the

expenditure to purchase and. improve land, buildings, addi-

tions to buildings and livestock in each year. Investment

is taken in gross value includ.ing replacements of depleted

assets. This is taken in terms of constant dollar value

by deflating the investment value on separate items and

then adding them together.
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Savings

The difference between disposable income and consu-

mer expenditure is defined as savings. In the present

study in addit,ion to this, the depreciation allowance also

is counted as savings. Since the disposable income and

consumer expenditure are already deflated, the savings are

taken in terms of constant d.ollar va1ue. Therefore, the

depreciation allowance also deflated. by the composite



machinery and equipment price index.

External Funds

The data regarding the funds borrowed in each year
is not available. This was estimated by using the farm

riabilities. The positive difference between Èhe year end.

farm líabilities and the farm liabilities at the beginning
of the year is taken as the amount borrowed during the year.
If this is negative, it is considered as a repayment of debt
and the amount borrowed is considered to be zero.

The random term u in the investment function takes

the other factors, such as interest rate, rate of return on

investment, which infruence the investment decisions, into
account.
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The Measurement of G::owth

The change in net-worth of farm is taken as the
growth or performa¡:rce measure of the system. The justifica-
tion for using this measure to explain growth is discussed

in the conceptual framework and theoretical consideration.
The growth is measured as a percentage change in net-

worth in each Lime period. This involves two variables.
one is the change in net-worth during the time period. The

method of determininç¡ the value of change in net-worth is
explained in the discussion of objective function. The

method of deriving the other variable, the net-v¡orth at the
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beginning of the time period is discussed in this section.
Net-worth is the differîence between the totar

assets of the farm-household. and total riabirities. Tota1
assets include the values of land and buildings, machinery
and equipment, livesÈock, inventories of feed, grain, and

material inputs, off farm investments and cash balances.
Total liabilities include the money borrowed from outside
institutions and persons. The data for these variables are
taken f rom available farm record,s.

The difference between total assets and total 1iabil-
ities is assumed to be invested on farm assets. For the
purpose of takj-ng the constant dollar value, this difference
is deflated by a combined machinery and equipment, lívestock,
materiar inputs and crop price index. rn arriving at this
combined price index, the weight,s for each sector are given
accordiirg to the value of assets, of each category, at the
beginning of each time period. This deflated difference
between total assets and total liabilities represents the
net-vyorth of farm household.

The Flow-chart

The flow-chart ín Figure 1

between various internal variables
and, therefore, the growth of the
of flow of goods, service payments

by arrows.

shows the relationshíps

affecting the net-worth

system. The directions
and receipÈs are indicated
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The service of capitar goods, materiar inputs and

labour used determined Èhe level of gross farm income.

Part of this generated gross income is paid as operating
expenditure. Also, the depreciation allowance on d.eplet-
ing capital goods, deducted before arriving at net farm
income.

consumption behaviour of farm-household is affected
by several factors. These are shown in.the chart, by point-:
ing arror^rs toward.s consumpt,ion. Disposable income is the
major determinant of consumpt,ion behavíour. This is deter-
mined by adding off-farm income to the net farm income and

by deducting total tax from total net income. Among other
factors, which affect consumption, famiiy size, previous
yearts consumption level, and. net-r¡¡orth are major ones.

Previous year's consumption level indicates the consumption

habits of family farms, while net-.worth is indicating the
wealth effect and the effect. of farm growth on consumption.

The remaining portion of disposable income, after
consumption, is the net savings of farm ho:¡sehold. The

depreciation allowance deducted from gross f¿rrm income is
added to net savings. This portion of gross savings is
ut,ilized to replace the depreciated capitar in production.

The remaining portion of gross savings, i.e., net savings,

increases the net-worth of family farm. This can be used

in three \^/ays. rt can be used to repay the farm liabilitíes
or can be invested on neul capital goods or do any combinatíon



of these two.

Repayment of debt increases the equity ratío or neÈ-

worth of family farm. on the other hand, credit is important

to farmer in carrying out his future plans. The amount that
can be borrowed is affected by the repayment capacity, and

net-worth of the farm-household.

Investment, which is a major factor that d.etermines

the production capacity and, therefore, growth rate, is
affected by savings, credit and previous yearrs net-worth.
Gross investment det,ermines the amount of capital input
used in production.

Total investmenÈ on land and buildings, machinery and.

equipment, and livestock affects t,he production and therefore,
farm income.

The net-worth, which is the indicator of growth, is
determíned by the total capital and total liabilities. The

difference between total assets (capital) and total liabil-
ities is represented by net-worth.

All the ir¡üernal determinants explained in the flow-
chart directly or indirectly affect the value of net-worth

as well as the change in net-worth or growth rate. On the

other hand, net-worth also influences other variables such

as consumption, investments via ability to borrow. These

interrelationships and interdependency among internal
variables make the system very complicatéd to study by

examining only ene or two components.
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The analysis of econometric resurts, which vrere

estimated on the basis of the model discussed in the
present chapter is given in chapter vr. rn the following
chapter, the general aspects of farms and the behaviour
of economic variables during 1961-69 period in western
Manítoba farms are discussed before going into the anarysis
of econometric results in Chapter VI
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GENEB4,L ASPECTS OF THE FARMS STUDTED AND THE

Area Studied

TRANSFORMATTON TOOK PLACE DURTNG TÍ{E PERTOD

The area selected for the study is located in lrlestern
Manitoba approximately 50 miles north-west of Brandon. The

study includes 23 Western Manitoba Farm Busíness Association:
member farms which have kept a set of continuous financial
records from 1961 to 1969. The records provide the necessary

informaÈion to study the growth process of the family farm

firm during this period in ÏVestern Manitoba. The study is
primarily concerned with the factors that influence rong

run economic arowth. Tn looking at the over-all ad.justment

process, little emphasis is given to the factors such as

product-prices, factor prices, which influence the short run
decisions.

Net-roorth Situation of Farms

CHAPTER V

The transition that took place durins the str-rdy perj-od

can be analyzed by looking at the change in farmnet-worth

situations among farmers durÍng the perioc" The net-worth

situations for the years 1961, 196s and 1969 a-re given in
Table I.

The average net¡¡orth has increased d.uring the period
implying a growth in famir¡r farms in western Manitoba. The

average net-worth, which stood at $q5,776 in 1961 rose to
$75,577 and $121,500 in 1965 and 1969, respectively. Ttris is
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a 76.63 percent growth during the period 1961 to 1965 and

60.76 percent in the period 1965 to 1 969. Classification

of farms according to their net-worth situations çhould

provide a good. insight into the transition that took place

during 1961-1969. This distributíon is shovrn in Table II.

The number of farms with a net-worth of less than

$50,000 has decreased from 15 in 1961 to 8 and 5 in 1965 and

1969 respectively. In 1965 there were 17 farms wit?i a net-

worbTr less than $75,000. By 1969, 10 out of Èhese moved into

a net-worth class of $751000 or more. In 1961 there \^¡ere

only two farms with a net-worth more than $75,000; but by

the end of the study period this number had risen to

sixteen. This shift in the net-vsorth structure of farms is a

result of the growth in farm output and income. Consideration

of the growttr of garcss producEion,ard other fasEors that influenæd. the

gro,,rtTr iá grcss p:rcduction,should girre a clear understanding of the

family farm growth in Western Manitoba.

TABLE Ï

A\IERAGE NET-V\]OR[ÍT PER FAR¡4 AMONG WESTERN MANITOBA
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Average net-worth
including capital
gains and losses

Percentage change
during the periods

23 FARMS TN 1961

1961
$

1965 AND 1969

42 ,77 6

1965
$

75,577 121 ,500

76.63 60.76

1969
$



TABLE IÏ

CLASSTFICATTON OF FARMS ACCORDTNG TO THEIR NET-WORTH

Economic Class
Dollars

Less than 24,999

25,000 to 49,999

50, 000 to 7 4 ,999

75,000 to 99 ,999

100r000 and over

Total

1961

No.

4

11

6

1

1

23

fr.

17.4

47.8

26.0

4.4

4.4

100.0

Less th.an 75,000

75,000 and over

80

1 965

No.

4

4

9

4

2

23

L

17 .4

17 .4

39. 1

17 .4

8.7

100.0

21

2

1969

No.

0

5

2

I

I

23

91.2

8.8

fr_

0.0

21 .7

8.7

34. 8

34. I

100. 0

17

6

73.9

26.1

7

16

30. 4

69.6



Farm Income - Gross

Table rrr provides the distribution of farms accord_
ing to their gross profit. The number of farms of which the
gross profit is less than $2O,O0O has decreased from 21 in
1961 to 16 and 13 in 1965 and 1969 respectively. rn 1961 there
h¡as no farm with a gross profit of above $3O,OOO, but in 1965

there v¡ere 4. By 1969 there were 7 farms in this economic
elass- The number of farms in the economic class of $20r000
and over gross profit has increased by g during the period
from 2 in 1961 to 10 in ig6g. l4ost farms have moved into
rarger producing units during this period. Average gross
profit per farm has increased from $10,9g3 in 1961 to g1g,574

and' $24,510 in 1965 and 1969 respectively. This is an increase
of 69.1 percent, du.ring 1961-65 and 32 percent during 1965-69
period. There has been a rapid growth in gross profit during
1961-65, but figures indicate a srower growth d.uring 1965-69
period.

The major contributors for this growth are crop produc-
tion and livestock operation. The growth in output and gross
profit may have resul-ted from increased use of inputs as well
as better use of iirpuEs to increase efficiency and productivity.
These facÈor inputs are land, build.ing, machinery, labour and

materiar inputs. The efficient use of external financial
resources and rat.ional all0cat.ion of íncome between consump_

tion and re-investme¡rt may also have influenced the growth.
An analysis of the cha¡:ges that took place during the period
may reveal the effects of these factors in augmenting produc-
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TABLE III

CLASSIFICATION OF FARMS ACCORDING TO GROSS PROFIT

Economic Class
Dollars

Less than 5'000

5,000 to 9 ,999

10r000 to 14,999

15 r 000 to 19 ,999

20,000 to 29,999

30,000 to 39,999

40,000 to 49 '99'9
50,000 and over

Tota1

Less than 20,000

20,000 and over

Average gross
profit per farm $

Rate of growth
during periods

1961

No.

2

9

1

3

0

0

0

23

L

8.7

39.2

30. 4

13.0

8.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

1965

No.

82

0

5

6

5

I
2

2

0

23

%

0.0

21 .8

26 .0

21 .7

13 .0

8.7

8.7

0.0

100.0

1969

No.

0 0.0

1 4.4

6 26.0

6 26.0

3 13.0

2 8.7

4 17.5

1 4.4

23 100.0

21 91.3

2 8.7

10,9 83

fr.

16

7

18 ,57 4

69.6 1 3

30. 4 10

69.1%

56.5

43.6

24,510

32f'
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tion.

The two major economic activities of the farms in
vtestern Manitoba are crop production and livestock operation.
The distribution of farms according.to the receipts from these

two activities ís given in Table fV.

Tabre rv shows the d.egree of involvement of farms in
crop production and livestock operation during the study

period.. rn 1961, the number of farms of which crop receipts
were less Èhan $71500 was 18 while the number of farms which

livestock receipts feIl in this class was 15. rn 1965 there

was a little improvement $/ith respect to crop receipts. The

number of farms of which crop receipts r^rere above $7r5OO has

increased by 3 to I while the number of farms in this class

of livestock receipts has dropped by 1 to 7. During the
period 1965-69 another 3 farms have moved up to $7,500 and

above crass in crop receipts, and 7 farms have moved to this
class from less than $7r5oo crass in livest.ock receipts.
A striking feature is that 5 farms have dropped rivestock
operation during 1965-69 period, in spite of ttre fact that
the average rivestock receipts per farm among 23 farms has

increased'.

, Average crop receipts per farm increased from

$4,880 in 1961 to $8,460 in 1965 and $9,987 in 1965. This is
an increase of 73.3 percent and 18 percent during the periods

1961-65 and 1966-69 respectively. Average livestock receipts
per farm among 23 farms has increased from $6,968 in 1961 to



TABLE TV

CLASSIFTCATION oF FARMS AccoRDING TO cRop Alüp- LIVESTocT( REcFfÞTg

1961 1 965 1969

Economic Class
Dollars

0*

0 - 2,500

2,500 5,000

5,000 7 ,500

7 ,500 10,000

10,000 - 15,ooo

15,000 and over

TotaI

Crop
No.

Livestock Crop
d
l0

o.o

8.7

1 3,0

43.5

17 .4

4.4

1 3.0

100.0

Livestock LivestockCrop

0

6

10

2

1

3

1

23

0.0

26.1

43.4

8.7

4.4

13.0

t+ .4

100.t

4.4

21 .7

21 .7

17 .4

1 3.0

4.4

17 .4

100.0

No.

0

2

3

10

4

1

3

No.

1

0

I

7

2

0

5

0,
l0

4.4

0;0

4.8

30.4

8.7

0.0

.21 .7

fr_

0.0

4.4

17 .4

30. 4

1 3.0

17 .4

17 .4

100. 0

No.

6

1

0

2

4

3

7

fi.

26.1

4.4

0.0

8.7

17 .4

13.0

30, 4

No.

0

1

4

7

3

4

4

'v6No

1

5

5

4

3

1

4

23

ún

23 100.023 10

0; Number of farms which were not in livestock operation is included in
æ
FEconomic class

this class.



1961

TABLE IV -- Continued

1965

20.sr6

1969

_ Crop Livestock Crop Livestock Crop Livestock
.tCr3u,Jiìfi-C r,.¡-äSS

Dollars No. % t',1o. '/' No. 96 No. % tlo. 9l Wo. 'Á

Less than 7,500 18 78.2 15 65.2 15 65.2 16 69.6 12 52.2 9 39.2

7,500 and over 5 21 .8 B 34.8 8 34.8 7 30.4 11 4-l .8 14 60.8

Average per
farm $ 4,840 6,968 I ,460 8,399 9,987 12,934

Average per
farm in
operation $ 7 i285 81780 16 1567

Change in
average crop
production 73.3% 18.0Y1

Change in
average live-
stock production

Change in
average live-
stock production
per farm in operation

20.5%

88.7%

54.096

@
ul
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$8,399 and $12,934 in 1965 and 1969 respectively. The

increase is of 20.5 percent during 1961-65 and 54 percent

during 1966-69. Average livestock receipts per farm ín

operation increased from $7,285 in 1961 to $81780 ín

1965 and. #16,567 in 1969. This is an increase of 20.5

percent and 88.7 percent during 1961-65 and 1965-69 respect-

ively.

During the period 1961-65 crop production has 
.

contributed the major share in the growth of gross receipts

while during 1965-69 period. livestock operation has become

the leadi-ng contributor to gross receipts. The net contribu-

tion of these two components and their significance for the

growth is not possible t,o determine because, the available

data are not sufficient to determine the expenses that
occurred in these two components separately. However, it can

be hypothesized that toward.s Èhe end of the study period,

livestock operation was unprofitable, therefore, the farmers

who were operating at the margin r^/ere forced to go out of

business. Though it is not possible to determine the separate

net contributions of crop and livestock eomponents an investi-
gation of total net income distribution and changes that
occurred during tlre period nny provide an insight of the grovrth process.

I'arm fncome - Net

The classification of farms according to their net

income is shown in Table V. At the beginning of the study

period majority of the farms were concentrated in the lower



TABLE V

CLASSTFTCATION OF FARMS ACCORDI}TG TO NET FARM TNCOME

Economic Class
Dollars

Less than 0

0 - 1,999

2r000 4,ggg

51000 - 9,999

10,000 - 14,ggg

1 5,000 19 ,ggg

20r000 and over

lotal

Less than 5r000

5 ,000 14 ,ggg

15,000 and over

Average net farm
income $

Percentage change
in average net
income

No.

4

4

9

3

3

0

0

23

1961

%

17 .4

17"4"

39.2

1 3.0

1 3.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

No.

1

1

I

7

3

1

2

23

1 96s

B7

r_

4.4

4.4

34.7

30. 4

1 3.0

4.4

8.7

100.0

No.

3

1

6

5

3

2

3

23

't7

6

0

1969

74. 0

26.0

0.0

3,750

fr.

1 3.0

4.4

26 .1

21 .8

13 .0

8.7

1 3.0

100 .0

10

10

3

43.5

43.5

i 3.0

7 ,313

10

I
5

95r

43.5

34.7

21 .8

8r049

1016



group. rn 1961 there vrere 4 farms operating at a net 1oss,

which was reduced to 1 in 196s and increased again to 3 in
1969. Altogether there r¡rere 17 farms in less than $5,OOO

net income group in 1961 this number declined. to 10 in
1965- There was no improvement in this class duríng
1965-69. There \^/ere no farms which earned a net income

of more than $15,OOO in 1961 ¡ but at the end of 1969 there
j

I

were 5 farms in this class

Average net income per farm has increased from

$3'750 in 1961 to $7,313 and $8,049 in 1965 and lgïg respect-
ively. This gives another fact which supports the hypotheses

that livestock operation was unprofitable during the latter
period. During this period livestock cperations have been the
major contributor in the growth of total receipts. During

the same period the growth of net income decreased to
1 o percent from 95 percent in the previous period. imprying

the leading sector in the gross income has eaten up most of
the revenue as operating expenses. Itre analysís of ttre conponents

in production and expeïÌses rnay p:ovide a basis to rrnrlerstand the reasons

for slor^¡er growttr in net incone dr:ring tlre secord half of the study period.

Land Use

Land is the major input in crop and livestock produc-

tion. A classifícation of the structure of farms according

to the area of land is shown in Table VI.

In 1961 there were 19 farms operating with a land

base of less than 639 improved acres. During the peniod 1961-69.
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TABLE VI

TEE STRUCTURE OF FARMS ACCORDING TO IMPRO\rED LAND

Size group
Acres

Less than 32O

320 399

400 479

480 559

s60 639

640 - 719

720 799

800 879

880 9s9

960 1,039

11040 and over

Total

No.

1961

4

1

6

5

3

0

2

1

0

0

1

23

fr_

17 .4

4.4

26.0

21 .7

13.0

0.0

8.7

4.4

0.0

0.0

4.4

100.0

No.
1965

3

0

4

I
2

1

1

0

1

0

3

23

89

ún

1 3.0

0.0

17 .4

34.7

8.7

4.4

4.4

0.0

4.4

0.0

13.0

100 .0

Less than 640

640 and over

No.

1969

0

1

3

5

2

0

4

2

4

0

2

23

r_

0:0

4.4

13 .0

21 .7

8.7

0.0

17 .4

8.7

17 .4

0.0

8.7

100.0

19

4

82.5

17.5

17

6

73.8

¿Ð.¿

11

12

47 .8

52.2



TABLE VII

IMPROVED ANP UNIMPROVED LAND PER FARM

(Acres)

Total land

ïmproved land

Percentage of
improved
total land

Percentage change
in improved land

1961

775

s03

64.9

90

20.5y6

70.0

1969

976

723

19.3tt

7 4.07
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additional land has been rented or bought and improved.. By

196'9 twelve farms had more than 640 acres of improved land. ,

Average improved acreage per farm has increased from 503

acres in 1961 to 606 acres in 1965 and,723 acres in 1969.

This is an increase of about 20 percent in each period. This

increase in land base should have encouraged the introduction
of new technology and enable farms to move downward on long

run average cost curve. This would result in less cost per

unit and additional and savings for re-investment.

Capital Investments

The proportion of improved land to total land has

increased from 64.9 percent in 1961 to 74 percent in 1969.

This improvement coupled with the additional land bought

would have raised the use of other inputs such as machinery,

material inputs, labour, and investments in lívestock. The

classifícations of farms according to capital investment and

components of capital are outlined in Tables VIII and TX.

In 1961 nineteen farms had a capítat investment of
less than 75,000. Fifteen out of this had movdd up to the

class of $75,000 and over by the end of the period 1961-69.

In 1961 t'here were 13 f arms with a capital investment of less

than $50,000 but by 1969 all these have moved to upoer classes.

In 1961 there vTere no farms with a capital investment of

$1251000 and over, but at the end of the period there v¡ere

9 farms in this group.



Size group
Dollars

Less than 25,000

25,000 - 49,ggg

50,000 7 4,ggg

75,0OO gg ,ggg

100,000 - 124,ggg

1 25,000 - 149 ,999

1 50,000 and over

Total

TABLE VIIT

No.

1961

3

10

6

2

2

0

0

23

tln

1 3.0

43. s

26"1

8"7

8"7

0.0

0.0

100. 0

1 965

No. %

Less than 75,000

75,000 149,ggg

92

0

3

7

4

4

3

2

23

0.0

13.0

30. 4

17 .5

17 .s

13.0

8.6

100.0

1969

No.

0

0

4

7

3

3

6

23

19

4

%

0.0

0.0

17.5

30. 4

1 3.0

13.0

26.1

100 .0

82 .6

17.4

10

11

43.4

45 .0

4

13

17 .5

56. 4



TABLE IX

DISTRIBUTTgN OF AVER.A,GE CAPTTAL INVESTMENT AMONG

coMPoNENTS

1961

Value 76 of
$ total

Land and
Buildings 27 ,057 54.4

Livestock 9,950 20.0

Machinery and
Equipment 12,725 25.6

Average invest-
ment per
farm 49 ,'732 100 .0

Percentage
Change

93

Value 16 of
$ total

54,945 63.0

11 ,352 1 3.0

1965

20,907

Value % of
$ total.:

7 4 ,269 66.3,

13,010 11.6

24 ,755 22.1

1969

87 ,20 4 100. 0

75.3

112 ,034 1 00 . 0

28.5
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This is a fast movement of farms from lower capital
investment group Èo higher group. Total capital investment
has increased by 75.3 percent between 1961 and 1g6s. This was

28.3 percent between 1g6s and, 1969 period. Though this is a

growth augmenting factor, farmers can over,invest in capital.
This can be checked in the analysis of econometric results.

Land and building have been the major comþonent of
capital investment. rnvestments on land and buildings have

increased almost three times. These values include the
appreciation of land. Increasing land values do not increase
output. However, as the additional land. and buildings are a

necessary conçnnent to increase the crop production, keep graín
inventorry, inputs and equipmentr,and livestock, the additions in
tands and buildings can be considered as a grov,tlr augnenting factor.

The investment in livestock has increased. througrhout

the period at a lower rate compared to the change in other
components. The inerease during Èhe period has been about 50

percent. This might have been a result of the farmers dropping

livestock operation due to less profitability. As was seen

earlíer, the averege gross income from livestocl< has been always

greater than the inccrne frcnr crop producbion. Hcn^¡ever, sinæ the data

regarding the distribution of cost is not available, it is not

possible to say anythíng about the contribution of livestock
investments for Èhe growth.

The investments on machinerlz and eguipment has nearlv
doubred during the period 1961-69. This change reflects the
increase in both quantity and qualitlz of the input. Additior¡al
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use of machinerv and equipment could accelerate the gro$rth

and increase the labour productivity. Tncrease in i.:rvest¡rent

on machinery and equipment would be useful onry if the use of
ottrer inputs s;uctr as land and rnaterial inputs is increased accord.ingly.

Operating Expenditure

The use of material inputs in production duríng the
period is shown in Table X. Data for material inputs used

are not available, however, current operating expenses should

provide a proxy for the expenditure on fertiLízer, chemicals,

fuel, seed, etc. This might, have included the payments for
hired labour, but since it is difficult to differentiate the

expenditure on various types of inputs, current operating
expenses have to be used to evaluate the influence of mate-

rial inputs on growth.

Average current operating expenses per farm have

increased by 55.7 percent during the period 1961 to 1g6s from

$5,000 in 1961 to $7,783 in 1965. This growth has red.uced to
39 percent durÍng 1965 to 1969, reflecting the slower growt.h

in gross income during the same period as discussed abowe.

In 1961 there l¡i¡ere 19 farms with less than $7,500 in
current operating expenses and it has reduced to 14 and 11

in 1965 and 1969 respectively. Generally, the use of material
inputs has increased during the study period. rn 1961 there
hlere 14 farms using less than $5,000 worth of material j-:rputs,

but in 1969 there was onllz 1 farm remaining in this group.

The increased use of l-and. inputs would. have demanded an increase



TABLE X

CLASSIFTCATION OF FARMS ACCORDING TO THE AMOUNT OF'

OPERATTNG EXPENDTTURE

Expenditure
Group - Dollars

Less than

2,500

5,000

7,500

1 0, 000

12,500

Total

2 ,500

4,999

7,499

9,999

12,499

14 ,ggg

No.

1961

4

10

5

2

1

1

23

i,n

17 .4

43.4

21 .7

8"7

4.4

4.4

100.0

96

Less than 715OO

7,500 and over

Average per farm $

Percentage change

No. T4

1 965

0

11

3

3

3

0

23

0.0

48 .0

13.0

13.0

13.0

0.0

100.0

No.
1969

19 82.5

4 17.5

5,000

0

1

10

3

4

2

23

fi_

0.0

4.4

43.5

13.0

17 .4

8.7

100. 0

14 61.0

9 39.0

7 ,783

5s.7%

11 47.9

12 52.1

1o ,81 I

39.O%
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use of material inputs. The increased use of materiai inputs
coupled with the increased use of capital inputs and land

normally results in an increased gross profit. Realizing ttrese

relationships among production inputs, farmers have spent

more money on current operating expenses.

Credit Utilization

Another factor that has to be considered in a growth

study is the utilization of borrowed funds. crassification
of farms according to the utilízation of credit is given in
Tabre xr. rn 1961 all the farms were in the class of less

than $3O,OO0 groups of borrowed fund.s. This has changed

during the study period towards increased use of credit. rn
1965 there $/ere 8 farms in the group of g3o,o0o and over in
borrowed funds and this has increased up to 12 in 1969. There

is a substantial increase in the use of borrowed funds during

the 1961-1965 period. The increase has somewhat slowed down

during the second harf of the study period, agrain reflecting
the slower growth in gross income. The proper use of credít
is a powerful toor in accertaining a rapid growth. ïncrease

in net-worth as a measurement of growth is related to the
development of the size of farms that will require the use

of modern technology. The available internal funds are

very often not sufficient to finance the required land,

machinery and other inputs that are needed for a rapíd growth;

In order to finance these needs the farmers must use borrowed

funds.



Value Dollars

Less than 5,000

5,000 g ,ggg

10,000 14 ,9gg

15,000 - 1g,ggg

20,000 29,ggg

30,000 39,999

40,000 49,ggg

Total

TABLE XT

OF CREDTT

1961

No.

7

9

4

0

3

0

0

23

r,n

30 .5

39. 1

17 .4

0.0

13 .0

,0.0

0.0

100.0

Less than

30,000 and

UTTLTZATTON

No.

98

1965

2

3

6

3

1

6

1

23

Average per

Percentage

ún

8.7

13.0

26 .1

13.0

4.4

26.0

4.4

100.0

30,000

over

farm $

change

No.

1969

0

4

1

1

5

6

2

23

23 1 00.0

0 0.0

8,376

166ør

fr.

0.0

17 .4

4.4

4.4

21 .6

26.0

8.7

100 .0

23 67.2 11 47.8

8 34.8 12 s2.2

22 t25g 34,311

s4%



Consumption Expenditure

So far we have d.iscussed. the income generating

component and the factors affecting in the production of

farm products, with the emphasis on.changes that occurred

in these factors during 1961 to 1969 in 23 farms of !{estern

Manitoba. Another aspect of family farming, which affect

the growth, is farm family consumption. This is an impor-

tant factor which is very often overlooked in the studies

of family farm growth. Consumption expenditure is a portion

of income flowing out of the business for ever, and there-

fore, retard the growth to a certain extent. In Table XIT

ít can be seen the average consumption expenditure per farm

family has increased during the study period from $3,463 in

1961 to #4,527 and fi6,231 ín 1965 and 1969 respectívely.

This is an increase of 30.7 in the former period, and 37.6

in the latter period. One interesting feature in consump-

tion behaviour is that the increase in consumption expendi-

ture has been rapid in the second period regardless the

decline in the rat.e of growth in gross and net farm income.

This increase in consunption expenditure might have indirect-

ly affected the growth of income in the second period.

Table XII shows that 14 out of 23 farm families were

in the less than $4,000 group of consumption expenditure in

1961. During the period 1961 to 1969 the situation has

improved and by 1969 the number in that class has decreased

to 4' There were no farm families in the class of $8'000 and
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TABLE XII

CLASSIFICATTON OF FARM FAMILTES ACCORDII{G TO- THEI.B

CONSUMPTION EXPENDTTURE

Value Class
Dollars

Less than 2r000

2,000 3,ggg

4,000 - 5,ggg

6,000 7 ,ggg

8,000 g ,ggg

10r000 and over

TotaI

No.
1961

3

11

I

1

0

0

23

sl
lo

13"0

47 .8

34 " I
4.4

0.0

0.0

100.0

Less than 4,000
l: !.

4r000 g,ggg

Average per family

Percentage change

No. L

1 965

100

1

6

9

5

2

0

23

4.4

26.0

39.2

21 .7

8.7

0.0

14 60.8

9 39.2

s 3,463

30.7%

No.
1969

0

4

9

5

2

3

23

tl
/0

0.0

17.4

39.2

21 .7

8.7

13.0

100. 0

7 30.4 4 17.4

16 69.6 16 69.6

4 t527 6 ,231

37 .6rÁ
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over in their consumption expenditure. However, there
vrere 5 families in this group in 1969, out of which 3 were

in the $1o,ooo and above group, ímplying an increase in the
standard of living among !{estern Manitoba farm families.

A noticeable feature among I{estern Manitoba farms

in 1961-69 period is the expansion of the size of operation.
The average improved acreage per farm has increased by 44

percent from 503 acres in 1961 to 723 acres in 1969. Along

with this increase in size, the average investment on farm

machinery also has increased by 95 percent from $12,725 ín
1961 to $24,755 in 1969. The more than proportional increase
in machj-nery compared to the increase in land indicates that
there was a trend towards more mechanization of farming in
this period. The expanded size of farms requires additional
use of materiar inputs. The use of material inputs has

increased from $5,000 in 1961 to g1O,81B in 1969 by 116 per-
cent.

The 123 percent increase in production from g1o,9g3

in 1961 to $24,510 in 19G9 shows that the expansion of the
size of operation and increased use of machinery and material
inputs has generated more than proportional income compared

to the increase in inputs. This indicates an increase in
productivity of resources usedr âs well âs¡ t.hat t.he strategy
of expanding farm operations in order to increase íncome

has been successful during 1961-69 period among western
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I{anitoba farms.. The increases in the values of production,

machinery and material inputs include the price changes as

well as the increases in physical units. However, drastic
price changes did not occur during 1961-69 period, therefore,
the increases in the values are mainry due to the increases

in physical units. *

The net farm income among western Manitoba farrners

has increased by 116 percent from g3,750 in 1961 to gg,o49 
:

I

in 1969. This increase in net farm income has resulted
in an increase in consumption expenditure. The consumption
has increased. from.$3,463 in 1961 to $6,231 in 1969 by g0

percent. This less than proportional increase in consump-

tion expenditure, compared. to the increase in net farm income,

indicates that the farmers were savíng more and more for
investing in farms.

-The expand.ed size of farms and the increased use of
machinery are the resurts of more and more investments on

farms. The major factor that influenced the investments has

been the borrowings. The average borrowinqs per farm has

increased. f rom $8,376 in 1961 to $34,31 -r in 1969. The other
factor that influenced investments is the savings within
the farm. The net savings has increased from $2g7 in 1961

tThg price indexes show the following increases in pricesduring 1961-69 period:
Agriculture Products
I'arm Machinery
Mat.erial Inputs

3.4 percent
21 .2 "20.6 '
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to $11818 i.¡r 1969. The large amount of borrowings and small
amount of savings indicate that the main factor infruenced
investment, and therefore, farm growth is borrowings. This
show that the farmers have taken advantage of credit lever-
age in expanding their operation.

The expansion of farm operation and increased use of
machinery and material inputs have resurted in more produc-
tion income. The ultimate result,s of these activities are
the improvement.s in the standard of living and the increase
'in 

net-worttr or the growth of family farms. The average net-
worÈh per farm has increased by 194 percent from s42,776 ín
1961 to $121'500 in 1969. This increase in net-r,,¡ortlr includes
the change in prices of assets. The price indexes show an

increase of 55 percent in the price of land and buildings
and 21 -2 percent in machinery in 1961-69 period. The

extremely high growÈh rate of net-worth indicates that even

after allowing f.or the increases in prices, there has been

a substantial increase in.net-wrortl¡ during 1961-69 period.
The main factors that have influenced this high rate of growth

is the increaseo. production and the extensive use of credit.
The inter-re.lationships .among the variables discussed

so far affect the growth of family farm firm. The magnitude

of the effect of various variables will be discussed in the
next chapter on analysis of econometric resulÈs.



The tables in this chapter present the parameter

estimates for the p:rcducbion funcEion, the consr-urption fi¡nction and

ttre investment fi:ncEion. The significant leve1s of the estimates

are stated in the following manner. An ast,erisk (*) indicates
that the estimates are significantllz different from zeÍo at
one percent level, th¡o asterisks (**) indicate five percent

significant level, three and four asterisks indicate ten and

twenty percent, significant levels respectively. The standard

errors of estimates are given in parenthesis. The significance
of R2 is determined by using F-raÈio. An asterisk indicates
that the R2 value is significantly d.ifferent from zer.o, at one

percent level and two asterisks indicate tkre five percerrL signifi-
cant level. Durbin-Watson statistic is used to determine

autocorreration. The number sign (#) indicates that there is
no auEocorrelation, t^zhiIe the values wíthout an sign indicate
inconclusive ones. The correlation matrices are given in
Appendix 1.

ECONOIIETRTC RESULTS AND TNTERPRETATTO}TS

Chapter VI

The production function.

The production functions were estimated

Cobb-Douglas specification. The constant terms

equations are given in real values rather than

104

b1z using

of the

ín logirithmic
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values. The estimated coefficients of the production function
for the years from 1961 to 1969 are shov¡n in Table XIII. These

prod'uction functions explain the gross production as a funct,ion
of capital, labour and material inputs. The estimated para-
meters of the functions the regression coefficients are

Èhe erasticities of production with respect, to the factors
of production. These elasticities of production indicate the
percentage change in output resulting from one percent change

in input used. The marginal value production of factor inputs
are given in Ëhe tables under the heading Mvp.ag

49 the marginal value
at the geometric means. Since
dolIar terns. The M.V.p.'s are
tivities f$l of r"=o,rr".". rtfollowing'ctx' formula.

Bi = beta coefficients equal

of production.

i.e., Bi = gI ' xi r'dxiY

Therefore, *J.- = 
".*i l-

productivities are calculated
the output is measured in
same as the marginal produc-
is calculated b1z using the

to the elasticities

Y

{



Tai:le XIII
PRODUCTION PÀRAMETERS AND I'ARGINAL VALUE PRODIÌCTIVITIES USING AGGRE|G¡\TED

CAPITÀL FOR EACH YEÀR DURING THE PERIOD 1961-69.

t"u' *, tlt' 
" "lnt ", "ln"t .on".un. 8åËrFi"lli. *, ,-r"rro o.". *u.,r.

1961 -0.02s8 -0.0073 0.6197 4554.87 0.4694r** 1.08 212.22 1.0633 0.5615 10.37r 1.82{-
(0. 329) (0.48s) (0.20e)

1962 0.6085* 0.2396 0.1341 1363.55 0.1846+*** 0.55 tt.1g 0.9272 0.84?8 41.83r 1.69*
(0. 1 1 1) (0.177) (0.121)

1963 0.s133* 0.1801 0.4708*{'* 4515.00 O.O7O9 0.18 27,64 1.055 0.8161 33.54r I.75#
(0.147) (0.2s4) (0.1s2)

1964 0.4687*t '0.1542 -0.5103r** -571{8.18 0.6306* 1.82 0.53 0.589 0.g102 32.31r 1.70#
(0.158) : (o.zeg) (0.13s)

1965 0.4263*+* 0.124t+ -0.2858 -3166.14 0.5976+ 1.53 0.91 o.?381 0.7626 24.55+ 1.81#
(0.209) 10.272) (o .206)

1966 0.5506** 0.1854 -0.'"1947 -1305.97 0.5131t 1.42 0.51 0.969 0.8387 39.14* 1.6tt#
(0.204) (0.190) (o.1ss)

1967 0.4698* 0.1581 0.0892 -1449.51 0.5267* 1.47 1.09 0.9075 0.8480 41.90* 1.99#
(0.144) (0.?16) (0.143)

1968 0-2213 0.0713 0.0936 1717.tt6 0.5181* 1.32 16.60 0.833 0.?499 22.gg* 1.35#

(0.198) (0.1s4) (0.144)

1969 0.0s42 0.0178 0.1892 3203.78 0.7725* 2.08 10.s2 1.01s9 0.721q 19.99+ 1.70#
(0.24s) (0.319) (0.219)

J(),o\i
,
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The interpretation of coefficients of factor inputs are

included in the following sections.

Capital

The estimated coefficients of capital are significant
at one percent of above levels in the years 1962, 1963 and

1967. In the years 1964 and 1966 they are significant at
five percent leveI. The coefficient is significant at ten
percent level in 1965. rn rest of the years, the coefficients
are not significant at any of the above specified leveIs
This may be an indication that the .capital is not closely
related to the gross production during these ]zears. The

coefficient in 1961 is negative. This may be due to over

employment of capital inputs in proportion to the other inputs.
The drought weather conditions arso might have affected the
productivity of capital in this year resulting in a negative

MVP for capital. The MVP's of capital in other years range

from $0.0178 in 1969 to $0.2396 in 1962. The capital inputs

are measured in terms of stock concept. Therefore, the MVp

values represent the percentage return on the capital
investment. During the period 1962 to 1967, ,the return on

capital has been over 12.44 percent per annum. This was a

return greater than the market interest rate.50 The high

returns on capital during this period. indicate that the

50y"h, M.H. and Li, Lew-King. Technological Change
in canadian Agriculture. A six percent return on capital
investments has been assumed in the estímation of technological
changes in Canadian agriculture.
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fanners rære allocating ttreir capita.l resources, by rrsing good manage

nent techniques, to obtain gains fron the marrginal dollar i¡vested.

llhe 1cm insignificant values of capital crcefficients in 1968 and.

1969 rnay be attributed to a combination of severar facEo::s such as,

increased use of capital inpuLs ccnpared to otlrer inputs, particularly
maÈerial inpr¡ts, changes in ttre ccnçnsition of capital ihput towards mcl3

land and buildings and the idle capacitlr of buildings due to tåe reduction

in t'he level of lir¡estæk operaticn bV scne far¡rers and sone farmer:s leav-

ing lirrcstod< operation altogettrer 
,

TLre deeeasing values of l4\ZP inðicate ttrat the farners vrere

carefully e>çanding their capiÈa1 investnrents until 1968. Ttre lov¡ vah:e

of MtP in 1969 may be due to over erplolzlrent of capital coçared to other

irrputs.

I¿bour

rt¡e elasticity coefficients of labor.r are significant at ten

pencrent 1¡vel in ttre years 1963 and 1964, and thq¿ are significarrt at

twenty percent lever in the years 1961 and 1965. The coeffi-
cients are not significant at these levels j.n the rest of the
period" This lack of significance may be ciue to the imprecise
measure of labour. Labour is measured in terms of man equiva-
lent, in which a uniÈ of labour is equal to an adult male'of
average capacity employed for a period of .twelve months. The

man equivalent measure of labour is inefficj-ent in takeing the
small variations of labour emproyed into account. Therefore,
in any given period small changes in labour ençloyed is not
precisery taken into account while the sma1l changes in other
inputs and outputs are counted for. rt wourd be expected that
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ttre trtre labour inzut rtorrld be closely related to ttre variation in
other inputs such as land, nnctrinerff, livestock and rnaterial. inpqts.

The elast,icity coefficients in the years from 1964 to
1967 are negative indicating that as the use of labour is
increased the ouE>trt decreases. This may be a resulÈ of over

emproyment of labour in tlrese years compared to other inputs.
The t¿tVPrs of labour range from ç-5,749.1ig in 1964 Eo

$41554.87 in 1961. ftre 1,1\lP of laborr rep:eserLs tlre productivity of nnrgin-

al unit of labor-:r enplq¿ed. In forr years out of nir¡e, the l4Vprs T^rere

negatirre arrd ín tt¡o out of ttre remaird¡g five the l,fl/Prs are less than

$21000.00. These negative r¡alues of I,l\P índicate ttrat the farners

r,üere poor in managanent techniques to obrEain a sufficient. gain for laborrr.

Ítris rnay be due to ¡nor rnanrysnent æchniques used ín allocation a¡d

ønbination of resorrces.

l4atenial- Inputs

The elasticity coefficients of material inputs in the
years 1964 to 1969 are significant at one percent level. Ttre coefficient

in tlre year^s 1961 ar¡d 1962 are significant at ten and twerrty percent levels

respecEively. ft¡e coefficierrt in 1963 is not signrificant at ttre
specified levels indicating ttrat ttrse r,rras no close relationship between

oÉput and naterial inputs used in tlrat year. Ítre ll\ZPrs of material

inputs during the period range from $0.18 in 1963 to $2.09

in 1969. The l{rrP explains the gross return on marginal

dollar spent on material inputs. The figures indicate that
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in 1961 and. during the period 1964 to 1969 the net return
on marginal doIlar spent range from $0.08 in 1961 to g1.Og

in 1969. This implies that the farmers $rere using material
inputs at a profit, d.uring Ëhese years. Theoretically the

farmers can increase the use of material inputs up to a level
where the Ir{vP equals to pri"e. 51 

However, the risky
nature of agricultural operations makes the farmers arert
and they use less inputs than if no risk is involved.. The

net returns in the years except in 1961 are substantially
high indicating the farmers were not using the input sufficient-

Iy. The gross profit could have been increased by expanding

the use of material inputs during these years. The net

gains from the use of material inputs in the years 19G2 and

1963 are $-0.45 and. $-.OgZ respectively. That means the

farmers have lost these amounts for every marginal dollar
spent on material inprrts. This may be a result of over

employment of material inputs and unfavourable weather

conditions.

The MVP's calculated on the basis of the elasticity
coefficients with 95 ì¡ercent confidence intervals show that
there is a 95 percent probability of using material inputs

with a $0.29 prcfit at the margin in 1962. The same proce-

dure shows that the loss in 1963 could be as low as $0.02 at

the margin, on maÈerial inputs.

51 *h" market price would be an expenditure of $1.00plus the. current interest rate
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rn general Èhe elasticity coefficients of al1 the

variables in each year are Iês.s than unity ind.icating that
all Èhe resources had dirninishing marginal r"trrrr=.52 The

positive coefficients represenË the second. phase of production
while negative coefficients representing third phase of
production indicating losses occurred due to the use of inputs
at the levels used.

The overall performance of the production component

of the system in managementrs point, of view can be analyzed

using the marginar value prod.uctívíty/price ratios of the

inputs. The combination of inputs which gives maximum net
farm income is attainable when,

wPc 
- 

M' 
= 5t ' -a.þì{-.ir,^ a<¡aL¿

Pc PL n"-:' under competitive systems '

Otherwise, the prices should be replaced with marginal costs.

_ 
The ratios shown in Tabre xrv show that the far¡ners

have not attained t:his efficient combinations in any of the
years in 1961-69 period. The ratio for capital in 1961 is
negative and lower than the ratios for rabour and material
inputs indicating that the farmers courd have increased the

net income by reduc.i-ng the use of capital ín that year. The

higher ratio for labour indicates that the net income. could

have been increased by increasíng the use of rabour input.
The ratio for capítal in the period 1962-67 is greater than

the ratio for rabour and material inputs in the same period.

52 Have.r, Cecil B. "Economic Interpretation of
Production Function Estimates". In Resource Productivity Returns
to Scale and Farm Size. Edited by narl -
@Ames, rowa, 1956), p. 147.



Year

1961

1962

1963

't964

1965

1966

1967

196I

1969

MARGTNAL VALUE

TABLE XIV

PRODUCTTVTTY

J.
Capital'

-r*
4. 356

3 .602

2.869

2 "212

3. 156

2. 300

1 .0s6

0.230

PRICE

Labour**

2"100

0 .625

2 .010

-1.446

-1 .258

-0.486

-0.508

0.590

1 .034

*The interest rates for the calcuration of the MVp"/p"
ratio is taken fro:n 1969-70 Annual Report of the Farm credit
Corporation.

** The hourly rate of wages paid in Manitoba for workers
without board is t.aken in calculating the MVpL,/pL ratio.
**'tThe ratio of Wpi{ï/r¡ot is catrculated taking $1.00 plus
the interest rate of. the year as the cost of material inputs.

RATTOS
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***
MÏ

1.029

o.521

o.171

1.727

1.449

1.341

1.375

1 .237

1.930
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Ít¡is again indicates the inefficient combination of resources

The net income in that period could have been increased by

expanding the use of capital input. The negative ratios for
labour in 1964-67 period indicate the over employment of
labour ínput. The use of this input should. have been reduced

to a point where IvIVP equals marginal cost. The Mvp/price

raÈios for maÈerial inputs is higher than Èhe ratio for capital

and labour in 1968 and 1969. The net income in these tr,.lrc years

could have been increased by expanding the use of material
inputs

In general the MVP/Price ratios of input,s for the

same year are different from each other indicating that the

farmers lvere not able to use proper management techniques

in coordination of resources to obtain maximum net income.

The resources were not efficiently used. The ratios, which

are less than one imply that the marginal return of that,

input is less than the marginar cost t or under competitive

situations the price of the input. This indicates that
Èhe farmers were using the input at a loss. The farmers

could have increasecl their net income by reducing the use

of these inputs.

The coefficients of multiple determination, R2, s for
the estimated functions range from 0.5615 in 1961 to 0.8478

in 1962. This coefficient explain the percentage of varia-
tions in the dependenÈ variable, which on the average, is
associated with the explanatory variables. The R2 values in
all the years are stat,istically significant at one percent
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rever or above. Except in 1gG1, the R2 values are greater

Èhan 0.7214 in the period, ind.icating Ihore than 72.14 percent

of the variations in output is explained by capital, rabour

and material inputs. rn five out of nine years, this ratío
was greater than 80 percent.

The coefficient of prod.ucÈion functions estimated
by using panel data for the periods 1962-69, 1962-65 and

1966-69 are. presented in Table XV. The elasticiþz coefficients

of capital and material inputs are significant at one percent

or above levels in these periods. The coefficients of labour

ínput are not significant in any of these periods. This may

be due to the imprecise measurement of labour as explained.

above.

The elasticity coefficient of capital has decreased

from 0.453 in 1962-65 period to 0.3094 in 1966-69 period.
This may be due to the increased use of capital ínputs in
the latter period. The I,fvP of capital has also decreased.

from $0.1534 in 1962-65 period to ç0.1027 in 1966-69 períod.

This decrease in I{VP verifies the above statement of increased

use of capital inputs. This is related to the law of
diminishing returns which explains

input is increased, given the level
marginal producÈivity of that input

The elasticity coefficient
increased from 0.3822 in the period

period 1966-69. This ind.icates that

that as the use of one

of other inputs the

decreases.

of material inputs has

1962-65 to 0.5626 in the

any increase in use of
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Table >(V

PRODUCTTOI\T PAFÀIC'ETERS AT\TD MARGTNAL VALUE PRODÏJCTIVTTTES

USING AGGREGATED CAPITAI, AND PANEL DATA FOR THE

PERTODS 1962_69, 1962_65 AND 1966_69.

Independent
Variable

Capital

MVP- $

Labour

1962-69

0. 4068*

(0.0s8)

0.1364

0.0054

(0.064)

80. 83

0. 4750*

(0.0s2)

1.29

3.26

0. 8872

0. 8015

24'7.24*

1.82#

MVP- $

Material
inputs

I{VP - $

Constant

Sum of
Coefficients

R2

F-Ratio

Ð-V,I Ratio

1962-65

0.4530*

0.07s)

0.1534

0.0009

(0.121)

9.43

0.3822*

(0.080)

1 .04

4.37

0. 836 1

0.7782

1 07.45*

. 1 .79#

, 0. 3094*

(0.0e7)

0 .1027

0.1086

(0.0e2)

1762.95

0.5626*

(0 .077)

1.s2

4 .32

0.8946

0.7900

1 15. 13*

1.83#

66-69
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material inputs would have increased output in the latter
period. more than that of former period. The Ir{Vp also has

increased from $1.04 in the first period to 91.52 in the

Second. period. Higher MVP in the second period indicates
that the material inputs have not beén used sufficiently
to increase output. The farmers could have used capital
and labour productively in this period by expanding the

quantity of material inputs used..

The MVP of labour has increased from $g.43 in the

period 1962-65 to ç1762.96 in the period. 1966-69. This

íncrease ín marginal value product may be a result of the

increased use of capital inputs in the second period. The

I'ÍVP of labour in both period.s were less than sufficient
indicating that the labour input was not used productively

in any of the periods. The productivity of labour couId.

have been increased by increasing the use of other inputs

particularly capi-tal in the first period and material inputs

in the second period. Else, the unproductive excess labour

could have been taken away from farm operations.

The lfVPrs of capital, labour and material inputs

during the. period 1962-69 were $0.1364, $70"83 and 1.29

respectively. This indicates that the capital and material

inputs were used productively gaining an average of 13.64
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percent annuar return on marginar dollar invested in capital
and net return of.$0.29 on the marginal dollar spent on

material inputs

The R2 value in the period. 1962-69 was 0.g015 indicat-
ing that 80.15 percent of variations in output during this
period was explained by capital labour and material inputs.
The R2 values from the periods 1g62-6s and 1966-69 were 0.77g2
and 0.7900 r.espectively. These R2 values were sígnificant :

at one percent or above levels.
The sums of elasticities represent che return to

scale in each period. During the period 1962-69 this was

0.8872 indicating diminíshing return to sca1e. During the
period.s 1962-65 and 1966-69 t,hese values hrere 0.g361 and

0.9806 respectively, also ind.icating d.iminishíng returns to
scale

The estimated elasticitlz coefficients of production
function on the basis of disaggregated capital in per labour
terms for each year during the period 1961-69 are given in
Table >(\rJ. This disaggregated form of capita_l- would show the
contribution of components of capital to lnargi.nar returns.

Real estate per labour

The estimated coefficients are significant at one

percent leve1 in 1964 and 1966. The coefficient,s are

sígnificant. at five percent level in 1965 and 1967. ïn 1962

and 1963 they are signiricaå at twenty percent tevel. ïn



Table XVI

PRODUCTTON PARÀMSIERS A¡¡D MARGTNAL VALUE PRODUCTTVTTIES T'SING DISÀGGREGATED CAPITATT

IN PER LABOUB TERMS FOR EACH YEAR DURTNG THE PERXOD 1961.69. '

ReaL Estat" MYP nquipmeñt MVP Lívestock MVp rnputs per ^ D.!,¡,vear per rauour $- pér La¡our $ pãr-iãt,ãur --i- ' lauoui wp crr"t"rt n2 n-n.tl
1961 0.0699 0.0457 0.0222 0.0203 o.oo32 0.0082 0.4404**** l.'Ol 87.37 0.1080 1,67 1.S2*

(0.20s) (0.221) (0.031 ) (0.266)

1962 0.1565*** 0.1468 0.39OOt 0.4642 0.0283**** 0.0828 0.1188 0.35 20.gg 0.6689 lZ.ll+ 1.73*
(0.092) 0.07e (o.o2o) (0.132)

1963 0.1746t*** 0.1461 0.2890+ .0.3024 0.0232 0.0593 0.1194 O.30 41.04 0.3862' 4.46*+ 1.90#
(0.118) (0.0e0) (0.021) (0.138)

1964 0.5710* 0.3731 0.0499 o.o5tt1 -0.0392 -o.o9r¡5 0.2948*r'r. 0.89 3.33 0.6935 13.44* 2.22*
(0.148) (0'.116) (0.030) (0.160)

1965 0.3440+* 0.2027 0.1573 0.1474 O.O21O 0.0794 0.4971*i 1.27 1.13 0.6193 9.95+ 2.27*
(0.136) (0.176) (0.025) (o.22'l

1966 0.3759* 0.2r+25 -0.0043 -0.0045 0.0104 0.0807 0.6354* 1.76 :1.40 0.7778 20.26t 1.71#
(0.107) (0.183) (0.016) (0.170)

1967 0.',1771 0.1620 0.1741 o.15rt3 0.0336* 0.7431 0.5817* 't.62 0.92 o.?7gg 19.82* 2.25*
(0.1 12) (0.136) (0.01 1) (0.149)

1968 0.06s2 0.0353 0.0771 0.0851 0.0228'f 'lr 0.8056 0.5789* 1.46 22.17 0.7952 22.36* 1.34#

(0.144) (0.1s7) (0.011) (0.15s)

1969 0.0771 o.otr38 -0.1081 -0.1210 0.0209 0.5532 0.8368* 2.26 12.56 0.5626 8.07* 2.04

(0.1s8) (0.187) (0.016) (0.183)
J
J
co
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rest of the years they are not significant at any of the
abov.e specified.levers. This would indicate that the avail-
abre land. and buildings were not used. to their full capacitlz
durí:ng these years. Any of the coefficients of real est,ate,
machinery or livestock in 1961 is not signifìcant. This
indicates that these inputs were not closely related to the
output in that year. Poor yields resulted frbm unfavourable
weatlrer cond.itions might have affected the productivitlz of ;

I

resources in this year. This is refrected by the very Iow

lf\fPrs of resources in 1961 .

The IvII/p of real estate input during the period
rangr€s from $0.0353 in 1968 to $0.3731 in 1g6q. During the
years from 1962 to 1967 this input has been used productively.
The returns on marginal dollar invested in real estate had

been greater than 14.61 percent during this period. The

higher lralues of MVp in the years of 1964, 1965 and 1966

implies that the use of this input could have been expanded

to yierd. a greater output. The low rtvp in the years 196g

and 1969 indicates .that the real estate in¡-,ut has been over
employed.

Machinery per labour

During the period the coefficient of machinery and

equipment were significant at one percent 1evel only in 1962

and 1963. the coefficients in the years 1g6s and 1967 are

significant at forty and Èhírty percent levels respectively.
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The general insignificant situation might be a result of over-
employment of resources in machinery and equipment. This can

be verified from two factors. one is the low l'fi/p's in these

years and the other is the negative coefficients in the years

1966 and 1969.

The I'IIIP I s of machinery and equipment range from

$-0.121 in 1969 to $0.3024 in 1963. Machinery and equipment

have been productively used only in four years during the

period. This implies that the f armers \^rere poor in management

techniques in order to obtain a greater reÈurn for their
resources. Tn five years within this period the resources

invested in this input have been used at a loss.

Livestock per labour

The estimated elasticity coefficients of this input
in the years 19621 1967 and 1968 are significant at twenty,

one and ten percent levels respectively. The coefficients
in all the other years are not significant at these revels.
This general insignificant situation ind.icate that there was

no close relationship between output and investments on

livestock. The negative coefficient in 1964 ind.icates the

over employment of resour,ces in livestock compared to other

inputs

The lrtVP's of livestock during the períod range

from $-0.0945 in 1964 to $0.8056 in 1968. The higher IvIVp,s

in the years from 1967 ta 1969 indicate that towards the end

of the period the farmers have not made use of livestock



enterprise to increase

ments on livestock been

the farmers could, have

investments on land.

Material inputs per labour

The coefficients of material inputs per labour are

significant at one percenÈ revel in the years from 1966 to
1969. They are significant at five percent, ten percent

and twenty percent levers in 1965, 1964 and 1961 respectively.
The l{VP of Èhis factor range from $0.30 in 1963 to ç2.26 in
1969. The 1ow t"firPrs in the years from 1962 to 1964 ind.icatè
that this factor has been over employed. From 1965 to 1969

material inputs have been used productively. As stated earlier

had the use of materiar inputs in these years been increased,
the farmers could have gained a higher output, together with
a productive use of other resources.

The MVPrlPrice ratios for disaggregated capítaI shcr¡p

in Table )ffrr again indicate that the resources were not
efficiently used. the ratios for the inputs in the same

period are dif f êrêr.t f ::om each other. The high ratío for
machinery in 19'a2-63 indicates that the farmers should have

incresed the use of that input. The higher ratios for land

in 1964-66 period ;again indicate that the net income could have

been increased by expanding the land base. The higher rates
for livestock in .1967-69 

period. indicate that the farners could

have increased t.heir net income by expanding the livestock

their gross profit. Had the

expand.ed during these three
yielded a greater return for

121

ínvest-

years

their



ÎABLE XVTI

MARGTNAL VALUE PRODUCTIVTTY/PRICE RATIOS

Year

1961

1962

1963

1964

1 865

1 966

't967

1 968

1969

OF DISAGGREGATED CAPTTAL

RE

0.914

2.669

2.992

6.941

3. 604

4 .128

2.356

0.523

0.565

ME

0. 406

8.44

6.048

1 .007

2.620

0.077

2 .681

1 .261

-1 .561

122

LVK

0.164

1 .505

1.186

-1 .758

1.412

1.374

1 0. 809

1 1 .93s

7.138

The prices of inputs are taken as explained in Table xrv.

MT

0.962

0.332

0.286

0.845

1.202

1 .660

1.516

1.368

2.097
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operations. Ttre higher ratios for rnaterial i:rputs j:r 1968-69 crr -nnared

to the ratios for land and nachinerlz indicate that the net increase

could have been ineeased by expanding the use of rnaterial j¡rputs.

The R2 values range from O.10BO in 1961 to O.7g5Z in
1968. All the R2 values but the ones in years 196'l and

1963 are significant at one percent 1evel. R2 value in
1963 is significant at five percent level. The low and

insignificant R2 value in 1961 indicate that variations in
output in that year are not explained sufficiently by the

_independent variables. This may be due to the effects of
unfavourable weather conditions on productivitlr of resources.

The coefficients of production function with
disaggregated capit.al in per labour terms for the periods

1962-69, 1962-65 and 1966-69 are given in Table >fi/Iü. These

coefficients rnrere estimated using panal data. All the

coefficients, except for the coefficient of machinery and

equipment in the period 1966-69 and coefficient. of livestock
in the period 1962-65 are significant at one percent revel.
During the period. 1962-69 aL1 the inputs have been used

productively. The real estate, machinery and livestock
show MVP I s ranging from $0. 151 4 to $0. 1911 . The M.Vp

of material input was $1.28. This higher values ind.icate

that in the long run farmers \^rere using their resources

productíveIy. The long run productive use of resources

implies that the farmers r^/ere emptoyíng good long run

management techniques, though they were not good short, run

managers.
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Tab1e XVIII
PRODUCTION PARAMETERS AND MARGTNAI VALUE PRODUCTIVTTIES

UST}ÍG DISAGGREGATED CAPTTAL AI\D PANEL DATA ]I\T PER ueoin
lER[4s FoR THE PERTODS 1962-69, 1962-65 AND 1966-69

fnd.ependent
Variable

Land and
Buildings per labour

r4r/P - $

Machinerlz and
equipment per labour

iqvP - $

Livestock per labour

1962-69

0.231 0*

(0.038)

0. 1 52s

0. 1 780*

(0.047)

0.1911

0.0200*

(0.006)

0. 1514

0.4731*

(0.0s3)

1.28

3.88

0.7 478

136.67*

1.89#

¡,fVP - $

It{aterial input.s
per labour

¡{vP - $

constant

R2

F-Ratio

D-!V Ratio

1962-65

0.2122*

(0"055)

0. 1 583

0.2632*

(0.0s8)

0.2807

0.0102

(0.012)

0.0292

0 "2783*
(0.084)

2.72

11.35

0.5680

30. 91 *

1 .83#

19 66-69

0.1945*

(0.062

0.1137

0.0250

(0.080)

o.0270

0.02 1 5*

(0.006)

0.4310

0.6413*

(0.077)

1.73

5. 70

o.7 412

66. 15*

1.99#
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The results of the two sub períods show that the

coefficients of rear estate and machinery have decreased

in the period 1966-69 compared to that of in the period

1962-65, while the coefficients for livesËock and material
inputs have increased in the period 1966-69. The lrfvp I s of
input,s have changed in opposite direction except of material
inputs. The MVP of real estate has decreased from $0.1593 in
1962-65 períod to $0.1137 in 1966-69 period.. The MVp of
machinery and equipment has dropped drastically from $0.2g07

in the first period to $0.0270. in the second. period. The

I"IVP of material inputs has decreased from ç2.72 in the former

period to fi1 .73 in the latter period. These drops in t'IVp's

imply that in the second period the use of those inputs have

been expanded. The only input which shows an increase in
¡ttvP in the second period is livestock. This may be d.ue to
the conÈractions in investments on livestock enterprise.

'The R2 values in these periods range from 0.5680

in 1962-65 period to 0.7478 in 1962-69 period. Al1 the R2

values are signíficant at one percent or above levels. The

sums of coefficients range from 0.7639 in 1962-65 period

to 0.9021 in 1962-69 period.

Technoloqical change

Technological change in lVestern Manitoba farms is
measured using the slow model and results are presented in
Table xrx. This tabre also presents the total values of
gross output, material inputs, net output, capital stock and



TABLE XIX

MEÀ6UREMDNT OF GROSS AND NET GEOMETRIC GROT{ÎH RÃTES OF

TECHNOLOGICÀL CHÀNGE IN WDSTERN MÀNITOBA 1961-69 11 12

1

Gross
Output

1961
, Prices

$
253,210
354,98|t
3¡18,425

408,810
411,178
506,760
5 ¡¡0, 81 1

521,526
51r5,198

2
Material
fnputs

19,1
Priccs

1 25,008
126,949
1rt5 ,297
151r,429

167,632
187, ¡18 8

200, lt5?

221,637
206,619

3 ¡r 5 6 7 8 - g - -1 O Year to Year Rates
Hãt Capiral Lafour Shire of cat'itat Shãre-of Shãre of Labour of Change in

o"iput siock Man ln in Material in in lechnology
19e1 1961 Equiva- Gross Net Inputs in Gross Net Gross Net

prices Frices Íents _ Output Output Outputs Output Output Measure Measure--s-_T-
138;202 869,657 31.40 0.2061 0.3776 0.r¡542 0.3397 0.622tt

228,035 9i9,?84 33.94 0.1555 O.2tt2} 0.35?6 0.4869 0.7580 0.31611 0.6086

203,128 gg7,7q4 35.20 0.1?18 0.2947. O.ttl70 O.r¡112 0.7053 0.108? -0.1523

255,381 1,2r10,483 3tl.30 0.1821 0.2914 0.3753 0.q426 0.7086 0.1193 0.1968

243,546 1,366,558 34.35 0.199¡¡ 0.3367 0.40?7 0.3929 0.6633 -0.0528 0.0811

31g,272 1,r¡36,599 33.76 0.1?01 O.27OO 0.3700 O.rt599 0.?300 0.1879 0'2904

340,35rt 1,580,639 30.88 0.175r¡ 0.2787 0.3?0? 0.4540 0.721tt 0.0627 0.0773

2gg,88g 1,609,22t1 27.32 0.1851 0.3220 O.¡1250 0.3899 0.67811 -0.0390 -0.1?70

338,5?9 1,558,244 28.94 0.1?15 O.2761 0.3790 O'4rt95 O.?239 O.O37O O'11t16

I .268,5¿t8

are calculated as 0.06 t {jt ana 0.06 + {-t} reseectlvely assuming 6 percent interest rate return

corumn (12) = ^(3)/(3) 
- (t) T++ - (10).{€+

Column (13) and (14) are calculated from
(11) and (12) reepectlvely, !,1th 1961 - 1'

13 14
Cumulated
Technology

Change
Gross

Measure
Net

Mea su reYear

1961

1962

196 3

196t¡

1965

19 66

1967

1968

1969

196 1-69
Àvg.

1.0000 1.0000
1.316r¡ 1.6086
1.20?7 1.4563
1.3270 1.6531
1.27u2 1.5720
1.r¡621 1.8624
1 .52ttg 1 .9397
1. r¡858 1.7627
1.5228 1 .8?73

Notes3 columns ($) and (7)

on aIl capital.
Cotumn 1g¡ = (2),/(1)
Column(9)=1-(6) - (8)

colunn(10)=1-(7)
colurnn (11) = ^(1),/(1) 

- (6) ^(1) - (8) ^(2) - 
ror A(5)

(tr) (2) (5)

t\,
ot
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physical labour inputs during the period 1961-69. The

values .r"ldeflaËed by price indexes based on 1961. The

average values of relative shares of capital, material inputs

and labour in gross output in this period are 0.1797,0.3952

and 0.4251 respectively. The relative shares of capital

and labour in neÈ output are 0.2988 and 0.7012 respectively,

based on the 1961-69 average. In both cases relative share

of labour is quite high. This is because t,he residuals are

taken as the share of labour and indicate that the management

was able to extract more output from the available resources.

The technological index has risen from 1 in 1961 to

1.877 3 in 1969 in net measure and to 1.5228 in gross measure.

This rapid increase in index indicate that the l¡lestern it{anitoba

farmers were going through a technological revolution during

this period.
-From Table XlX it is possible to devide the total

increase in net labour productivity (net output per man-

equivalent) and gross labour productivity (gross output per

man-equivalent) int.o two parts. One part can be measured by

the shift of the aggregate production function which results

from technological change, and the otlrer b1z the movements along

the production function attributable to the increased use of

capital per man-equivalent. The calculated shares of factors

are given ín Table XX.

. This table shows that the increased net labour product-

ivity was 165.81 percent of which technological change

accounted. for 58.41 percent and. capital intensity 41.59
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Table )e(

Y I MATERTAI

INPUTS AND TECTTNOLOGICAL CHANGE TN INCREASED NET A¡{D GROSS

LABOUR PRODUCTÏVÏTY IN WESTERN IIANÏTOBA 1961-69*

Labour
Classifica- Totaltion Tncrease

NeÈ

Gross

Productivity
Annual

fncrease

The method of calculat.ion is given in Appendix rr.

165.81

133.62

capiral Mareriat i8#i
f ntensity Inputs Ctrange

18.42

14.85

Percent

41.59

16.69

of
hare

36.72

58.41

46.59
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percent. The increase in gross labour productivity is 133.62

of vittictt capital inlensity acæunting tor 16.69 percent, material inputs

for 36.77 percent, and. technologrical clrange for 46.59 percent.

such a division of increased labour productivity
into those due to technorogical change and those attribut-
able to capital intensity and materiai inputs is based on

the assumption of constant return to scale. A test of the
hypothesis of constant return to scale accepted at one per-
cent level ind.icating that there was constant return to scale
in 1961-69 period. **.

The results show that the share of technological
change in gross labour productivity was lower than that in
net labour proouctivity. rt was relatively 1ow because a
part of increased gross labour productivÍty has been attributed

to the increased use of material inputs.

The consumption function

The elasÈic5.ty coefficients
functíon, from cross sectional data,
formulation, for the years from 1962

t* fhe method of testing
scale hypothesis is explained in

estimated for consumption

by using Cobb-Douglas

to 1969 are shown ín

the constant return to
Appendl_x l_l_J_.
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Table )QG. The calculated values of Apc and. Mpc are shown

under these headíngs.53

Disposal:le income

The coefficients of disposable income are not
significantry different from zero except. for the years

1966 and 1967 which are significant at twenty and ten percent'
levels res¡rectively. ,This imply that the consumption amo¡g 

,
:

farmers in Ïrlestern Manitoba was not closely related to the
income. The consumpt.ion among these farmers has influenced.,
to a greater extent, by consumption habits. This can be

seen b¡r an examination of coefficients of consumption lagged.

by one year. The APC during this period range from 0.4g27

in 1966 to 1.1356 in 1969. The Apc 1.1356 in 1969 is
cóntradictory to the basic hypothesis in consumer theory.

53 The average propensity to consume and marginalpropensity to consume are abreviated as ApC and MpCrespectively. The APC and Mpc are calculated at geometric
mean. The MPC is calculated by using the followiñg formula:

Byd = elasticity coefficient of d.isposable income

í.e. ,- tl'
cdc^=-=-"yd dya dlä
Yd

Therefore; ft = 
""U

i. e., l4PC equals APC times elasticity coefficient at
disposable income

Yd

-

c
va



THE CONSUMPTIO¡T PARAMETERS,

PROPENSITY TO COÌISUME

fable )O(t

AVERÄGE PROPENSITY TO CO}ISUME ÀND MÀRGINAL

FOR EACH YEAR DURING THE PERIOD 1962-69.

Year

1962

1963

1969

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

Yat

0. 1 833

(0. 1 67)

0 .0299

(0.032)

0.0981

(0. 088)

0.0253

(0.0s4)

0.2691'F¡r**

(0.162)

0. 1 535r**

(0.077)

0.0087

(0.060)

o .0.232

(0.308)

Family
Si ze Nhlt- i Constant APC IVIPC R2 F-Ratio D-W Ratlo

0,6287*

(0. 1 8s)

0.7614*

(0.166)

0.6134*

(0 .126)

0.5671*.

(0.1s2)

0.8177*

(0.2u2)

0.6822*

(0.146)

0.5289*

(0. 1 66)

0. 7 1 07*r

(0.225')

0. 009 3

(0. 1 52)

0.0424

(0.120)

0.2414*

(0.084)

0. 1 343

(0.11e)

o .1 425

(0.146)

0.1926+***

(0. 1 17)

0.2801**

(0.130)

0.2333

(0.218)

-0.0650

(0.130)

-0.0339

(0.1221

0 .0 816

(0.077)

0.2101+'t

(0.08e)

-0.0515

(0. 1 s2)

0. 0899

i0.118)

0.2244***

(0.137)

0. 0337

8. 33

7.58

3,66

2.72

0.63

1.21

2.99

4.7 6

0. 4919

0.8294

0. 61 38

0.7563

0.4827

0.6690

0.8277

1.1356

0.0902

0.0248

0 .0 602

0 .019 1

0.1299

o'.1027

0.0072.

0.0263

0 .6219

0 .657 6

0.8291

0. 81 87

0. 7833

0. 841 1

0. 81 35

0.6291

10.06*

1 1.56*

27.69+

25.84*

20.88*

30. 1 1*

25.00r

1 0. 33i

2,16ti

1.66*

0. 845

1.16

2.24#

1 .81#

1 .40

' 1.s2

ê(,
J
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This greater than unity Apc ind.icate that the farmers have

consumed more than what they have earned in thaË year

The APC is lot+ in high income years and. high in lov¡ income

years indicating that the farmers were maintaining their
oonsumption at a somewhat constant level. The higher lvtpc

in 1969 is a resurt of the low income in that year. The

farmers have been reructant to change their consumption

habits, therefore some of the savings from the previous
periods have been spent on consumption. This is indicated
by a negative growLh in 1969 as shown in Table xxv. The

MPc in this period range from o.oo7z in 196g to o.1zgg in
1966. The low values of ÞIPC reflect the behaviour of farmers,

to a certain extent. That is, the farmers v/ere maintaining
their lifestyle aÈ a certain level and therefore, most of
the additional income is directed towards re-investment
in farms.

Consumpùion habit,s

The consumption habits among farmers are represented

by the consumption expenditure lagged by one year period..

All the elasticity coefficientb except for the one in 1969

are significantry different from zero at one percent lever.
rn 1969 it is significant at five percent level. The

coefficients range from 0.5289 in 1969 to 0.9177 in 1966

and they have relatively high varues. Thís impries that the

consumption behaviour among farmers was mostly influenced



by habíÈs. This situation explains the insignificant
coefficíent.s of 'd.isposable income. The higher coefficient
of lagged consumption in 1969 explains, to a cert,ain extent,
the greater than uniÈy APC in that year.

Fa¡uily size

The elasticity coefficients of family size in the
years 1964, 1967 and 1968 are significantly different from

zero at one, twenty and five percent levels respectívely.
The coefficients in other years are not significant at the

Ievels specified above. This may be due to the inclusion
of one period lagged consumption in the function. Lagged

consumpÈion represents consumption habits which, to a

certain extent, is dependent upon the family size. The

coefficient of family size range from 0.0093 in 1962 to

0.280f in 1968. The highest coeffícient is one of the

significant ones indicating that there is a relationship
between consumpbion level and family size among farmers.
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e lzear

The elasticity coefficients of net-r¡orth are signifi-
cant in the years 1965 and 1968 at fj-ve and ten percen,t levels
respectively. The coefficients of other years are not signi-
ficant at these levels. The hypothesized relationship

beÈween. consumption,and net-worth is posiËive. Horvever, in
1962, 1963 and 1965 they have turned out to be negative.
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This indicates that as the net-rn¡crth. increases the farmers
reduces their consumption. This might be a result of
red.uction in consumption in order to invest more in the
farms. Except for those three years, the coefficients in
other years indicate that the farmers increase their consump-

tion as the net-oorth increases. The coeffícients range from

-0.0650 to 0.2244. As in the case of family size the rargest
coefficient is one of the significant ones indicating that 

,

there is a positive rerationship beËween consumption revel
and net-v^rorth of family farm.

the n2 values range from 0.6919 in 1962 to 0.g411 ín
1966 indicating Èhat a greater part of variations in consump-

tion expend.itures is explained by disposable income, consump-

tion lagged. by one year period, famiry size and net-vucrth of
family farm. These R2 varues are significant at one percent
1evel in"alI the years.

The erasticity coefficíents of consumption function
estimated with paner data for the periods 1962-69, 1g62-6s

and 1966-69 are shown in Table XXIf.

The coefficients of disposable income, lagged consump-

tion and famillz size are significantly different from zero
at one percent leve1 during ig62-69 period. indícating that
there is a definite relationship between rong run consumption

and these variables. The coefficient of lagged net-worth is
significant only at thirty percent leve1. ïn the long run,
as in short run, the consumption level among farmers is
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Table XXII

PARÀMETERS, AVERAGE PROPEIISITY TO CONSU¡4E

PROPENSITY TO CONSUME FOR THE PERTODS

1962-69 , 1962-65 At{D 1966-69.

Independent.
Variable

Disposable incorne

Lagged consumption

Family size

Lagged net-worth

1962-69

0.0412*

(0.016)

0"6819*

(0.060)

0. 1 507*

( 0. 04s)

0.0445

(0.03s)

5. 34

o .7614

146.97*

1 .71tÈ

Constant

R2

19 62-65

F-Ratio

D-9t Rat.io

0.0325****

(0.023)

0. 6332*

(0.077)

0. 1 1 06***

(0.0s8)

0.0739*{c**

(0.048)

6.58

0.7354

64.24*

1.64#

1966-69

0.0466**

(0.023)

0.7003*

(0 . 101)

0.2141*

(0.077)

0.0544

(0.06e)

3.58

0.7533

70.47*

1 .68#
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mainly determined. by habits. This is indicated by t,he high

value of lagged ionsumption. The ApC and MpC during this
period are 0.6819 and 0.0412 respectively. The relatively
high APC indicate that in the long run the farmers spend a

substantial portion of their income on consumption goods

The very low value of MPC shows that even in the long run the

farmers spent most of their additional income on investments.

The coefficients in the periods 1962-65 and 1g6G-69

are significant at one, five, ten and twenty percent levels
except for the coefficient of lagged net-worth in the second

period, indicating that there was no close relationship
between consumption and. wearth of farmers during this period.

All the coefficients except for that of lagged net-rvorth have

increased ín value in the second period indicating that the

farmers have tended to increase their consumption expend.i-

ture. This may be due to relatively less reguirements of
further investments, since as the t,ime passes the investment

requirements are fulrfilledr or it may be due to the increase

in family size as the children grorñi with the passage of time.

The second fact, i.e., íncrease in family size, is more líkel1z

to happen and. it, can be seen from the almost doubled coeffi-
cient of family size from 0.1106 in the first period to 0.2141

in the second period.

Both APC and MPC have increased. in value from 0.6597

and 0.0214 in the former period to 0.7422 and 0.0346 in the

latter period respectively. This may be an indication that
the farmers increase their consumption as their wealth or
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net-!,roÉfr íncreases .

the a2 values of these period.s are significant at
one percent I-evel, and. indicaÈe that 76.14 percent of
variaËions in consumption during the period 1962-69 is
explai.ned by income, family size, habits and net*vorth. The

R2 vaÏ-ues in the period.s 1962-65 and 1966-69 are 0.7354 and

0.7533 respectively. They indicate that a substantial por-

tion of vari-ation in consumption ís explained by the ind.epen-

dent variables in hoth periods

Investment fi¡nction

The estimated coefficients of linear investment,

function are given in Table)oç¡II. Thevalues of coefficient
indicate the change in investment result in a unit change

in the particr:lar variable other variables held constant,.

The investment. function explain the investments ín farm

capital such as land and build.ings, machinerry and equipment

and livestock as a function of savins lagged b¡¿ one year

period" farm credit. and net-roorth lagged by one year period.

Savings lagged by one year period

The coefficients of savings are signifícant at one,

five, ten and twenty percent levels except for that of 1969.

They range from -0.0456 in 1969 to 1.7226 in 1965. The

coefficients have increased from 1.1201 in 1962 to 1.7226 in
1965 except for the drop in 1964. Since 1965 the coefficients
have d:ropped. steadily. This is consistent wíth:the increase



THE INVESTMENT PARAMETERS

TÃBI,E )OGTI

FOR EACH YEAR DURTNG THE PERIOD 1962-69.

Year st- 
1

CR,t NVü.t-l Constant R2 F-RatLo D-hI Ratio
1962

1963

19 64

1965

1966

1967

1968

1.1201**

(0.426)

1 .5204*

(0.526)

0.6478:t€¡tillc

(0.5s1)

1 .7 226*

(0. 41e)

1.1173*'t:l'

(o.se4)

0. 9090¡t *,ß

(0.47s)

0.5767*.,tc'¡'t

(0. 345)

-0. 0 456

(0.412)

0.3556**

(n.1se)

0. 8342

( 0. 261)

-0.0988

(0.180)

0.7542*

(0. 1 53)

0.7043**

(0 .271)

-0 .01 24

(0.216)

0.7907*

(0.114)

1 .5482*

(0.212)

0.0328

(0.0s1)

-0.0411

(0.064)

0. 061 1

(0.0se)

-0.0203
(0.042)

0.031 7

(0.062)

0.0599

(0.048)

0.0178

(0.025)

-0.002 1

(0.0271

542.62

888.23

453.65

-347 8.50

-70ö. 43 0.4932

2106. 43

0.23s4 3.26r*

8.14*

0 .1 152 1 .95

0.6996 1 8.07r

0.1941 2.7'I

0.3s36 5.01+

1 .68#

1.41#

1.70#

2.2#

2.28#

1.65#

-1024. 60 0.7076 18.75* 1.86#

0.7329 21 .12
J
(,À)

æ
1969 4790.39 1 .28



in the coefficienÈ of income' in consumption function in
1966-69 period. During this period., the farmers have not

only increased their consumption but they have not invested

all their savings in farm capital. The negative coefficient
in 1969 may be a result of negative savings in 1969 as v¡e

have seen from greater than unity APC in consumption functioi.
However, the coefficients in other years indicat.e that the

savings is a major determinant of investment behaviour among

farmers.

Farm credit

The coefficients of farm credit in 1963, 1965, 1968

and 1969 are significantly different from zeÍo at one percent

Ievel. The coefficients are significant at five percent level

in 1962 and 1966. These significant coefficients indicate

that the-re was a definite relationship between investment

and farm credit. l'he coefficients in 1964 and 1967 are

negative and not signifícant at the above specified leve1s

índicating that the. investment and farm credit were not

closely related in these years. This may be understood by

going back to the coefficients ôf savings in these years.

They indicaÈe taat only a part of a dollar saved v¡as invested

in farm capital. The. other part might have been used.to

retire debt. Thereforer on the average the farmers have

taken negaÈive credit in these years. The negrative coeffi-

cients therefore, might have resulted from this situation.
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Net-l'lorth lagged by one year period

The coefficients of net-r,rprth are not significant
except 5-n 1967, whích is significant at thirty percent level.
This indicate Ëhat there r^ras no close relationship between

net-worth and investment on farm capital. The available
farm records show that most of the farmers had substantial
amount of off farm investments. The purpose of including
the net-ioorth variable in the im¡estment fi.:nction was t.o take

.the effects of these off farm investments on farm investments

into account. TLre insignificant. coefficients indicate that
there was no such an effect. However, the effect.s of these
off farm investments rnlght have been irdirectly included in the
coefficient of farm credit. This is because the net-r^¡orttr

of farms is one of the factors affecting the amount that can

be borrowed. The R2 values range from o.11sz in 1964 to
0.7329 in 1969. They are significant at one percent level
except in the years 1962, 1964 and 1966. The R2 value in
1962 ís significant at five percenÈ level, but others are

not significant at t.hese levels indicating the variation in
investment ini,these years are not explained by independent

variables. The R2 values are rel'atively row except in 1965,

1968 and 1969. These Iow R2 values indicate that the varia-
tions in investment.s are not sufficiently explained by indepen-

dent variables.

The estimated coefficients of investment. functíon in
Èhe periods 1962-69, 1962-65 and 1966-69 are given in Table
XXT V.
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ÎABLE XXIV

THE ÏNVESTMENT PARAIcTETERS FoR TI{E PERToDS

1962-69, 1962-65 AND 1966-69.

Independent
Variable

Lagged savings

Farm Cred.it

Lagged Net-worth

1962-69

0. 8666*

(0.1se)

0.5851*

(0.072)

0.0 1 g4****

(0.013)

816.07

0 .3822

38.74*

1.70#

Constant

R2

F-Ratio

D-üf Ratio

1962-65

1.2020*

(0.231)

0"4501*

(0 .0e 3)

0.0253

( 0 .027)

367.58

0" 4302

23.91*

2.05#
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1966-69

0.6783*

(0.222)

0.6819*

(0.106)

0.0304**c**

(0.01e)

-323 .1 1

0.3758

19.26*

1 .69#
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The coefficienÈs of savings and farm credit are significant
at one percent 1evel and the coefficienÈ of net-worth
significant at Lwenty percent level in 1962-69 period. This
indicates that all three variables are closely rerated with
investment. Particularly, the signíiicant net-+¡orblr coeffi-
cient Índicates that. in the rong run off farm investments

or net-worth influences the investment d.ecisions even though

it. is not the case in the short run.

The coefficients of farm credit and savings are

significant at one percent revel in both 1962-65 and 1966-69

periods. However t.he coeff icient of .net-u¡crth is not signif i-
cant in the first period but significant at twenty percent

in the second period. The coefficient of savings has decreased

from 1.202 in the first period to 0.67g3 in the second period.
The coefficient of farm cred.it has increased from 0.4501 in
the first period to 0.6819 in the second period. Going back

to consumption behaviour in the second period, the changes

in investment function indicate that the farmers have consumed

more of their íncome and have depended. on externar capital
for investment in this period.

The R2 values range from 0.3758 in 1966-69 period to
0.4302 in 1962-65 period. The R2 varue in 1962-69 period is
0.3802. They all are significant at one percent level. The

low R2 varues in investment functions indicate that the
variations in investments are not sufficiently explained by

the independent variables.



The growth process

The growth of net-worttr in family farms is taken as

the criterion for growth. The growE,h of net-r,r¡crtÌ¡ of family
farms depends upon the production, in turn which depends upon

investment on capiÈal, consumptíon expenditure and other
expenses such as operational expenses and taxes. The

estimated coefficients of production function, consumption

function and. investment function of the syst.em are combined

for the periods 1962-69, 1962-65 and. 1g66-69 and. presented

in this section. The growth rates of net-worth are calculated
in these periods as well as the annual rates of growth and

presented in Tab1e XXV.

The f unctional form of the change in net*,rcrth is;

NW = Y(K, L, MI) OE + OFI T - C(y¿t, CL_1'F, Mt_t) - (1)

and K - K(I(St_1, CR¡r **t-t)

Substituting (1) into (2)
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NT¡l = YtK(I(Sa_1r CRt, NWt_1), L, MII

c(Yat, cL_1'Et **t_l) oE + oFr - T

The period from 1962 to 1969

The estimated production function is;

i = 3.26 K0. 406I 
"0.0054 

¡or0 .4750

The consumption function;

5. 34 Y -. 0 .0412 î 0.6 81 9
or tt-1

(2)

FSo. 1sol *.1' o 44s --- (s)

(3)

(4)



The

I-

Nlitr =

investment function;

816.07 + 0.8666 SAVt_1 - 0.5851 C\ + 0.0194 rffit_1 -- (6)

Substituting (4), (5) and (6) into (3);

t3.26 * (916.07

0.0194 NVqt_1 +

[5,34 
"uro 

'9412

OFÏ OE T.

where R = investment in capital at the beginning of the peniod.

Equation (7) explain the change in net.-worth as an

increasing function of savings and net-worth ragged by one

period, farm credit, amount of labour and materiar inputs
used and off-farm income and as a decreasing function of
disposable income, consumption and net-worth lagged by one

period, family size, operational expenses and income tax.
Previous period's ne!-worth has both positive and negative

effects on change in net-worth. The negative effects of this
is greater than the positive effect in this period. one

percent increase irr previous periods net-worth increases net-
worth in current period by 0.0257 percent while it decreases

present net-worth by 0.0445 percent.

The average increase in net-worth per farm per year

during 1962-69 per.i-od was calculated r:sing the average values of

+ 0.866 SAVt_1 +

R) 0.4068 L0.00s4

ct-t0'6819 FSo'1507 NWt-10'04451 +

---(7)

0.5851 cRr +

144

Mï0.47501 _
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economic variables.* This shows an increase of net-worth
by $4,872 per year on the average in 1962-69 period.

The combined equations of the system for the periods
1962-65 and 1966-69 are as follows:

1962-65 period

rîlr = t4.37 r (g67.58 + 1.202 sAvr_1 + 0.4501 cRr +

0.0253 Mt-1 + R)0'4s3 
"0"0009 

l¡r0'38221 -

t6.58 
"u.o'032u "a-.,0'u332 

FSo'1106 on.-10'07391 +

OFT OE T.

T
NW = Lq "32 * (-323. 1 1

0.0304 Mt_1 *

t3. s8Ydro' 0466

OFI - OE T.

During the first period the growth is most.ly influenced

by investment in farm capit.al while in the second period it
is infruenced by labour and material inputs used. Arso,

in the first period savings within the system has been a

major factor while in the second period farm credit has taken

+ 0.6783 SAVr-1 + 0.6819 CRt +

Rl 0.3094 L0. 1 086 Mro " s6261 _

ct-10'7003 
"s0 

'2141 orrra_10'05441 +

*.
The average values of the economic variables and

calculations of net-worth are given in Aopendix fV.
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the prace of savings as a major factor that influenced
the grorath.

The average increases of net-worth d.uring the 1962-

65 and 1966-69 periods were also carculated usinq average

values of economic variables in the respective periods.
there have been average increases of net-worËh by $3r399 and.

$7,030 in 1962-65 and. 1966-69 period.s respectively. The

large increase in 1966-69 period compared. to 1962-65 period ;

indicate that. the infruences of labour and. material inputs
in the second. period have been more powerful than the ínfluence

of capitar in 1962-65 period in increasing net-worth. Arso,

The large increase in net-worth in the 1966-69 period

indicate the effectiveness of the use of credit in increasing
net-worth. There has t',een an extensive use of credit in
1966-69 period compared to 1962-6s period when the invest-
ments \dere mostly funded by internal savings.

The growth rates presented in Table xxv were calcula-
ted from the data obtained. from farm recorcls. The values are

taken in t,erms of 1961 dollars.
The table shows that during the period 1962-69 the

growth rate was 118.12 percent. The growth rates for the
period 1962-65 ard 1966-69 were 53.51 percent and 42.08 Srercent

respecEivellz. ÍLre anrrual growth rates range from -0.0011 percent

i¡r 1969 tþ 26.16 percent in 1964. The negatÍve growth rate in



] TABLE X)TV

THE GROT{TH RATES OF FAMTLY FARMS TN WESTERN MANTTOBA

ïN THE PERTOD 1962-69.

Time
Period.

Net-worth at
the beginning

Net-worth
the end

$
93,299

65,665

93,299

47 ,21U

48,953

61 ,759

65,665

75,398

Bg,01g

9q,647

93,299

aË

r farm

Change of

s
50,522

22 , ggg

27 ,623

4r439

1,739

12,905

3,907

9 ç723

1A 36tr1

6 ç629

*- 1 r 9l+9

Ave. Anrrual
Percer

tage change

14.78

13. 3B

10.52

or Yeaf averaçJe per farm averacrê

1962-69

19 62- 65

1966-69

1962

1963

1g64

1965

1e66

1e61

1960

1e6q

$
42 ,77 6

42 ,77 6

65,665

42 ,77 6

47,214

48,953

61 ,759

65,665

75 r:a I
98,019

gt+ ,6u7

Perçentage
change

118.2

53. 5'!

42,09

10.37

3.6n

26 ,16

6, 33

1t+,91

16,79

=0,00 1 1

=ìÈ:l
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1969 is a result of the consumption, which is greater than

the income as indicated by the greater than unity ApC. The

various factors that influenced, the d.ifferent growth rates

in different years and periods are related to the behaviour

of production, consumption and investment in those years

and periods. These have already been discussed under those

sections, hence not repeated here.

The analysis of econometric results in the present

chapter has shown the contribution of production, consumpt.ion

and investment components to the growth of the system. In

the following chapter, the forecasting results of 1g74 varia-
bles and the economic situation of t^Iestern Manitoba farms

are discussed as a continuation of the analysis in the

present chapter.



CIaHTER VII

EVAIUÀ,TIoN oF THE I,oRSCASTÏ}TG RESULTS

The purpose of a research study on past behaviour

of economic variables is to understand. the relaËionship bet-
Ì^/een economic variables and to use the knowledge gained., in
making policy guidelínes. since the policies are made for
the future, the usefulness of a moder in a study depends upon

the reliability and accuracy in forecasting the future.
In the present chapter, the forecasting power of

the model in the present study is Èested using the information
and data obtained from the Canfarm reports of }4anitoba Depart-

ment of Agriculture. Most of the data j-n these reports are

not directly appricable in the present model, therefore, some

adjustments were made. These adjustments are explained below

under Éhe heading of the particular variable. The size of
the farm families among souÈh-I¡Iestern Manitoba* farmers is
not given in these reports, therefore, it was estimated using

the information obtained from Western l4anitoba Farm Business

Associatíon (I^IMFBA) records. This is also explained. belov¡

under the heading family size. The values of these indepen-

dent variables as well as the 1g74 observed varues of depen-

dent variables are given in Table XXVI.

:t
The area refers to

Agriculture Administrative
the Manitoba Department of

Region of South-I.festern Manitoba.
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Predictions tvere d.one in two forms. One is point
pred.ict,ion, which gives a single value of dependent variable,
the other is intervat predict.ion, which gives a range with-
in which Ëhe varue of dependent variable most probably lie.

Production

The value of farm production in 1974 among South-

!VesternManitobafarmswasestimatedusingtheproduction

function esÈimated from the d,ata for the period 1962-69, which

is gi-ven in Table xrv. The adjustments made to the indepen-

dent variables are as follows:

Capital

The value of capital used in 197q production is
obÈained from the Third canfarm penort cf the Manitoba

Department of Agricultrrr". 54 The report provid.es the lzear

end value of land and buildings, farm machinery and livestock.
The depreciation value in 1974 was added È-o the total of
these three items in arriving at the value of capital goods

used in 1974 production.

Labour

The amount of labour used in 1974 production was

obtained from the Third Canfarm Report. The model in the

present sÈudy has included labour in terms of man-equivalents.

The Canfarm Report does not provide the units of labour in

54¡¿.rritoba Department of Agrícu1ture,
Farm Business Summary. (fhird Canfarm Report,
No. 25, July 1975, Economic Branch, MDA, prepared by

1974 Manitoba
Economic Report
T.J. Yudai).



THE VALUES oF VARTABT,ES usED rN FORECASTTNG - 1g7 q

Va1ues obtained. fromVariable Canfarm neports
.l )

Production Function

capital ç122,216

Labour 3.99 M.E.

Material Inputs 16,043

9onsumption Function

TABLE XXVI

Disposable Income

Lagged Consumption

Family Size

Lagged Net-worth

Investment Function

Value obtained from
?ilMFBA Records

Savings

Farm Credit
\

Growth Equation

Capital Investment at
the beginning of 1974

Operating Expenditure

Income Tax - 1974
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11,949

7 t2g1

N. A.

131,464

5,946

3,594

3.025 Adults

111,177.

19,293

3,985



t,erms of man-equivalents. rnstead. they are given in dollar
values. These i.nclude two types of labour values, hired
rabour and family labour. These lrere converted into rabour
hours deviding by çZ.SZ and g2.12 respectively.55 The

number of hours then converted. to man-equivalents.

Material Inputs

The value of supply and service purchases gíven in
canfarm Report was t.aken in estimating the value of material
inputs. Adjustutents for inventory changes and for supply
and services used by home $/ere made in arriving at the value
of material inputs used in 1g7q prod.uction. The value of
"other fixed purchases" given in ttre incore and expenditure
statement of ttre report was ad.ded to the adjusted supply and

service purchases.

comparison of predicted production with 1g74 observed value.
Point prediction, interval prediction and test of

significance were done using the values Ín terms of natural-
logs and then converted into real values. This is because

the model- has been estimated in cobb-D¡uglas form.

The poi¡t pred.iction of 1g74 prod.ucticn is $3g,196.
The observed va]-ue of production in 1974 was $39,6g4. This
is an under-estirnation of $1,488 or 3.9 percent. This
difference may be due to the weather factor which is not
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S5iuanitoba Department of Agriculture , 1g74 yearbook,
Manitoba Agricur-ture. (eueenIs printer ior the province ofManitoba), p. ¿t"¡. ç2.12 is the average rate per hor:r with board
ard $2.52 is the anrerage rate ¡:er hor:r without board., paid in lqan-itoba in
1974" rn tlris foræcastíng, hired labour is assr¡red to-¡e paid 92.52.



qoMp4RrsoN oF FOBECASTED AND OBSER\IED VALUES

Variable

Production

Consumption

Investment

Growth Rate

TABLE XXVTI

Pred.icted
Values

rN 1974

$38, 1 96

61735

10 t622

10.03

ÏNTERVAL

Variable

Production

Consumption

Investment

Observed
Values

$39, 6 84

4,791

1 1 ,039

10.00

PREDTCTION*
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percentage
Ðifference Difference

Mínímum
Values

24,763

4,322

2,919

$ 1 ,488

1 ,954

417

Variable

Prod.uction

Consumption

Investment

Maximum
Values

TEST OF STGNIFTCANCE**

Critical rtr value
with 95f,

probability

3.9

29.0

3 .93

0.03

58,919

10,497

19,326

*1n¡erval prediction is done þ estimating confidenceintervals for point predictions, usfng the folÍowing formura

ûr t (tprobabiriry level, âu"

Confidence
Level

1 .96

1.96

1 .96

9srl

9sÍ

7016

CalculatedItr value

0.1728

1 .5137

0. 056 1

Results

No significant
difference between
observed and
predicted values.



Table X)ffII Continued.

where,

;,

ott

**The test of significance is done to find out whether
there is a significant difference between observed and predic-
ted. values. The method is as follows:

l

i

Test the Nu1l Hypothesis

H-: uo.= û,
O ll. I'

against the Alternative Hypothesis

H", Va ;,,

= point prediction of the variable

= Standard error of the forecast, of the variable.

VA = Actual observed value of the variable

V̂F = Pred.icted value of the varíable.

154

-The formula 
^

' t*=tâ-ut
drr"F

If t* is less than the value obtained from t Table with a given
probability level and relevant degress of freedom we accept
ñ111 tXzpothesis. Otherwise reject the Nul1 Hypothesis and.
accept alternative hypothesis



includ.ed in the model. rn the presentmoderweather is not
counted as an e>ipranaÈory variabl Therefore, the effecÈs

of climatic condit,ion on production are not explained. They

are included in the error of u term of the model. The

difference between observed and predicted production,

therefore, can be counted as a result of weather factor
which is not included in the model.

The interval predíction rtras done by estimating
confidence interval for the point prediction. The interval
prediction for 1974 production shows that the production

in that year is expected, with 95 percent probability, to
be between $24,763 and $58,918.

The test of significance of the difference between

1974 actuar production and predicted production shows that,

there is no significant d.ifference between actual and

predicted varues. "The observation is compatible with the
estimated relationship. rn this case hre accept that the
predictive por^¡er of our model is good." 56

The Consumption

155

The consumption expenditure among the south-western

Manitoba farmers was estimated using the consumption function
given in Table XXI, which was estimated for the
period 1962-1969. The adjustments mad.e to the variabres

56xoutsoyiannis, A., op.ciÈ., p. 47g.



in consumptÍon function are explained below:

Dísposable Income

The amount of d,isposable income in 1974 was estimated

using information in the Third. Canfarm Report and WMFBA

records. Disposable income was estimated by deducting 1g7q

income tax from net farm incóme given in Canfarm report.
The tax was estimated using 1974 tax guide. The number of
dependents in farm families are not given in Canfarm report.
This was estimated. taking the average number of dependents

from WMFBA records

Lagged Consumption

The consumption expenditure in 1973, among farmers in
South-Western Manitoba region was estimated using 1973 Second

Canfarm neport. 57 The consumption expenditure is not given

in the report. It was estimated by conducting a cash flow

analysis. **

1s6

Family Size

An estimation of family size was done using the VüMFBA

records" .This is because Canfarm Report d,oes not provide

ínformation regarding family size. The average family size

571¿anitoba Department of
Business Summary. (Second Canfarm
ffi, M.D.A., prepared

**The cash flow analysis is

Agriculture. Manitoba Farm
Report. No. zT.-l@TW
by T. J. Yudai).

given in Appendix V.
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in !{estern Manitoba during the period 1961-69 was taken as
.:

the family size in 1974. This was converted into ad.ult units
using the table òn page 69 .

Lagged Net-worth

The value of lagged net-worth was directly taken from

1973 Second Canfarm Report.

comparison of predicted conFumption with 1974 observed value

The point prediction of 197q consumption is fi6,735.
The observed value of consumption in 1974 is çqt7g1. The

difference is $1,954 or a 29 percent over estimation. This

large difference is mainly due to the cnr-ission of ttre value of ttre
service of house, from tlre obsen¡ed value. This value is not
availabe even in initial records of farms. since the pred.ic-

tion has taken this value into account the actual
tíon might, not have been very much d.ifferent from

value. Apart from this, the difference may be due

factors such as religíon, social status, which are not

incruded in our moder. These factors, partícularry social
status, affect the consumption habits. since these factors
are not included in the model the effects of them are shown

by the error term, or the difference between actual and

predict,ed\ values.

The interval prediction of 1g74 consumption shows that
the consumption in that year is expected to lie between

consump-

predicted

to the
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$4,322 and. 910,497 with 95 percent probabitity.
The test of significance of the difference between

1974 observed consumption and predicted consumption shows

that there is no significant difference between actual and
predicted values, indicating that the predictive power of
the model is good,.

Investment

The investment function, which was estimated. from
1962-69 data and given in Table xxïv.was used in estimating
1974 investments in South-I¡Iestern Manitoba farms. The values
of explanatory variables were obtained in the following rrìanner:

Savings

The savings in 1973 $rere estimated using the inform_
ation availabte in canfarm Report. The difference between

disposatte income and consumption expenditure was taken as

savings. The disposable income and consumption expenditure
hrere estimated using information avairabre in canfarm Report.***

Farm Liabilities

The amount of credit obtained during 1g7 4 was estirnated

using information given in the Third canfarm Report. The

available information gives the year end farm liabilities

***The method of estimationis given in Appendix IV.
of consumption expenditure
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ard' percentage change in farm liabilities during 197q. This

ínformation \4ras used in estimating'cred.Ít obtained during

197 4

comparison of predicted, investment with 1974 observed value

The predicted value of investment, using ljnear invest-

ment funcÈion, in 1974 is ç101622. The oþserved value of
investment in the same yêar was $11,039. This is an under-

est,imation of ç417 or 3.93 percent. This difference in
point prediction may be due to the omission of factors such

as rate of interest, rate of return on investment, which

influence the investment decisions. The effects of these

factors on investment are accounted for by error term, and

thereforerrepresented in the d,ifference between actual and

predicted value.

. The interval prediction on investment was estimated

at 70 percent probability. This is because the large standard

error makes the minimum limit. negative, if estimated at gs

percent probability. The interval prediction shows that the

investment in 1974 was expected. to be between $2,919 and

$18r 326, r^/ith 70 percent probability.

The test of significance of the difference between

1974 actual and predicted investment shows that there is no

significant difference between observed and predicted values,

indicating that the mod.el has good predicting power.



Farm Growth

The rate of growth of net-worth in south-lvestern
Manitoba region i.r*" in 1974 was est,imated using the
growth equation presented. in page 143. The equation was

formulated by combÍning the estimated production, consump-

tion and investment functions.

The grorfth'.rate of net-worth was estimated before and

after t,ax deductions. The predicted growth rate, after tax
deductions, shows a 7.0 percent growth in net-worth in 1974.

This is a more rearistic situation than before tax rate of
growth, because the farmers have to pay tax on their income.

However, the Third canfarm Report has not considered Ëhe

income tax in carculating the rate of growth in net-worth.
The rate of growth given in the report is 1o.o percent. The

predicted rate of growth, before tax deduction, is 10.03

percent. There is a 0.03 percent over-estimation of growth

rate. This is mainly due to the over-estimation of produc-

tion, and under-estimation of consumption due to omission of
some variables in t-hose functions.

rn general, the statisticar tests have shown that the
predicting power of the model is good. The pred.icted varues

of production, investment and the rate of growth has come

very close to the actual values. The only exception is
consumption model. rt also might, have been very close to
the actuar values, if the -rentéd. varue of the house is
counted.
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Economic aspect of farms in 1974

The values of variables of production which are

obtained frorn 1974 CANFARM report and, gíven in Table X)(VI

show that in 1g74 South-lrlestern Manitoba farmers have produced

$39r684 worth of farm products using ç122,216 worth of capital,

manpower of 3.89 man-equivalents and $16,043 worth of material

inputs. The use of more and more inputs, compared to 1969

values, has generated more farm income. This indicate that

the increase in size of operation and the use of material

inputs have been worthwhile in generating more income. A

portion of this increased value of prod.uction may be due to

price hikes experienced in 1973-74 period. However, the

farmers have acted rationally by increasing the use of inputs

to take the advantage of price hikes of products.

The productivity analysis of these inputs shows that

the MVPrs of capital, labour and material inputs ín 1974 were

$0.1321 , $55.08 and $1.17 respectively. The l,fi/P/Price ratío

for capital labour and material inputs in that year were

1.6, 0.01 and 1.08 respectively. The less than unity ratio

for labour indicate that this input was not productively used.

The use of labour shoul-d have been reduced to a level where

Ì"fi/P equals its marginal cots.

The disposable income in 1974 was $111848. This low

disposable income compared to high gross production in 1974

indicate that the operational expenses and tax have shared

a large portion of gross income. However, a monÈhly avera'ge
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net income of g1roo0 indicaÈes that the farmers were earning
a high income from farming. The consumption in 1974 was ç4,7g1.
This shows that Èhe Apc was 0.4, indicating that on the
average the farmers have spent less than half of their
income on consumpËion

The savings among Ëhese farmers in 1974 amounted to
$5'946. rn addition to these savings they have obtained
$31594 worth of credit, on the average. The borrowing among

these farmers has decreased. d,uring 1969-74 period from $34,311
in 1969 to 931594 in 1974 on the average. The large amount o-f

savings resulted from high income has been the major fastor.,that
influenced the invesÈments in 1g74. The investment in farm
capital in 1974 was $1.1 ,049. The low amount of borrowings and.

high savings indicate that a large portion of this ínvestment
expend.iture has come from the savings within the farm. These

investments on farm capital will be more usefur in increasing
farm output and income in the futurer ês shown in the analy-
sis of WIUFBA farms.

The net-worth has increased. from $131 ,46q in 1973

to $140,661 in 1974. This is an increase of $g,1g7 or 7.0
percent. The percentage increase indicates that the growth
rate is low compared to the 1q.79 percent average annual
growth rate of net-worth during the period 1962-69. Hor^rever,

an increase of ç9,197 in net-worth within a one lzear períod
is not a small increase. The major factors that influenced
this increase in net-worth are the high income and row
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consumption. The already higher net-Ì,¡orth posítion among

farmers at the end of 1973 was the reason for the low
percentage rate of growth shown in 1 g74.

The values of prod.uction, capital investment and

material inputs used in 1974 show an increase in output and

inputs compared to 1969. Itrowever, these varues include the
drastic price hikes experienced in the farming industry d.uring

1973-74 period.. The increase in the varue of output and

inputs may be due to the increases in both price and quantity.
The increased use of capital inputs and material inputs might
have resulted in increased. output. The farmers have acted

rationalry, consuming a small portion and saving a large part
of their income. The savings have been invested ín the farm

for future production. This has resulted in a substantial
increase in average net-worth in South-lvestern Manitoba.farms.

so far, we have considered the behaviour of economic

variablês during 1961-74 period in western Manitoba. The

following chapÈer presents a bríef summary of Èhis analysis
together with the implications and. conclusions.



The objective of the present study is to identify
and analyze the effects of the internal determinants of
the family f arm growth in lrrestern Manitoba. The determinants

are easily separated into two groups on the basis of type

of decisions that have to be taken by farmers. Farnillz

farms have to consider both farm and family in their day

to day decision making as well as rong run pranning. These

decisions are rerated to producËion in the farm and consump-

tion in the family. The available resources limit the
activities in both of these areas. Therefore, the growth

rate of family farms mainly determined by the decisions

made by farmers regarding the allocation of resources among

these,two components.

Among the farms included in the study, the net-worth
has increased from #42,336 in 1961l to $g3,2gg in 1969. This

ís a growth of 120.4 percent during the nine year period,
averaging 13.4 percent per year. The growth rates of
individual years range from a minimum of -0.011 percent in
1969 to a maximum of 26.16 percent in 1964. The 1974 predic-
tions indicate that the net-worth in that year \Â/as $140 ,661 .

This is an increase of fi47,363 or a 50.76 percent during
the 1969-74 period.

CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTON

164
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Gross production, as the major contrÍbutor to the

growth, has increased from $10,083 in 1961 to $241510 in 1969

on the average þer farm. This is an increase of 123 percent

Ín this period" Gross production in 1974 was $39,684. The

increase in production compared. to 1969 is $15r 174 or 61.g

percent. A rapid increase in gross production as experienced

by Western Manitoba farmers would augment growth in famillz

farms depending on the consumption behavior. Among the

factors that influenced this rapid increase in production

are capital, labour, material inputs and management. They

are considered as the internal determinants

Capital consists of land and buildings, machinery

and equipment and livestock. The farmers have increased

their total capit,al investments in order to increase the

production. The average capital investment per farm has

increased from $49,732 in 1961 to ç112,034 in 1969. The

investment on land and. buíldings has increased from 54.4

percent of total investment in 1961 to 66.5 percent in 1969.

The average ímproved. acreage has increased from 503 acres

in 1961 to 723 acres in 1969. Total capital investment has

increased to fi122,216 in 1974. This shows an increase of

$10,1 82 or 9.09 percent.

This indicates that the farmers were expanding the

size of their operations in order to increase production.

Although land is a basic factor of prod.uction that is needed

for production, the econometric results indicate thaÈ this

input has not influenced the production in 1968 and 1969.
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The t'fVP of land in these years was as low as $0.0353 for the

marginal d.ollar invested. Probably the farmers were not

able to improve. their newly purchased land withín the two

years of 1968-69. However the large increase of $15 1174

or 61.9 percent in production and. the low increase of $101182

or 9.09 percent in capital investment during the 1969-74

period ind.icate that the farmers have improved their previous-

Iy owned unproductive land. The production in this period

hasbeenincreasedbyimprovingtheavai1ab1e1andrather

than expanding the size of operation.

Production can be increased by expand.ing capital
investment on land and. machinery. However, the farmers

should be careful when decid.ing to invest additional money

on machinery. They should consider whether the available

machinery are fully utilized or not. If they are not fully
utilized, the farmers should increase their land base. On

the other hand, if the available machinerl¡ are not suffícient
for efficient use of available land, additional investments

should be made on machinery instead of on land.

The coefficients of capital are not significant
in the years of 1968 and 1969. This may Lre a result of .the

large investments on land and machinery which hTere not able

to coordinate to get their maximum use within the two years

of 1968-69. However, the large increase in production

and small increase in investment on land and machinery during

1969-74 peri,odr âs explained earlier, again indicate thaÈ
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the farmers ltrere able to coord.inate the avaílable land. and

machinery in order to increase production. The investments

on land and machinery require an increased use of material
inputs. The large values of the material inputs coeffj-cients
in 1968-69 ind.icate that there was a substantial increase in
output for the additional units of materiar inputs used.

The farmers have used more material inputs with the

increasein1andbase.Theuseofmateria1inputshas

increased. from $51000 in 1961 to g1Or81B in 1969, on the I

average per farm. This 116 percent increase in material
inputs compared with 44 percent increase in rand use suggests

that the farmers were attempting to improve. the productivity
of land by apprying more fertirizer and chemicars per acre.

Material inputs have been closely rerated to the output
almost throughout the period. ïn fact, in 1966-69 period

this input has generated very high returns. The I[Vp of
materiåI inputs has been as high as $2.08 in this period.
This high I{VP's indicate that the farmers could have increased

the output by increasing the use of material inputs. The

farmers have spent $161043 on material inputs in 'lg7q.

This is an increase of ç51225 or 48.3 percent. This larþe
increase in the use of material inputs indicates that the

farmers have used. more and more material inputs in order to
increase output rather than increasing the investments on

land and. machinery during 1969-74 þeriod.
The production in these farms consists of crops and

livestock product.s. Crop production, which increased by
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farmers. The close contacts with the Farm Business Associa-
tion might have improved the manageriar ability of farmers,
allowing them to make adjustments r^rith the technological
changes

The other component of the family farm system which

affects the growth rate is consumption. The average consump-

tion expenditure d.uring the period 1961-69 has rapidry
increased from 93,463 in 1961 to $6,231 in 1969. This is an

ineease of 80 percent. It is, holerer, lcnn¡er ttran tlre average increase.

in net farm income which has increased by 1 15 percent from

$3,750 in 1961 to $8,049 in 1969. This indicates that the
farmers were allocating their income rationally j.:r boût eonsump-

tion and re-investment directions. By doing so, they have

improved their current as well as future standards of liùing.
The predicted varue of consumption shows an increase of
$504 or 8.09 percent dr:ring the 1969-74 period. This is a very
small increase ccnrparea to the 92 percent increase in net
farm income from $8,049 in 1969 to 915,642 in 197q. This
indicates that the farmers are used to a certain revel of
consumption expenditure, and therefore, in above average

income years they save the additional income.

Econometric results indicate that the major determi-
nant of consumption among this group of farmers was consump-

tion habits. This is shown by the rarger values of the
coefficients for lagged consumption. The average propensity
to consume which is lower in high income years and higher in
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73.3 percent during 1961-65 period has been the leading

component of the increase in gross production in that
period. I:: ttre igilø-eg period. livestock has become the lead-

ing component. The value of livestock operations has i:rcreased

by 54 percent duríng this period. Even though the income

earned from livestock has increased rapidly in thÍs period

some farmers have dropped out of livestock operation. Those

farmers might have aeci¿J that the best return for their
land can be obtained from crops

The amount of labour used in production was not

changed very much during the 1961-69 period. However, the

gross profit has substantially increased during the same

period. This indicates that there was an increase in
labour prod.uctivity. The Solow model was used in measuring

labour productivity. The results show that there was

165.81 percent and 133.62 percenÈ increase in net and gross

labour productivity respectively. The share of capital and

material in gross labour productivity was 16.69 percent and

36.72 percent, respectively. The share of technological

change in net and gross labour productivity were 58.41 and

46.59 respectively.

The growth in Western Manitoba farms was definitely
influenced by technology. Technological changes give

opportunities for farmers to increase the productivity

of their land by means of substituting inputs to each other.

This is closely related to the managerial ability of the
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low income years indicates that the farmers were not adjusting

their consumption pattern with the changes in income

Regardless of income level they have maintained a certain
level of consumption expenditure, and by doing sor they have

invested additionar income earned in higtr incone years. this
behaviour confirms that the farmers r^rere very much considering

their current level of living as well as future. Although

the consumption expenditure is only one of the marry variehles

that can be controlled by farmers in order to accelerate

growth, the behaviour among this group of farmers, in this
aspect, can be considered as rational.

The standard of living among farmers depends upon the

farm income. Farm income on the other hand depend. upon the

leveI of production which in turn mostly determined by the

size of operation. The results of the current analysis

have shown that the income increases as the size of operation

expand.s. The size of a farm operation is expanded by further

investments on lancl and machinery and livestock. The analysis

shows that there have been heavy investments on land and

machinery in these farms dr:ring the 1961-69 period. AIso,,these

investments have generated a greater income, although towards

the end of the period some of the capítal was not productive

due to insufficient time for proper coordination.

Econometric results indicate that savings within

the farm has been the major determinant of investment during tåe

1962-67 period. During the last two years, 1968-69, the

major d.eterminant has been credits obtained from outside.
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During these two years a substantial amount has been invest.ed

on land and. machinery. The farmers have used cred.it, leverage

in expanding thèir operations.

Implications

Increased labour productivity and high rates of
growth during the period 1962-68 indicate that the farmers

were successfur in adopt.ing new techniques and increasing 
I

:

the prod.uctíon. Ilolever, the WPr/Price'ratios, shorvn in
Tab1es )CIV and )(fIf j¡dicate that the f armers were not allocating
and combining the resources efficiently. This is a problem

related to management. Management is one of the important

internar deÈerminants of the growth of the family farm syst,em.

Therefore, any attempt to improve farmersr managerial- ability
will result in high rates of growth. The results of the

analysis show that towards the end of the study period, the

farmers were not able to obtain maximum productivity from

resources due to improper coordination of 5nputs. They have

expanded the resource base in order to increase production

without giving much attention to proper coord.ination of
input,s. This is again shown by Nf\Ip/price ratios. They

should be advised of techniques of obtaining maximum prod.uctiv-

ity from avaitabte resources before expanding resource base

in order to increase product.ion.

The utilization of credit has been an influential
factor in the growth process. The average use of credit per

farm has increased from g8,376 in 1961 to $34,111 in
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1969. This is an increase of 310 percent. This indicates
that the farmers were using credit extensively, in ord.er to
expand their operations. credit is a growth augmenting

factor in any Èype of business. Hor,vever, improper manage-

ment of cred.it makes more troubles than benefits. Therefore,
the farmers should be given proper advice in crediÈ manage-

ment.

Fa:rnirg is a risþ neans of producing incone. It depends on

many uncontrolable factors such as weather. There are

methods of reducing the risk of earning an income. the farners

should be advised of these methods. one of them is farm

diversification. The farmers shourd be advised to carry
livestock operations along with crop production rather than
having either crop or livestock arone. However, the study

shows that some farmers disregarded the advantages of diver-
sificaËion and, d.ropped their livestock operations. These

can be corrected by giving individual advice to those farmers

who are planning to have only one type of operation.

crop insurance is another method of reducing the risk
involved in farming. The farmer pays a premium each year to

the insurance company. rn return the company guarantees a

minimum income from the insured crop. rn case of a crop

failure the company pays the guaranteed. income to the farmer.
This is a method which transfers the risk to another person

or sharing the risk with other successful farmers. This
method involves a small cost to the farmer. However, this is



one of the best and mostly used methods in ord.er to avoid

the risk involved. in farming.

Another method of reducing the risk of getting an

income is investing some money outside of the farm. These

investments can be made on bonds anå shares of corporations.

The stud.y shows that some farmers were having this type

of investments. Farmers can invest some of their income

outsid.e of farm in prosperous years. These investments will

serve several purposes. Firstly, they reduce the risk of
going without any income in bad years. These investmenÈs can

be sold to get money when farming did not bring enough income

for the family. Tn addition they generate additional

income in the form of interest

Secondly, these external investments are considered

as good collaterals in case of borrowing to expand the opera-

tion. .Thirdly, these investments provide a retirement fund..

lr7hen the farmer d.ecides to retire, he can use these investments

as the retirement fund. By doing so he can transfer his farm

to his son wíthout affecting the productivity of resources.

Usually the farmers have to sell their farm assets to provide

a retirement fund for himself. They may be sold to one

person or several- persons. In the latter case the new owners

have to organize from the beginning. This type of arrange-

ments severely affect the productivity of resources. However,

if the farmer has created a retirement fund outside the farm,

the farm can be transferred to his descendants without affect-

íng the productivity of resources.
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Another method of transfering the farms without
affecting the productivity of resources is the corporation
system. rhe farm family can form a corporation and transfer
the assets. Under this method. the farm family does not
own the farm directry. The corporation owns the farm, and

the family owns the shares of the corporation. when ret,ir-
i.g, the farmer can sell his shares of the cor¡nration wittrout

having to sell the assets of the farm thereby not affecting:
the prod.uctivity of resources

The major economic problem among farmers, as ind.icated

in the report of the Federal Taek Force Agriculture, is the
problem of low income. The present study shows that this
problem is mainly related to the size of operation. Among

the 23 farmers studied, the gross and net incomes have

increased with the expansion of the size of farm and increased

use of -machinery and material inputs. The future of family
farm as a mean as well as a way of life depends upon the

competitiveness of the farms. The compet.itiveness can only

be maintained by adopting new techniques ar¡d using nev¡

machinerl'. The use of new techniques and machinery is.
not economical in small scare farms. only the large scale

farms can use these new techniques economically, and can be

compet.itive in the industry. These two f actors, the i¡srease

in income with the expansion of operation and the conpetitive

ness of the large scale farms imply that the viability of
farming depends upon the size of operatíon. Therefore, the
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farmers should increase the size of their farms and

expand the use of machinery and. material input in

order to be conipetitive in the industry and to generate

a sufficient income.

Suqqesti-ons for further research

The econometric model used, in the present study

considers the efficient combination of resources in a given

enterprise such as crop and livestock. It does not consider

optimal allocation of resources between enterprises. This

can be done using the linear programming technique. A

linear progranming model would show the most efficient

enterprise in terms of accelerating the growth, and would

indicate the efficient allocatíon of resourees between

alternative enterprises. Therefore, there is a room for

future studies, in the area of farm growth using optimiza-

tion models.

Another area which can be consídered for future

studies is the variables included in the model. The present

study considered the internal determinants of family farm

growth. This includes the resources of the system, i.e.,

the factors which can be changed or influenced b1z the indivi-

d.ual decision of f armer. The f actors which cannot be

influenced by farmer are considered as external factors'

i.e. the environment of the system. These include govern-

ment pclicies on tax, development prografltmes and policies
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of lending institutions. Although these factors are

environment to the farrner, they can be changed by govern-

ment and other institutions. Also there are some factors
which cannot be changed by government but depend upon the
market behaviour. this includes the prices of inputs and

outputs,

The effects of these factors are not considered

in the present study. There is a room for studies in this
area which incrude the factors that are considred as the

environment of the system in thís study.
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MI

!

I

I

I
1.00 t

0.82 1 .00 ¡

1 .00
0. 87

0. 89

0.63

1 .00
0"81
0.87
0"68

L

1 .00
0.79 1.00

YG

K

MI

L

¡

I

I

1.00 |
I

0.73 1 .00 r

1 .00
0.69
o .87
0.65

'l .00
0. 88

0 .90
0 .59

1 .00
o .82 1 .00

1"00
0.79
0"87
0.26

1 .00
0.70

1 .00
0.65 1.00

1 .00

1 .00
0.21 1 .00



TABLE XXXÏ

THE INTERCORRELATTON COEFFICTENTS BETI^TEEN fiIE VARTABLES ÏN

THE PRODUCTION FUNCTTON USING DISAGGREGATED CAPTTAI FOR

THE PERTOD 1962-69. THE VARI.ABLES ARE IN TERMS OF

YG

RE

ME

T,\ZK

MI

PER MAN-EQUIVALENT.

************

TABLE XXXTI

THE INTERCORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN THE VARTABLES TN

1 .00
o .71
0.72

-0. 15

0. 80

1 .00
0.60

-4.26
0.63
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THE PRODUCTTON FUNCTION USTNG DISAGGREGATED CAPTTAL FOR

1 .00

-0.21
0.70

THE PERIODS 1962-65 AND 1966-69. THE VPiïìIABLES ARE

1 .00

-0. 32

IN TERMS OF PER MAN-EQUTVALENT.

1 .00

YG

RE

ME

LVK

MI

YG

1 .00
0. 5s

0.66
-0.17
0.58

1962-65

RE ME

1 .00
0. 41 1 .00

-0.10 -0.18
0.34 0.54

L\rK MI

1 .00

-0.45 1 .00



TABLE Continued.

.YG

YG 1.00
RE 0.64
ME 0"65
LVK O.O3

Mr 0.83

1966-69
RE ME

1 .00
0"55 1.00

-o "17 -0.10
0.62 0.74

*********¡1.****

EHE INTERCORRELATION COEFFICTENTS BETWEEN THE VARTABLES TN

THE PRODUCTTON I¡TINCTION USING DTSAGGREGATED CAPTTAL FOR

EACH YEAR DURTNG THE PERTOD 1961-69. THE VARIABLES

LVÏ( MI

YG

YG 1.00
RE 0.20
I\ÍE 0.34
L\TK O.O8

Mr o "52

182

TABLE XXXTII

1"00

-0. 16

1961

RE ¡48 LVK

1 .00
-0.01 1.00
-0.13 0"20 1.00
0.27 0. 6s o .12

ARE ÏN TERMS

1 .00

OF PER MAN-EQUTVALENT.

YG

RE

¡48

LVK

MI

1963

1 .00
0.26 1 .00
0.62 0.001 1.00 ;

0.15 -0.001 -0.02 1.00
0. 32 0.05 0. 33 -0.21 1 .00

¡4I YG RE

1"00
0"36 1.00
0. 81 0 .22
0 .01 -0.22
0. 48 0.201 .00

1962

I\,IE LVK T4I

1 .00

-0.11 1.00
0.51 -0.32 1.00

1"00
0.71
0"57

-0.42
0.68

1964

1 .00
0. s4 1 .00
0.01 -0.20 1.00
0.33 0.47 -0.63 1.00



T^ABLE

.YG
YG 1.00
RE 0.68
ME 0.69
L\Æ( -0.26
Mr 0.70

Continr¡ed.

1 965

RE ME L\ZK

1 .00
0.56 1 .00

-0.16 -0.32 1.00
0 " 42 0. 70 -0.58

1967

Yc 1.00 r

RE 0.57 1 .00 t
t

¡{E 0.73 0.48 1.00 |
ILVK 0.08 -0.20 -0.16 1.00 ,

Mr 0.80 0.42 0.7 4 -0 .23 1 " 00 |

MI YG RE

r 1.00
I
, .0.73 1.00
, 0.67 0.47
I
,-0.35 -0.30

1 .00 ' 0. 83 0.52

YG

RE

ME

L\Æ(

MI

1969

1 .00
0.38 1 .00
0.32 0. 45 1 .00
0.10 -0.29 -0. 18 1 .00
0 "77 0.49 0.52 0. 1 1 1 .00

****:1.*******

1966
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ME L\ZK MI

1968

1 .00
o.73 1 .00
0.78 0.68 1.00
0. 31 0. 16 -0 .21 1 .00
0.88 0.77 0.82 0.09 1.00

1 .00

-0.40 1 .00
0 .79 -0. 46 1 .00

TABLE XXXÏV

THE TNTEI{CORRELATTON COEFFTCTENTS BETTVEEN THE VARTABLES TN

THE CONSUMPTTON FUNCTION FOR THE PERIOD 1962-69.

c. 1.00t'
Y., 0.28c¡,t
NW. - 0.64t-l
c. . 0.86t-l
F 0.62

1 .00
0.23
0.22
0. 09

1 .00
0 .71

0. 37

1 .00
0.61 1 .00



r¡TE TNTERCORRELAT.TON COEFFTCTENTS BETWEEN VARIABLES TN THE

CONSUMPTION FT]NCTIONS FOR THE PERTODS 1962-65 ¡T\iD 1966-69

ct Yat

ct 1.00

Ydr 0"28 1.00

Mt_t 0.63 0.36

ct_t 0. 85 0.21

F 0.61 0.11

1962-65

TABLE XXXV

Mt-1 ct-t F

1 .00

0.65 1.00

0.41 0.62 1.00

TABLE XXXVI

THE INTERCORRELATTON COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN VARTABLES TN THE

ct Ydt

1 .00

0.27 1i00

0.60 0.09

0. 86 o "21

0.63 0.05

CONSUMPTTON FUNCTIONS FOR EACH YEAR IN THE PERTOD 1962-69

" 1962 1963

1966-69

184

ct

Yat

NWt-t ct-1 F

cû Ydt

1"00

0.57 1.00

***** *:lc{.* ****

Mt-t 0.59 0.68

cir

Mt-1 ct-1 F

1 .00

0 .71 1 .00

0.27 0.61 1.00

0.82 0.56

0.59 0.47

1.00

0.71 1.00

0.49 0.70 1.00

ct Ydt Mt-1 ct-t F

1 -00

0.22 1.00

0.54 0.46 1.00

0.84 0.14 0.61 1.00

0.52 -0.01 0.44 0.60 1.00



TABT,E

1964

ct 
"¿a Mt- t ct- t

1 .00ct

Continued..

Ydt, 0"09 1.00

Mt_10"71 -0.09 1.00

ct_1 0.89 0.14 O.71

F 0"68 0.16 0.28

1966

ct 1 "00

Ydt 0.69 1 "00

N[t[- . 0"89 0.67 1.00t-l

c. , 0. 89 0.65 0.78t'-l

F 0.60 0.30 0.27

1968

ct 1.00

Ydt 0.09 1 .00

N!{. " 0"71 -0.09 1.00t-l

c, " 0. 89 0 . 14 0.i,1E-l

F 0.68 0.16 0.28

I
t

F

I
I
a

t
I
I
I
I
I

1 .00,

1 965

ct 
"at NWt-1 ct-t F

1 .00

1 .00

0.6 3

185

0.28 1"00

0. 58 0 .27 1 .00

0.82 0. 30 0.73 1 .00

0.63 -0.01 0.28 0.66 1.00

1967

1 .00

0.44 1 .00

0.69 0.36 1 .00

0.90 o.30 o .70 1 .00

0.62 0.11 0"27 0.58 1.00

"1969

1 .00

0.28 1 .00

0.58 0.27 1.00

0.82 0.30 0.73 1 .00

0.53 -0.01 0.28 0.66 1.00

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
1 .00,

1 .00

0.60

I

I
I

I
I
I
t
I

I
I

1 .00,

1 .00

0.63



TABLE XX)ryIT

THE INTERCORRELATION COEFFICTENTS BETTfEEN THE VARTABLES fN

THE IN\ZESTMENT FUNCTION FOR THE PERTOD 1962-69.

INV"

sAvt_ 
1

CRT

Mt-t

INV" SAVI_ 1 CRT Mt_1

1 .00

0.39 1 .00

0.48 -0 " 01 1 .00

0.28 0.44 0.07 1 .00

************

THE INTERCORRELATION COEFFI

TITE ÏNVESTMENT FUNCTION FOR THE PERIODS 1962.65 AND 1966-69

1962-65

Itw. sAvt_ 1 cRT NWt_ I
rNv. 1 .00

sAV. . 0.54 1.00Ë-l

cRT 0. 41 0. 05 1 .00

NW- " 0.36 0.51 0.09 1.00Ë-l
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TABLE XXXVITT

BETWEEN THE VARTABLES IN

1966-69

rNV" SAVt_1 CRT NWt_1

0.26 0.33 0.06 1.00



TABLE XXXIX

THE INTERCORRELA.IPTON COEFFTCIENTS BETWEEN THE VARTABLES IN

1962

INV. SAVI_1 CRT **t_1

rNv. 1 .00

sAV- " 0.41 1.00t-I

cRr 0.26 -0.30 1 .00

Mt_1 0.10 0.19 -0.28 1.00

THE IN\ZESTMENT FUNCTION FOR EACH YEAR TN THE PERIOD

1 964

rNv. 1 .00

sAvr_ 1 0.42 1.00

cRT 0.002 0 .26 1 .00

NI{. . 0.42 0. 59 o . 15c-l

1966

rNV. 1 .00

sAvr_ 1 0.22 1.00

cRT 0. 33 -0. 48 1 .00

NüI- , 0.17 0.45 -0.25t-l

1 968

rNV. 1 .00

sAvr_ 1 0.26 1.00

cRT 0.82 -0.01 1.00

NW_ . 0.30 0.49 0.12

1962-69.

I

I INV.
I

, 1.00
t
r 0.56
I

t 0.59
t
| 0.17
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1963

sAvt_ 1 cRT rwt- 
1

l.o0
0. 19 1 .00

0.52 0.06 1.00

196 5
I

I

I
I
I

I
ul1.00 r

1 .00

0.64

0.67

0. 39

I

t
I

I

I

t

I1.00 ,

1 .00

0. 16 1 .00

0.56 0.23 1.00

1967

1 .00

0.63

0.04

0. s8

r 1.00
I

' 0.22
I

' 0.88
I

1 .00 | 0.27

1 .00

0.08 1 " 00

0.66 0.03 1.00

1969

1.G0

0 .27 1 .00

0.04 0.32 1 .00



THE METHOD

The increases in net and gross

over the period 1961-69 are calculated

APPENDIX IÏ**

ESTIIVIATTNG SHARESoF
Ãñ

aYn

aYc

Net and gross outputs per man-equivalent are deflated
by their respective technological change indices, GM(1969)

and NM (1969) respectively to obtain gross rabour productivity
after removing technological change" The excess of this over

net output per man-equivalent in 1961 is the increase imputed

to capital (K) intensity. The excess of this over gross

output per man-equivalent in 1961 is the increase imputed

to capital intensitlz and material inputs (l,tf ¡, i.e.,

Yr'l 
( t gog)

Yc(rgog)

OF
UR

CAPTTAL, MATERIAL

"u(tgot) and

Yc(1 961l , respectively,

ROD

labour

188

AS

TY

productivities

a"*,K = Yr,'; (1969¡,/nu (1969) - Yru (1961, .and

a"",K,Mr = yc (1969)/cv(1969) _ yc (1961)

The shares .imputed to each of K and Mr are calcurated
using the 1961-69 average shares of these inputs in gross

output in Table XfX.

The method is obtained from
op. cit., p. 2g'.

Yeh, M.H., êt.ê1.,



The remainder of the increase

technological change (T), i.e"

o"*, *
Â"nr*

This divisionr âs explained earlier, is subjected

to the assumption of constant return to scale.

AY¡l - O"*,* and

aYe - a"G,*rMï

is imputed to

189



The estimated Cobb-Douglas producÈíon function for
the period. 1961-69 is

Y _ = 3.2 K0. 41 90 L-o. o 1 I 1 Mro. 4937
-G s ¡-r¿

If the sum of the coefficients is unity constant

returns to scale prevails. Ho!,rever, this sum in the above

equation is 0.8946, indicating decreasing returns to scale.
The statistical reliability of this result, should be t,ested.

Test, the hypothesis

APPENDIX TTI

TESIP OF CONS:TAT\¡II RETURNS TO SCALE

H1 : (b't *bz +bt) = 1

against- the alternative hypothesis

Hz. (bt *b2 +br)

The F statistic is used to conduct this test.

Step 1 "

Perform a regression with the restriction (bl +

+ b3) = 1. From this restriction, bl = 1 - (bZ * b3) is
obtained. The production function will be in the form,

yc = oo "o' ¡¿rb3 x(1 - b2 - bg)

190

bz
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The estimated restricted, production function for
the period in this form is

V=
tr

From

where,

Ee2
1

Ee2
2

2.01 K0.4567 L0.0801 Mr0.4632

these two equations ,"tr and ,.3,,

= Sum of Èhe squared residuals from the

unrestricted function and,

= Sum of the squared residuals from the
restricted function, $/ere calculated..

te2 Ee2
21

- 

(ä-K)
¿e

1

From the estimated production functions,

Ee2 = Ln 12.3SZO.1

-2Xç- = .Q,n 12.5437
2

F* = 3.1506

The theoretical F0.01 = 6.63 with V, = 1 and. V, = 203

degrees of freedom. Hence t*.ro.o, and we conclude that
(bt n b2 + ba) = 1" Accept the hypothesis that there vras

constant returns to scale during 1961-69 period.

*F=



192
APPENDIX IV

ESTIMATION OF THE AVERAGE TI\TCREASES IN NET-vfoRTH PER
YEAR DURING 1962-69, 1962-65 AND 1966-69 pERroDS.

. TABLE XL

TITE AVERAGE VALUES OF' ECONOMTC VARTABLES

Savings

Credit - $

Mt-1 - $

Capital $

Labour - M.E. $

Material inputs

Disposable Income

1962-69

5,299

4, 445

7 6 ,593

52 ,036

1 .33

6,434

6 ,124

4,095

3 .01

2r151

$ 10,344

2r036

Lagged Consumption - $

Family Size - Ad.ult, UniÈs

Off-farm fncome $

OperaËional Expenditure -
Income Tax - $

1962-6s

4 , 417.

.4,299
53 ,97 g

43,945

1.t+2

5 ,477

5 ,771

3,975

3 .1 687

1,396

9,594

1,499

1962-69

6 ,181

4 ,602

99,207

67 ,225

1.3141

I t872

6 ,4gg

5,252

',3.424

2,g0g

12,093

2,593



1962-69.

¡i!ü = 1,3.26 * (g16 + 0.g66 sAVt_1 + 0.5851 cRr +

o-0194 Nwr-l + R)0"4068 Lo'0054 *r0'47501 -

t5.34 
"u.o'0412 

ct-t0"6819 rso'1507 Mr-10'04451 +

OFI-OE-T.

Estimation of net-worth with average values of the variabtes
in 1962-69 period.

N̂W = Í3.2ø * (816 + 0.866 * 529.9 + 0.5851 * 4,445 +

0.0194 * 76sg3 + 52036)0"4068 * 1.330.1507 *

193

64340 "47s)

3.010.1507

1962-65.

rûd = t4.32 * (go7.5g + 1.202 sAut_1 + 0.4501 cRr +

o-0253 Mt-1 + R)0'4s3 L0'0009 tro '38221

l6-58 
"uro'0325 

ct-t0'6332 FSo' 1106 NWt-10'07391

OFI OE T.

19,423 - 4ß22+ 2t151 - 10¡344 2t036

ç4872

t5.34 * G12qo'0412 * 40950'6819 *

76sg3o'04451 + 21s1 10344 2036



Estimation of net-worth wíth average values of the variabres
in 1962-69 period.

N̂I{ = ft+.37 * (367.58 + 1.202 * 4,417 + 0"4501 *

t+,2gg + 0.0253 * 53,g7g + 43,g4510"453 *

1.420 ' 0009 * 5, 4770 "38221 -

t6.58 * 5,77:0 '0325 *

53,9zBo'0739¡ + 1,396

1966-69.

Estimation

in 1966-69

^NW=

= 16r180 4,149 + 1,396 - 8,539 1,489

= 93,3gg

194

3,8750 '6332 {' 3. 16870' 1106 *

of net-worth with average values of the variables
period.

8,539 1 , 4gg

t4.32 * (-323.11

0.0304 NWt_1 *

t3.58 Y-.0'0466-oc

OFI-OE.T.

14.32 * (- 323 .11

4,602 + 0.0304

1.31410'1086 *

NW-

+ 0.6783 SAVt-1 + 0.6819 CRt +

Rl 0. 3094 L0. 1 086 Mï0 .5626) _

ct-10'7003 FSo'2141 Mt-10'05441 +

+ 0.6783 * 6,181 + 0.6819 *

* 99 ,207 + 67 ,225) 0 ' 3094 *

B,g720 '56261 t3.58 * 64990' 0466 *



s,zsz0'7003 * 3. trz,r0'2141 * gg,zoTo'0s441 +

2,90.8 - 12, Qg3 2,593.

= 24 ,071 5,2'73 + 2,908 ' 12,093 Z ríg3

= $7,030
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APPENDTX V

THE ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION EXPENDTTURES FOR TÌTE YEARS 1973 A}TD 1974*

Begínning cash balance
Current farm sales

less credit sales
Cash sales
Borrowing

less
-Tlrchases -

Crops
Livestock
Supplies
Labour
Other fixed
Ihterest paid

Fixed purchases
Year end fixed assets
Beginning fixed assets

Depreciation

Income tax 1972
Income tax 1973
Year end cash balance

Consumption expenditure
Farm produce and supplies

Total Consumption

29,583

11,097

1,600

estimated with
in two years

45, 1 55
24

1973

1 ,600

45, 1 31
2 ,234

49,095
5

96,259
86,018
10,241
4,399

197 4

2,939 r

I

I

49,090 |

3,594 |

I

I

I

30r993

t
!

I

I
I
!
I

!
I
I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

tl
I

I

I

1 4 ,639

2,565
3,055

I

t

I

1 t557
10, 154
13 t227

1 ,060
1,194
2 r391

90,69g
83 ,897
6,807
4,290

48,965

42,280
6r685

606_ZÆ

2,894
6,591

15,763
1 ,756
1,749
2,240

55,622

51 ,252
4,410

371-E;æ

t.

I
I
I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

tThe values in
1973 and 1974.(

Canfarm report \^rere
Therefore, tle values

the sample sizes of 112 and
are not directly comparable.

tO
ct\

61 in


